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Smart Solutions
Advertisement

I s your car safe?  Are you driving with 

hidden problems or the “check engine” 

light on?  Maybe it’s just a loose gas 

cap or something covered under a safety 

recall?  But what if it’s something more 

costly?  Thanks to the award-winning 

CarMD® Vehicle Health System, now vir-

tually everyone who owns a vehicle (and 

a computer) can quickly and easily check 

their car’s health—right from home.

How Does It Work?
Whether you know a lot about cars or 

don’t have a clue, CarMD is for you.  You 

don’t even need to lift the hood!

1. Just plug the CarMD handheld device 

into your vehicle (The CarMD website 

will show you where you can find your 

connector under the dashboard on all 

1996 and newer vehicles).

2. Within a few seconds, CarMD’s built-

in LEDs quickly identify your vehicle’s 

health (green = OK, yellow = proceed 

with caution, red = service required).

3. Connect CarMD to your computer 

using the handy USB link (includ-

ed).  CarMD.com provides you with a 

complete Vehicle Health Report fea-

turing empowering information to 

help diagnose the problem.  Now you 

can walk into any repair shop know-

ing what needs to be fixed (and what 

doesn’t) and how much it should cost 

in your zip code.

Benefits Of Using CarMD
CarMD works on all 1996 and newer 

cars, trucks, minivans and SUVs—foreign 

and domestic.  It monitors everything 

that’s covered by a vehicle’s on-board 

computers, which translates into about 

80 percent of the systems ranging from a 

loose gas cap to a catalytic converter fail-

ure.  Plus, CarMD customers receive Stay-

ing Healthy information, including safety 

recalls and a list of technical service bul-

letins for your registered vehicles, which 

often lead to free repairs.

Purchase also includes toll-free access 

to Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) 

Certified Technicians.  Lifetime software 

and firmware updates mean the CarMD 

product you buy today will work on the 

car or truck you invest in tomorrow. ❙

“ I was leery when the dealer-
ship told me that my computer 
module needed to be replaced 

for $1,600.  CarMD’s expert auto 
mechanics and website identified 
a faulty EGR regulator and total 
repair cost under $200. CarMD 
not only determined what the 
problem really was, but saved 
me over $1,400 in repair costs.”

— Richard K., Calif.

CarMD Is The Computerized “Car Doctor”
Instantly Diagnose Your Vehicle’s Problems

CarMD® Vehicle Health System I   $119.85 I    www.carmd.com

*U.S. Patents # 6,687,584, #6,941,203, #6,947,816

Smart Computing readers get $15 off.
Purchase online at 
www.CarMD.com.

Use promo code: SMART0411
Offer good ‘til 06-30-2011
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Helping you solve software glitches is an important task
for Smart Computing each month. After all, as we often
point out, some software glitches can stop the program
from running at all. And if that program is crucial to your
business’ operation, it just might bring your business to a
halt, at least temporarily. But not all errors crash your
software and cause immediate damage. 

The recurring error—the one that annoys you weekly or
daily—has the potential to be a less dramatic but serious
productivity problem. This glitch doesn’t cause business
to stop, and so you don’t stop either. You find a way to
work around the error and move on. It makes sense that
we ignore error messages or find other ways (usually
slower ways) to do the same task. We don’t know how
long it would take to solve the problem, and we don’t feel
like we have the time to do the necessary research.

That’s where Smart Computing comes in. In this issue, we
show you how to solve common problems for your fa-
vorite business software. Some of them are the slow pro-
ductivity drains I described. Others really will crash your
software. When you spot error messages (and glitches) in
these pages that have been bugging you, set aside some
time to sit down at your PC with our instructions. When
your PC is running smoothly, you’ll be glad you did. 

Joshua Gulick

Editor’s Note

Smart Solutions Advertisement

5 CarMD Is The Computerized 
“Car Doctor”
Instantly Diagnose Your 
Vehicle’s Problems

Corrections/Clarifications
On page 37 of the March issue, we printed an incorrect model

name for Microsoft’s keyboard and mouse combo. The correct

model name is Microsoft Wireless Comfort Desktop 5000.

We printed the incorrect capacity for the Victorinox Flash

knife on page 7 of the March issue. The model we referred to

has a 2GB built-in flash drive.
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Technology News & Notes

D E S K T O P S  &  L A P T O P S  ( P Cs )

S purred by feedback from users, HP
has released all-in-one touchscreen

PCs that break the standard desktop
mold. These innovative models feature
a 60-degree reclining display designed
to boost not only ergonomic function
but also the capability to share infor-
mation with other local users.

The HP TouchSmart 610 consumer
PC (starting at $899.99; www.hp.com)
and HP TouchSmart 9300 Elite busi-
ness PC (price not yet announced)
both include 23-inch HD (high-defin-
ition) displays that recline up to 60
degrees and tilt forward up to 5 de-
grees. That means you can pull the
bottom of the PC toward you so that
the entire display is almost flat, in
turn accommodating viewers who
might be standing or sitting around
and over the PC.

The TouchSmart 610 base model
includes an AMD Athlon X4 615e
quad-core processor, 4GB of DDR3
(double-data-rate 3) RAM, a 750GB

SATA (Serial Advanced Technology
Attachment) hard drive, ATI Radeon
HD 4270 integrated graphics, a
Wireless-N LAN (local-area network)
card, SuperMulti DVD burner with
Lightscribe, 6-in-1 memory card
reader, and four USB ports. The 610
includes touch-optimized applications
from Hulu, Netflix, Rhapsody, and
Twitter, along with HP’s own Recipe-
Box and Web cam apps, and users can
add more touch-enabled (and other)
applications through the TouchSmart
Apps Center. This model also comes
with HP’s LinkUp, which lets users
wirelessly link a notebook PC to the
TouchSmart through a home network
so users can take advantage of the
610’s large screen. Any changes made
to files when using LinkUp are saved
directly to the notebook (rather than
requiring users to move files back to
the notebook).

The TouchSmart 9300 is designed
for business users or for placement in

kiosks. This model comes with a
choice of Intel Core i3, i5, or i7 pro-
cessors; a maximum 16GB of RAM; a
SATA drive with up to 1TB (ter-
abyte) of capacity or an SSD (solid-
state drive) with up to 160GB of
capacity; seven USB ports; HD audio;
integrated Intel graphics (1GB
Nvidia and ATI options are also
available); and a Kensington lock
slot. HP’s Power Assistant applica-
tion presents several power settings
for the perfect mix of performance
and energy conservation.

The 9300 comes with a choice of
Windows 7 Professional 32- or 64-
bit, while the 610 includes Win7
Home Premium 64-bit in its base
model (premium options of 64-bit
Win7 Professional or Ultimate are
also available). Like other HP PCs,
these touchscreen models are backed
by the company’s HP Total Care ser-
vice, which offers 24/7 access to sup-
port agents. ❙

Rotate Your Way 
To Better 
Productivity

Compiled by Christian Perry

New TouchSmart all-in-one PCs from HP recline 60 
degrees to boost productivity in offices and 
other environments where multiple 
viewers are present.
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I f you’re in the market for speedy storage, check out a
new line of SSDs from Plextor (www.plextoramericas

.com). Among the first SSDs to support the SATA 6Gbps
(gigabits per second) interface, these drives feature impres-
sive read and write speeds that can boost the performance
of many applications.

Plextor’s new drives use the Marvell 88SS9174 advanced
controller chip to help boost read and write performance.
The 64GB PX-64M2S ($179.99) boasts sequential read and
write speeds of 370MBps (megabyte per second) and
110MBps, respectively; the 128GB PX-128M2S ($329.99)
has sequential read/write speeds of 420MBps and 210MBps;
and the 256GB PX-256M2S ($699.99) has sequential
read/write speeds of 480MBps and 310MBps. 

The drives’ Dynamic Wear Leveling technology uses data
allocation to equally write data into various memory blocks,
which helps to reduce memory wipeouts and increase life
span. Also onboard is the Unique Instant Restore Function,
which works to keep data transfer rates at peak levels even

after prolonged drive usage. All models have a 128MB
DDR3 cache, an operating temperature of 32 degrees
Fahrenheit to 158 F, shock resistance of 1,500G, and a
MTBF (mean time between failure) rating of 1.5 million
hours. The drives also support data encryption and SATA
Revision 3.0. They’re firmware-upgradeable and have a
three-year warranty. ❙

S T O R A G E

Technology News & Notes

SSDs For Speed Demons

FirePro Cards Handle Heavy Apps

D I S P L A Y S

Plextor’s new 
SSDs support the 
lightning-fast SATA 6Gbps 
interface and integrate technologies 
that help improve performance and prolong the life span of the drives.

A lthough today’s CPUs are powerful enough to handle cer-
tain graphics-related tasks, professionals in the medical,

financial, design, and engineering fields continue to require
discrete graphics solutions that can easily juggle the demands
of multiple applications. AMD is continuing to meet those de-
mands with the release of two new graphics cards.

The AMD FirePro 2270 ($149; www.amd.com) can sup-
port multitasking across several applications, including
graphics-intensive apps, yet it is passively cooled (that is, it
uses no fan). As such, this quiet card is suited for noise-
sensitive environments that still require heavy graphics
processing. Further, the 2270 consumes only 10W (watts)
on average and a maximum of 15W, and its low-profile,
half-length design makes it easy to fit into tight or small-
profile PC cases. This PCI-E (Peripheral Component
Interconnect Express) card includes 512MB of memory and
can drive two 30-inch high-resolution (2,560 x 1,600) dis-
plays using DisplayPort, DVI (Digital Visual Interface), or
VGA (Video Graphics Array) ports.

Meanwhile, the 1GB FirePro V5800 DVI ($469) has 800
stream processors, a 128-bit memory interface, and HDR

(high dynamic range) rendering with 8-, 10-, and 16-bit per
RGB (red-green-blue) color component support. With two
independent dual-link DVI outputs, the V5800 can accom-
modate performance-hungry ap-
plications, such as animation,
model manipulation, or
MRI scan views, on two
separate displays. ❙

AMD’s FirePro V5800 includes two independent dual-link DVI outputs to 
support simultaneous use of performance-hungry applications on two 
separate displays.
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it down will push it back. You can also scale and rotate
objects as you see fit.

Super LoiLoScope also includes a wide range of anima-
tions and effects including brightness, color, blur, glow,
mosaic, negative, monochrome, and others. Other features
include still-image cutouts, slideshows, picture quality cor-
rection, handwritten text, video capture, video sharing via
Facebook and YouTube, and video password protection.
Super LoiLoScope is also available in a trial version that be-
comes feature-limited after 30 days. LoiLo is also accepting
applications for beta testers—if you’re interested in ap-
plying, send an email to ryu@loilo.tv. ❙

O nce the territory of only seasoned computer users,
video editing has evolved to welcome novice users

who typically aren’t familiar with the
complex ins and outs of the practice.
One program that has helped move this
space to the beginner realm is LoiLo’s
Super LoiLoScope, which uses unique,
mouse-friendly navigation to help users
design the videos they desire.

Super LoiLoScope ($88; www.loilo
.tv) features a unique “infinite desk-
top” that lets users drag and drop
video files onto a desktop-like inter-
face that displays all of the files as
thumbnails .  Hovering the mouse
cursor over a thumbnail instantly
spurs the program to play the video,
easing the process of identification
and navigation through multiple files.

After importing a video file (or mul-
tiple files),  editing is as simple as
clicking the mouse a few times. For ex-
ample, you can select the beginning
and end points from within a video by
simply clicking and dragging “in” and
“out” buttons. You can also select
from a wide range of video sizes (stan-
dard definition, high definition,
NTSC, PAL, and even YouTube-friendly sizes) and
playing speeds.

If you want to blend multiple files into a single video,
you can import the files and overlap slider bars so that
one video fades away or minimizes into a smaller
window-in-window while the next video plays on the full
screen. Along with video files, you’ll also have the
freedom to add pictures and audio files, all of which are
displayed as bars on a timeline ruler. These bars can be
moved up or down to alter the prominence of the content
in the bar. For example, moving a video bar to the top of
the timeline will bring that video forward, while moving

V I D E O  E D I T I N G

Video Editing Made
Surprisingly Easy

Technology News & Notes

Super LoiLoScope overcomes the complexities of video editing with intuitive features designed to make
editing, combining, and transformation as easy as clicking your mouse.
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Technology News & Notes

M ore than ever, information equals power. For your busi-
ness, that means your information holds the key not only

to success but also potential catastrophe if your data falls in the
wrong hands. However, with a mobile service provided by
Secure MDE (www.securemde.com), you can rest assured
that your hardware meets its end of life safely and securely.

Secure MDE uses a self-contained device called Secure
Shark that’s designed to provide onsite destruction of
hard drives, memory chips, printed circuit boards, inte-
grated circuits, magnetic tape, and other storage media.
This device is a twin-shaft, shear-type shredder (mounted
on a 28-foot trailer) that can shred up to 500 hard drives
per hour into 1-inch shards. Secure MDE captures the en-
tire process on digital video cameras.

The Secure Shark offers peace of mind to customers
concerned about data privacy. It also helps reduce onsite
equipment and eliminate the cost of packaging and trans-
porting your hardware for destruction. The company’s
shredding service exceeds EPA, OSHA, state, and local
environmental laws, and the shredded materials are recy-
cled according to EPA standards. Secure MDE offers its 

service around customers’ schedules and conducts the
shredding from beginning to end without requiring em-
ployees to participate in the process. ❙

F inding a relatively inexpensive multifunction printer that
can handle small office workloads and their unique de-

mands can be a challenge. Yet Brother’s new line of all-in-one
printers straddles the line between affordability and high-
quality features to satisfy those small
and home office users.

The MFC-7360N, MFC-7460DN,
and MFC-7860DW ($199 to $299;
www.brother-usa.com) are multi-
function monochrome laser print-
ers designed to boost the flexibility
of users in different office en-
vironments. The flagship MFC-
7860DW is the most powerful of
the group, with integrated 802.11b/g
wireless connectivity and Brother
iPrint&Scan, a free downloadable
app that lets users wirelessly print
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts

Group) images to (or scan from) Apple mobile devices or
Android smartphones.

The MFC-7860DW and MFC-7460DN both feature
print speeds up to 27ppm (pages per minute) and auto-

matic duplex technology for pro-
ducing two-sided prints. The
lower-priced MFC-7360N features
print speeds up to 24ppm and has
scan-to functions for email, files,
images, and OCR (optical char-
acter recognition). This model in-
cludes connectivity via Ethernet
and USB 2.0 interfaces. ❙

P R I N T E R S  &  P E R I P H E R A L S

Powerful Multifunction At A Friendly Price

Shred Your Worries Away

D I G I T A L  M I S C E L L A N E A

This Brother multifunction printer integrates
high-end features such as duplex printing and
fast print speeds at a price that doesn’t reflect
that of a higher-end model.

Secure MDE’s Secure Shark shredder is mounted on a 28-foot trailer and can
shred up to 500 hard drivers per hour into 1-inch shards—right on the
premises of your business. 
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W hen it comes to in-car infotain-
ment, Chevrolet has joined Ford

and some other automobile manufac-
turers with the announcement of
Chevy MyLink, an in-vehicle wireless
connectivity and infotainment pack-
age designed to bridge the gap be-
tween smartphone and car.

Slated to appear in the 2012 models
of the Chevy Volt and Equinox, My-
Link offers a variety of connectivity
functions that boost both communica-
tion and listening enjoyment for drivers
and passengers alike. A hands-free
voice control system powered by
Nuance lets users issue simple voice
commands to initiate phone calls or
even select radio stations or media from
MP3 players and smartphones. For ex-
ample, the driver can tap a button on
the steering wheel and then issue com-
mands such as “play [artist name]” or
“call [contact name]” to a smartphone.

The MyLink system doesn’t see the
media on a portable device or smart-
phone as one big, jumbled mess.
Instead, it uses Gracenote to identify
the music collection and present tagged
information such as artist name, genres,
and even album cover art on the
MyLink 7-inch high-resolution screen.
The Gracenote system also works to en-
hance the voice activation commands,
so users can simply instruct the system
to play “The Boss” or “GNR” instead of
Bruce Springsteen or Guns N‘ Roses.

Although voice commands are pre-
ferred to keep the driver’s eyes on the

D U L Y  Q U O T E D “When you meet someone face-to-face, you might not know 
exactly how old they are. But online you might develop these stringent 

criteria, like ‘If you’re 35, I’ll date you, but if you’re 36, forget it.’”

—Jennifer Gibbs, communications assistant professor at Rutgers, explains how dating-related 

“flaws” that seem relatively minor offline become magnified online.

Source: DiscoveryNews

M O B I L E  T E C H N O L O G Y

road, commands can also be delivered
through the MyLink display, which
has several large icons pointing to var-
ious sources of infotainment (such as
USB-connected music devices, USB
key, CD player, radio, etc.). Another
button provides access to Pandora
Internet radio, which offers the ability
to create personalized radio stations.
Also included is Stitcher SmartRadio,
which supplies thousands of audio
programming choices.

When used with navigation, the
MyLink screen uses half of its display
for infotainment and the other half for
navigation, so users won’t be left in

the cold when using one or the other.
Chevrolet also includes a Powermat
charging system with MyLink, so if
your device has a Powermat receiver
or jacket, you can simply set it on the
Powermat base in the center stack to
automatically charge it.

The automaker has not provided
details on price, but early estimates
place MyLink cost somewhere in the
range of Ford’s roughly $400 Sync
when it appears later this year. And
while MyLink will be available in
only two models to start, it’s ex-
pected to appear in more Chevrolet
models next year. ❙

Technology News & Notes

Chevy Officially Enters The High-Tech Age

Chevrolet has joined other high-tech car manufacturers with the upcoming release of MyLink, an in-car 
infotainment system that lets users issue voice commands to smartphones and portable music devices.
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T hese days, business is all about 
data: acquiring it, mining it, stor-
ing it, managing it. In a digital 

age, keeping huge amounts of data 
straight and managing it efficiently is 
what keeps your business running.

But what if you have files that appear 
to be duplicates? Could you quickly find 
the original? How much space could you 
reclaim by getting rid of obsolete and 
duplicate files? And what can you do to 
make sure that they really are duplicates 
before you get rid of them?

If you’re like most of us, there’s no way 
you can answer these questions. There’s 
too much data and too many files of too 
many types for even the most organized 
among us to keep it straight. You’re going 
to need help dealing with the many thou-
sands of files you’re storing.

In this case, that help comes in the form 
of a handy utility called Easy Duplicate 
Finder ($29.95; www.easyduplicatefinder

.com). EDF excels at finding, comparing, 
and reporting on duplicate files. 

“We’ve heard of users freeing up many 
gigabytes of data,” says WebMinds prod-
uct manager Chris Dunigan. “If you have 
duplicate videos or photos, that can add 
up to a lot of disk space.”

Business users in particular can ben-
efit from EDF’s file-comparison capa-
bilities, says Dunigan. “Many SOHO 
[small and home office] users have Web 
sites or use eBay, Craigslist, and other 
such sites to sell their products. They 
may accumulate clutter in the form of 
duplicate photos and documents over 
time. EDF finds these duplicates and 
makes managing them simple.”

EDF allows you to search for du-
plicates of specific file types, such as 
MP3s, or even duplicates of specific 
songs. And if you have photos, music, 
or video, Easy Duplicate Finder may be 
able to help you clean house in a big 

way, because those files can be very 
large, and because users tend to collect 
multiple copies and versions of them. 

“Photographers in particular like EDF 
because they tend to transfer pictures 
from camera to computer without clean-
ing out the memory card afterward,” 
notes Dunigan. “This results in multiple 
copies of the same photo being stored in 
different folders. We also added EXIF-
checking for photos, so while two photo 
files may appear to be the same, if their 
EXIF data is different, then we know that 
the photos are not really duplicates.”

There are other file-comparison utili-
ties available, but EDF stands out: It’s 
powerful, yet easy to use. It’s fast and su-
premely flexible, allowing users to search 
for duplicates using multiple sets of cri-
teria. And while other products may help 
you search, they may not help you deal 
with the results of that search. EDF, on 
the other hand, can automate the process 

of choosing which duplicates to delete or 
archive. Finally, EDF generates useful re-
ports that can be used to log the status 
and location of files, and which can be 
exported to other formats.

We all need help dealing with a bur-
geoning collection of data, and Easy 
Duplicate Finder can help you reduce 
clutter, reclaim disk space, speed up 
backups, and optimize your system. ❙

by Rod Scher

Easy Duplicate Finder 
Helps Reclaim Disk Space

Utility Locates, Archives & Reports On Duplicate Files

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Easy Duplicate Finder quickly finds duplicate files, presenting them in an easy-to-read tabular format.

Start the hunt for duplicate files by 
downloading Easy Duplicate Finder from 

www.easyduplicatefinder.com today!
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Technology News & Notes

News From The Help Desk
Our Most Common Tech Calls

Each month, we receive numerous technical support calls
and email messages. Some computer problems are fairly
common, and we find that many callers struggle to resolve
the same issues. In this article, we cover some of the most
common or timely tech support questions and provide our
solution for each of them.

QWhen I try to defragment my drive, I get an error mes-
sage that reads, “Disk defrag cannot continue pre-scan

because there is corruption in the file…” and then the mes-
sage notes a particular file or folder. Can I correct this?

A If your drive has corrupted sectors, it’s best to run
Windows’ Check Disk utility (also called CHKDSK);

the utility will scan the drive and repair any sector errors it
finds. To do so, go to Computer and right-click the drive in
question. Select Properties and then the Tools tab. Click the
Check Now (or similarly named button) to start CHKDSK.
Be sure to select the Automatically Fix File System Errors
and Scan For And Attempt Recovery Of Bad Sectors check-
boxes. Windows may not be able to check the disk while it’s
in use; if so, it will run CHKDSK the next time your system
is restarted. Running a scan on a large drive can take an
hour or more, so be patient.

QAfter getting a new router, I no longer seem to be
able to share my printer. I can print fine from my

local machine, but others on the network cannot see or
print to the device.

ALook at the firewall settings on your local computer.
Norton Internet Security and many other such 

applications disable printer sharing as part of their fire-
wall settings. Re-enable printer sharing on the firewall
and try printing from a remote system once more.

Q I have some Microsoft Word documents that I’m not
using and do not need, but which I’m unable to delete.

ASome process on your system is probably still using those
files. Close all of your applications and bring up the

Windows Task Manager by pressing CTRL-ALT-DELETE
and clicking Start Task Manager. Under the Applications tab,
you should see no applications running; if you do, close what-
ever application showed up (unless it’s your antivirus pro-
gram, and it happens to be running a background scan).
Under the Processes tab, you will see several (perhaps many)
tasks still running, even though you’ve shut down your appli-
cations. These processes are running in the background.
Generally speaking, their presence does not indicate a
problem, but look to see if Winword.exe is still running. It
should not be, because you closed Microsoft Word. However,
perhaps because your system was previously shut down incor-
rectly, there may be a copy of Word running in the back-
ground that is still using—or thinks it is using—the files
you’re having trouble erasing. If it’s present in the Processes
tab, select Winword.exe and then click End Process. You
should now be able to erase your Microsoft Word files.

Q I just bought a new computer, and I see that it has
all sorts of applications, trials, and demos already

installed on it. Do I need that stuff? Can I safely delete it?

ACongratulations, you are the proud owner of a 
large pile of bloatware—that’s the term for all of 

COMPILED BY ROD SCHER

Windows’ CHKDSK 
utility checks your drive
for bad sectors and will

attempt to correct any 
errors it finds.

Occasionally, a leftover

process may continue 
running, which may make 
it impossible to delete (or
move) the file the process
thinks it is using. Use
Windows’ Task Manager
to find and end the 
rogue process.
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the trial  applications that hardware manufacturers 
routinely include on their machines these days. It’s 
not junk, really; there are some genuinely useful ap-
plications there. But much of it is simply unnecessary, 
and it can slow down your system. Go ahead and use
Windows Control Panel’s Uninstall  A Program (or 
similarly named) option to uninstall any of the pro-
grams, including any toolbars. You can and should 
reinstall an antivirus application of your choosing (many
are free for home use) and other such anti-malware 
tools as soon as possible. There is also software avail-
able that is specifically designed to get rid of bloat-
ware; this is useful if you’re uncomfortable manually
deleting individual programs. Just do an online search for
“remove bloatware.”

Q I needed to edit a PDF (Portable Document
Format) file and discovered that Adobe Reader

(get.adobe.com) doesn’t have the editing tools I wanted,
so I downloaded an alternative PDF reader that has cer-
tain editing features. It worked OK, but it converted all
of my PDF files to its format. If I send a PDF to a friend,
will he be able to open it in Adobe Reader, or must he
have the alternative application, too?

AActually, the application didn’t convert the files; it
simply changed the file associations from Adobe to

its own file associations. To change them back, just right-
click any PDF file and choose Properties. Click Open
With and then Choose Default Program. Select Adobe
Acrobat or Adobe Reader as the default program. If you
would like to make the change permanent, select the
Always Use The Selected Program To Open This Kind Of
File checkbox.

QAfter I did a clean restore on my laptop, my Web cam
did not work or show up in Device Manager. How can

I get it working again?

AYou probably erased or corrupted the Web cam’s
drivers while restoring your system. If so, the solu-

tion is simple enough: Go to the Web cam manufacturer’s
Web site and download and install a new copy of the
driver. Generally, this is a simple process: On the manu-
facturer’s Web site, select your operating system and 
the model of the Web cam. Download and then run 
the indicated driver. You’ll probably have to reboot 
your system after the new driver is installed. One ad-
vantage of doing this is that you’re likely to end up with
the most up-to-date driver; in fact, it’s not a bad idea 
to check manufacturers’ Web sites on a regular basis, 
just to see if there are updated drivers available for 
your peripherals. ❙

Feature Package Topics
Each Smart Computing issue includes tips, reviews, and in-
formation about a variety of topics. However, each issue
also has a featured group of articles about a selected topic.
Below is a list of the Feature Packages from the previous
year. As a Smart Computing subscriber, you have access to
all of our archived articles at www.smartcomputing.com.

February 2010: Upgrade Your Notebook

March 2010: Troubleshoot Windows 7

April 2010: Clean Your Computer

May 2010: Solve PC Errors

June 2010: Troubleshoot Your Network

July 2010: Give Windows A Tune-Up

August 2010: Recover Lost Files

September 2010: First Aid For Your Gadgets

October 2010: Do More With Your Network

November 2010: 41 Windows Tips & Tricks

December 2010: Search Engine Optimization 

January 2011: Solve Printer Problems

February 2011: Social Networking & Your Business

March 2011: Backup For Home & Office

Technology News & Notes

The best way to re-enable a peripheral that suddenly stops working is to 
reinstall the appropriate driver. Up-to-date drivers, such as these for Microsoft
Web cams, are available at the manufacturer’s Web site.
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Small BusinessResources

ASSOCIATIONS
& SUPPORT
Better Business Bureau

www.bbb.org
(703) 276-0100
4200 Wilson Blvd. 
STE 800
Arlington, VA 22203-1838

Main Street Alliance
(MSA)

mainstreetalliance.org
info@mainstreetalliance
.org
(603) 831-1835

3518 S. Edmunds St.
Seattle, WA 98118

National Federation of
Independent Businesses
(NFIB)

www.nfib.com 
(800) 634-2669
(615) 872-5800
53 Century Blvd.
STE 250
Nashville, TN 37214

National Small Business
Association (NSBA)

nsba.biz
(202) 293-8830
1156 15th St., STE 1100
Washington, DC 20005

SCORE
www.score.org
(800) 634-0245
(703) 487-3612
1175 Herndon Pkwy, STE
900
Herndon, VA 20170

Small Business
Development Centers
Network (SBDCNET)

www.sbdcnet.org
(800) 689-1912
501 W. Durango Blvd.
San Antonio, TX 78207

BLOGS
Signal vs. Noise

37signals.com/svn/posts 

Small Business 
Search Marketing

www.smallbusinesssem
.com

Small Biz Bee
smallbizbee.com

Small Business Trends
smallbiztrends.com

The Small Business Blog
www.sme-blog.com

The Entrepreneurial
Mind

www.drjeffcornwall.com 

FORUMS
Small Business
Administration
Community

www.sba.gov/community 

The Small Business
Community Forums

www.smallbusiness
forums.org

Small Business 
Ideas Forum

www.smallbusinessbrief
.com/forum 

The Young Entrepreneur
www.youngentrepreneur
.com/forum

GOVERNMENT
Grants.gov

House Committee On
Small Business

smallbusiness.house.gov

Small Business and Self-
Employed Tax Center

www.irs.gov/businesses/
small

Small Business
Administration (SBA)

sba.gov

U.S. Copyright Office
copyright.gov 

U.S. Department of Labor
dol.gov

U.S. Senate Committee on
Small Business &
Entrepreneurship

sbc.senate.gov

The Web has a trove of resources for SOHOs (small and home offices) and

small businesses—if you know where to look. Find an association that can

help you meet your goals; get information from the government about loans,

grants, and taxes; and stay up-to-date with the best small business newsletters

and blogs. If you have a pressing question, pose it on a forum to see what your

peers have to say.
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H aven’t the foggiest idea how to har-
ness your entrepreneurial spirit, 
pull yourself anywhere using 

bootstraps, or think in or out of a box? 
Starting and running your own business 
is tough, but fortunately for prospec-
tive and current small business owners, 
SBDCs (Small Business Development 
Centers; asbdc-us.org) dispense with the 
cliché and offer training, counseling, and 
other assistance to help you craft your vi-
sion into a real-world success. 

Run A Small Business 
Pooling resources from federal, state, 

and local governments, as well as the 
private sector and the educational com-
munity, The Association of Small Busi-
ness Development Centers is truly a 
joint venture with a vested interest in 
fostering small business growth. For an 
overview of what the SBDC can offer 
you and your small business, visit bit.ly
/dKYe2a. The SBA (Small Business Ad-
ministration; www.sba.gov) is partnered 
with SBDCs.

Help On Your Turf
You may be surprised to learn that 

there’s probably an SBDC branch near-
by; there are locations in all 50 states, in 
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, 
and even in the U.S. territories. There 
are 63 nationwide Lead Small Business 
Development Centers coordinating 
program services for every sub-center 
and satellite location in each state. Cen-
ters are made up of directors, full-time 

staff members, and various part-time 
staff and volunteers. 

The best way to contact your nearest 
SBDC is to visit the Association of Small 
Business Development Centers’ Web site 
(asbdc-us.org), input your ZIP code into 
the Find Your Nearest Small Business De-
velopment Center text box, and then click 
Go. The results page will highlight Lead 
Centers but rank centers in order of those 
closest to your location. Often, SBDCs 
partner with universities and colleges, and 

tend to be found on campuses across the 
country. On the search results page, you’ll 
also find a link to the local office’s Web 
page, email address, phone number, a fax 
number if available, and address. 

The Closest Thing To A Free Lunch
The services offered may vary by loca-

tion, but all SBDCs offer many services 
free of charge. Some typical services you 
can expect from your nearest SBDC 
include help with financial, marketing, 

production, organization, engineer-
ing, and technical problems and access 
to feasibility studies that can flesh out a 
fledgling business plan. Some SBDCs 
also offer affordable training seminars 
to help with various aspects of running 
a business. You can also rest assured 
that your business with the SBDC will re-
main confidential. 

Women’s Business Centers
The SBA offers WBCs (Women’s 

Business Centers), which directly serve 
female entrepreneurs through nearly 
100 educational centers nationwide. This 
organization strives to assist women in 
overcoming the hurdles they face in 
today’s business environment by offer-
ing business management training and 
technical assistance to all women, with 
a special emphasis on economically or 
socially disadvantaged women. The ser-
vices and training programs are also 
commonly offered in multiple languages 
to enable those who speak English as 
a second language or are still learn-
ing English. To find your nearest WBC, 
visit bit.ly/hs3st2. 

Small Business, Big Payoff
Small business owners know that 

achieving success is about taking risks, 
innovating, and making tough deci-
sions day in and day out. Thanks to 
the services offered at the SBA, SBDCs, 
and WBCs, you’re not on your own. ❙

by Andrew Leibman

SMALL BUSINESS
Development

Centers 
Assistance For Entrepreneurs

Online Training
The SBA also offers a database of online 

training courses and resources so you can 

get tips for running and improving your 

business on your schedule. To find infor-

mation on classes covering contracting, 

managing your business, and other topics, 

visit bit.ly/fxRHcq. Then just click a topic to 

explore podcasts, how-to articles, videos, 

and in-depth training.
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For a device that goes by the name “Super-
Hero,” the small hunk of brushed metal that

is Iomega’s SuperHero Backup & Charger For
iPhone is fairly unassuming physically.
(Maybe it’s a Clark Kent thing that Iomega is
after.) What is heroic about the SuperHero is
its ability to bail you out of a jam. Specifically,
the SuperHero backs up contacts and photos

saved on an iPhone/iPod touch (iPhone 4,
3GS, 3G, and 4th-generation iPod
touch supported) to a 4GB SD card
(you can upgrade to a larger capacity if
needed) Iomega includes and that slips

into a slot at the back of the SuperHero.
Thus, if you lose, damage, or have your
iPhone/iPod touch stolen, the SuperHero can
restore your contacts and photos to a new or
repaired iPhone/iPod touch. 

Upon reading that first paragraph, an im-
mediate and obvious question is why pay
roughly $70 for something that doesn’t do
anything that Apple’s iTunes can’t do (and
without costing you a cent)? You might also
be correctly thinking that the SuperHero ac-
tually does less than iTunes, as it only backs
up and restores photos and contacts and not
music, videos, apps, calendar information,
notes, and more as iTunes can.

The answer to the question is directly tied
to what type of iPhone/iPod touch user you
are. In one camp are those who are diligent
about syncing their devices daily or every
couple of days and subsequently back up their
device-stored data with iTunes. In the other
camp are those who aren’t. These users, in
fact, may go weeks or longer between syncs,
instead generally relying on a bedside dock or
other electronic charger to juice their devices.
Should one of the unfortunate events detailed
in the first paragraph occur, however, gone are
the photos and contacts failed to be backed
up. If you do your bedside charging with the
SuperHero, however, you’re just a restore away
from getting those photos and contacts back
should disaster strike. 

Besides being a viable option for inconsis-
tent syncers, the SuperHero is also a largely

no-fuss proposition usage-wise. You must
download Iomega’s free SuperHero Backup
app from the App Store to your respective
device, but then all that’s required is plug-
ging the dock into an electric outlet and
docking your iPhone/iPod touch (make cer-
tain to unlock the screen first). The app will
then immediately launch. Upon the initial
sync, the app grants you 30 seconds to inter-
cede before going about backing up your
photos and contacts. 

The app itself is a simple affair, and navi-
gating it shouldn’t pose any problems. You’ll
find an option to encrypt photos and contacts,
but backups are stored to a proprietary file
format that only works with supported iOS
devices, so it’s arguable how necessary the fea-
ture is. For example, if your iPhone is stolen
and you replace it with, say, an Android de-
vice, you’d have to borrow an iPhone/iPod
touch to perform a restore and transfer the
data to iTunes vs. restoring the data straight to
the Android device. Elsewhere, the SuperHero
supports backing up multiple iPhone/iPod
touch devices to the same 4GB card, although
backups are stored using fairly unintuitive
character-based names.

Another notable caveat of using the
SuperHero is the sluggish transfer times
you’ll suffer through during an initial
backup of photos. Although backing up con-
tacts moves along at a reasonable pace, the
photo process occurs far less quickly. If you
need to back up hundreds of photos initially,
you should expect to devote a good
overnight’s worth of time or longer to the
task. Positively, after the initial backup, the
SuperHero only backs up photos and con-
tacts you’ve added between syncs. 

Overall, whether the SuperHero is a good
fit for you depends greatly on how often you
use iTunes and what value you place on your
contacts and photos. For those who can’t af-
ford spending the time needed to piecemeal
lost contacts back together, $69.99 may be a
small price to pay for knowing contacts are
always just an SD card away. ❙

Iomega SuperHero Backup & Charger For iPhone 

It Could Save You From Disaster
Blaine Flamig

Send your comments to
blaine@smartcomputing.com

T E C H  D I A R I E S

SuperHero Backup & 
Charger For iPhone

$69.99
Iomega

(888) 516-8467
www.iomega.com
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S mall and home office demands often send
us to unfamiliar places, whether it’s a

meeting across town, a trip across the state
line to get the best deal on supplies, or mul-
tiple delivery stops. A good GPS (global po-
sitioning system) device will lead you in the
right direction, and the TomTom GO 2405
TM, which I recently tested, offers some nice

extras for anyone trying to find
his way in unfamiliar territory. 

The 2405 is one of the first GPS
devices from TomTom to feature
the company’s new-and-improved
interface, and I found using it was
simple and intuitive. The 2405
gave me a quick tour of the new
screen layout when I first powered
it up, walking me through the dif-

ferent icons on the main screen and
showing me how to repeat a driving

direction, adjust the volume, and other im-
portant functions. TomTom promises a high-
speed algorithm for quicker route planning,
and the 2405 also boasts a new physical de-
sign with a multitouch capacitive 4.3-inch
glass touchscreen that I found quick and re-
sponsive. It’s also slim and lightweight at 3.1 x
5 x 0.75 inches (HxWxD) and 7.5 ounces.
Elsewhere, the 2405 comes with a newly de-
signed windshield mount that uses an effec-
tive twist-to-lock suction mechanism for the
cradle and a strong magnet to hold the GPS
device securely in the cradle. 

When I put it through its paces by asking it
to direct me to a variety of places I drive to
regularly, the 2405 consistently gave me log-
ical directions, automatically choosing the
fastest route. (You can adjust the settings so
the 2405 offers up the shortest or most fuel-
efficient route, among other options.) And
when I trialed it in places I’m less familiar
with, it offered easy-to-follow commands that
led me along the right path. Voice commands
were clear and easy to understand, volume
was adequate even when I was driving on the

interstate, and the 2405 even offered lane
guidance to steer me through particularly
tricky lane changes. It also offers traffic up-
dates for larger cities to help avoid busy
streets. The traffic update receiver is built into
the car charger, so it must be attached and
plugged in to get the traffic updates.

Along with easy-to-find safety tools, such
as Drive To Help and Where Am I buttons,
the 2405 is also Bluetooth-capable, so I could
connect it to my Bluetooth-enabled phone
wirelessly and make and receive hands-free
phone calls. It also understands a select
number of voice commands, so I could, for
instance, tell it to call my husband and then
have a conversation through the GPS device
without ever picking up my phone. There
were a few times when I found myself re-
peating commands, but once I learned the
wording that it most easily recognized, using
the voice recognition got easier.

The 2405 also offers lifetime map updates
(four per year), which you can download via a
Web-connected PC, so your device always has
the latest available maps. Furthermore, you
can make corrections to a map if you find an
error; for instance, I adjusted a speed limit
and added a new POI (point of interest) that
didn’t appear on the map. Better yet, you have
access to corrections made by other TomTom
users, so you can keep up with the ever-
evolving road system and the new businesses
that crop up every day. 

Navigating the 2405’s menu system was
straightforward and simple with big, clearly
labeled buttons, though typing an address or
POI name with the on-screen keyboard
sometimes required a couple tries because of
the combination of an ultra-sensitive screen
and somewhat small letters. There was some
glare in bright, direct sunlight that made 
the device difficult to see, but overall, the
TomTom 2405 TM was easy to use, and it re-
liably directed me to both familiar and unfa-
miliar addresses. ❙

A GPS Device For Businesses

TomTom Go 2405 TM

Tara Simmons

Send your comments to
tara@smartcomputing.com

T E C H  D I A R I E S

Go 2405 TM
$299.95
TomTom

(866) 486-6866
www.tomtom.com
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One facet of technology that continues to
enthrall me is how small devices are always

getting smaller, yet with each hardware gener-
ation, we’re able to do even more with them
than ever before. The Sapphire Edge-HD Mini
PC, an entry-level desktop computer, is the
perfect example of impressive performance in
a smaller-than-iPad package. This thing does
it all, and for less than you might expect.

Big On Features

The rectangular Edge-HD is  7.6 x 5.8 x 0.9
inches (HxWxD), and it has vents built into
the two convex edges. You can lay it flat or at-
tach the included vertical mount; either way,
the Edge-HD is easy to hide but attractive
enough that you might want to display it. 

Believe it or not, the Edge-HD is a fully fea-
tured PC with four USB ports, a Gigabit
Ethernet port, built-in 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi,
line-out (speakers/headphones) and line-in
(mic) ports, and it weighs in at just slightly
more than a pound. The unit features both
VGA (Video Graphics Array) and HDMI
(High-Definition Multimedia Interface) video
outputs, letting you connect it to a standard
PC monitor that supports a resolution up to
2,048 x 1,536 or a 1080p HDTV. There’s also
an HDMI-to-DVI (Digital Visual Interface)

adapter in the box.
Under the diminutive hood of the Edge-HD

is a 1.66GHz dual-core Intel Atom processor;
2GB of DDR2-800 memory; and a generous
250GB hard drive. 

Your Other PC Is An Energy Hog

Power consumption is equally inconspic-
uous; the Edge-HD consumes just 22W
(watts) when running full tilt, but in more
common usage scenarios, it’ll consume much
less. According to Sapphire, a standard
desktop PC devours up to 10 times as much
power as the Edge-HD. In a small office sce-
nario, a dozen Edge-HD Mini PCs in place of
standard desktops can significantly slash
yearly energy costs. 

No Video Slouch

Despite its size, the Edge-HD packs a
mighty graphical punch in the form of Nvidia’s
second-generation Ion graphics, which fea-
tures 512MB dedicated video memory and a
graphics core based on Nvidia’s GeForce 210
discrete notebook GPU (graphics processing
unit). With this kind of horsepower, you’ll get
significantly better performance (compared to
integrated graphics) in 3D applications, such
as games. It also offers hardware-accelerated
1080p HD video playback support, which,
when coupled with the Gigabit Ethernet port,
makes this an ideal telepresence and VoIP
(Voice over Internet Protocol) platform. 

OS Options

Although the Edge-HD doesn’t come pre-
loaded with a Windows operating system, it
does meet the hardware requirements for
Windows XP/Vista/7. Sapphire configured
the Edge-HD to launch FreeDOS upon first
boot, which is a free DOS-compatible oper-
ating system; but there’s no GUI (graphical
user interface), and you’ll just get a command
prompt when you turn it on. I tested it by in-
stalling Ubuntu Linux 10.10 (Maverick
Meerkat), but you can install an OS via a USB
optical drive and a Windows disc of your
choice or a thumb drive that contains a
Windows ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) disc image on it. 

After using the Edge-HD for a week, I was
able to access the Web, create documents and
spreadsheets, watch videos, listen to music,
and even do a little multitasking without
feeling like the system was overly taxed. I
would have liked to bypass USB’s molasses-
in-January data rate with an eSATA (external
Serial Advanced Technology Attachment)
port. Also, the Edge-HD could use a VESA
(Video Electronics Standards Association)-
compatible mount for attaching it to the
backside of an HDTV. If one or more new
PCs are in your budget, you’ll find lots to love
about the Edge-HD. ❙

Sapphire Edge-HD Mini PC

Lilliputian But Not Limited
Andrew Leibman

Send your comments to 
andrew@smartcomputing.com

T E C H  D I A R I E S

Edge-HD Mini PC
$389

Sapphire
tech@althonmicro.com 

www.sapphiretech.com 
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For someone who hates to clean, I have
been known to enthuse over cleaning

products that work well. Once, while using a
Swiffer WetJet, I exclaimed to my wife, “It’s
like a maid on a stick!” 

With a Roomba, small-business owners
can feel just as excited. If you don’t pay a
professional service to tidy up your SOHO
(small office/home office), you or one of
your employees has to do it. That can mean
overtime, reduced productivity, and/or re-
sentment toward messy co-workers.

Enter a robot vacuum from iRobot’s
Roomba family. I asked the company for

something suitable for a
small or home office, and

it loaned me a
model 570. It’s

very similar to
the 572 Pet
Series vacuum,
but it comes
with fewer ex-
tras. (For hard
flooring, iRobot

also sells Scooba
a u t o n o m o u s

scrubbers.)
First, my wife

and I had to decide
what to name our

Roomba. R2? Twiki?
In the end, after watching

it noodle about cleaning our
carpet with single-minded purpose,

I named it after my mother. 
Our 570’s low profile let her vacuum under

our beds and dining room chairs. She sensed
the brink of our stairs and never fell. And true
to iRobot’s word, our Roomba didn’t “eat”
electrical cords lying on the floor. 

Sometimes a dog toy or water dish tray
would stop her, though. In each case, she
turned this way and that, as if trying to decide
which way to go. Then she would putter on.

Later she learned to traverse the transom of a
tile floor instead of stopping at its border. She
seemed to clean tile and linoleum as well as
she did carpet. 

Our floor looked much cleaner. It didn’t
have that deeply brushed look our upright
vacuum gives it, but it was just about devoid
of dog hair. The Roomba even whisked dog
fur out of the edges of our baseboards; nor-
mally, with our upright vac, we have to use a
hose attachment to get these clean. 

After an hour or so, our Roomba parked
herself on her recharging dock for the night.
As iRobot suggested, I placed the back of the
dock against something heavy so the Roomba
wouldn’t accidentally push it around. 

Among its included accessories, the 570
comes with a remote you can use to power
up the unit and steer it to a particular mess.
You can also schedule this model to auto-
matically clean several times a week. 

Our unit didn’t always return to her
recharging dock, however. Occasionally, I’d
find her snoozing under a bed. Once she
lodged her nose under a deacon’s bench and
couldn’t get free. Another time, something
knocked one of her front sensor bumpers off
its track a little. But she told me what was
wrong—literally—and I fixed it easily. A
Roomba isn’t designed to replace your up-
right vacuum entirely. You’ll still need some-
thing to do your stairs, for one thing. 

Also, after each vacuuming session,
you’re supposed to spend a few minutes
cleaning out your Roomba’s bin, brush,
bearings (use tweezers), filter, and front
wheel. This isn’t exactly pleasant. Still, it
takes a lot less time and effort to clean out a
Roomba than to push an upright vac
around your office.

Long story short, our floors have never
looked so good for so long. The fact that I’m
thinking about prying open my dusty wallet
to buy one is more of an endorsement than
anything else I could write. ❙

iRobot Roomba 570

Vacuuming’s A Dirty Job, 
But No One Has To Do It

Marty Sems 

Send your comments to
marty@smartcomputing.com

T E C H  D I A R I E S

Roomba 570 
Vacuum Cleaning Robot

$449.99
iRobot

(800) 727-9077
www.irobot.com
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R E V I E W S

T ime was, project management took
place on a paper notebook and be-

tween your ears. Now, software makes
that all easier and provides powerful
collaboration tools to keep your whole
team on track.

Project management software is
available in a wide range of prices, fea-
tures, and capabilities, from free bare-
bones products such as Manymoon
(www.manymoon.com) to more fea-
ture-rich ones such as Oracle’s
Primavera (www.oracle.com). Some
applications are cloud-based, so users
can access their projects remotely,
while others are locally installed tools. 

AEC Software FastTrack Schedule 10 

FastTrack Schedule 10 from AEC
Software is cross-platform (Windows
and Mac) project management soft-
ware designed to be affordable (a
new license is $349), easy to use, and
flexible, while offering all the fea-
tures any small office user needs

without being overkill.  
It’s specially designed for multi-

taskers who need to both run a busi-
ness and also develop strategies and
business plans.

FastTrack Schedule 10 is designed
with the look and feel of Microsoft
Office’s Ribbon interface in an effort
to provide continuity between those
programs for users. (However, if you
prefer, you can switch back to a
“classic” FastTrack interface.) 

There are plenty of video tutorials
and tours at startup to help users be-
come adept at using the software
quicker. The software also includes
templates to aid in project creation.
The templates are customizable and

Roundup: Project Management Software

Manage Projects Of 
Any Size Or Complexity

B U Y I N G
T I P

There are project management tools for every budget and com-
pany need, and most have free trials or limited free accounts
available. Try out several applications before you buy.

users can also create and save their
own templates.

FastTrack Schedule 10 features three
“views”: Schedule, Calendar, and
Resource. In the Schedule view, you
can enter activities, the duration of
each activity, notes about each one, and
graphical charts to provide a visual
representation of all activities across a
timeline. If you need to change the du-

ration of an item, you can simply click
and drag one of the graphical bars, and
the others adjust accordingly.

The Calendar view, which lets you
layer on the company calendar to in-
clude items such as employee vacation,
displays various tasks across days on
the calendar. The Resource view dis-
plays all the resources needed for a
given project, organized by employee;
you can see who has accomplished

specific tasks across a period of time,
measured in hours. 

You can also consolidate projects,
add photos, and open Windows
Project or MindManager files, too.

Basecamp 

Basecamp is a very basic project
management tool. However, it’s part

of a larger suite by 37signals (37sig
nals.com), so if you need functionality
beyond basic project management,
you can add on Highrise, for man-
aging your contacts; Backpack, which
is a tool to handle internal communi-
cations; and Campfire, which lets
users collaborate in real time. Based
in the cloud, Basecamp requires no
local installation, so users can access
it from anywhere. 

AEC Software
FastTrack 
Schedule 10
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of the suite allows you to create an un-
limited number of projects and asso-
ciated tasks. You can set timelines for
each and assign responsibilities to the
appropriate employees. 

You can easily attach resources to
tasks and projects and keep track of
each person’s progress in assigned
tasks with graphical Gantt charts.

Users can create groups for various
projects. Each group gets a communal
work space in which members can
communicate and collaborate on docu-
ments. Because the HyperOffice
Collaboration Suite is a hosted service,
workers can access, edit, and contribute
to projects from any location.

As users work on documents, they
can track their changes and receive
notifications about updates. The 

When you create a new project, you
can give it a name, create logins for
other users, and include other compa-
nies or clients in the project if it’s ap-
propriate. You can upload a logo and
change the color scheme to more accu-
rately reflect your company’s aesthetic,
too. Adding additional people to the
project is as easy as sending an email
invitation from within Basecamp.

A dashboard displays a running list
of all the activity related to a project.
Each project has Overview, Messages,
To-Dos, Milestones, and Writeboards
tabs; depending on the type of account
you pay for, you also have Chat and
Files tabs, which allow you to interact
with other project contributors in real
time and upload, store, and share files. 

It’s standard for project software 
applications to have task lists and
milestones, but Basecamp also has
Writeboards; these are simply pages
where anyone can add content or
comments. It’s basically a space for
everyone on the project to brainstorm,
edit a common document (it tracks
changes), and add other input.

HyperOffice Collaboration Suite

HyperOffice Collaboration Suite is
a popular cloud-based suite of tools
for business productivity that includes
project management, document 
management, contact management,
and more. 

The program lets users manage
everything via a centralized online in-
terface. The project management part

administrator can manage access per-
missions. The calendar feature syncs
with Microsoft Outlook, so Outlook
users receive meeting invitations and
they can coordinate their individual
calendars and schedules.

With Contact Management, users
can create and organize contacts, im-
port or export contact lists from other
services, and share contacts with other
project team members. 

Manymoon  

Manymoon is another
simple, cloud-based project
management tool—or, as
the Manymoon Web site
calls it, “social productivity.”
It easily integrates with
Google (www.google.com):
You can even log in and
create an account with your
Google login credentials,
import Google Docs files,

and embed a Manymoon tasks list
within iGoogle or Google Sites as a
Google Gadget.

Manymoon offers four tiers of ac-
counts. The Standard account is free,
and the Silver, Gold, and Platinum ac-
counts cost $19 a month ($170 a year),
$29 a month ($260 a year), and $49 a
month ($440 a year), respectively.

The Publisher Module at the top of
your main screen allows you to post
status updates to let others on the
project know what you’re working on.
From this area, you can also share
links, documents, and events. This is
also where you create projects and as-
sign tasks. Below your status is a list of
all project activity. It feels very similar
to a personal Facebook page.

You can easily add individuals to a
project by inviting them via email, or
you can import contacts from LinkedIn

R E V I E W S

B U Y I N G
T I P

If your project management needs include billable hours,
make sure the application you buy allows you to track
hours for all users.

HyperOffice Collaboration Suite

Basecamp
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and paste into email or other docu-
ments to share your progress with
clients or others. Managing complex
resources and individuals’ workloads
is made easier with the graphical Team
Planner; you can hover over an item to
see its details and drag and drop tasks
to work them into the schedule. 

Microsoft Project Professional 2010
syncs with Microsoft SharePoint
Foundation 2010. You can save Project
schedules as SharePoint task lists, and
when you update one program, the
changes will sync with the other—as
well as with Microsoft Project Server
2010 for enterprise-wide and browser-
based collaboration.

Oracle Primavera P6

Primavera P6 Professional Project
Management from Oracle is a full-fea-
tured product designed for SMBs and
enterprises. It’s available as a stand-
alone application, and if users need
more functionality, they can purchase
additional modules. The modules in-
clude Contract Management, Cost
Management, and Risk Analysis, in
addition to Project Management.  

The software has a variety of 
facets. You can use it to select and
monitor portfolios, which gives you a 

Project Professional is designed to
make selecting resources, setting dead-
lines, adding tasks and milestones, and
formatting and customizing Gantt
charts as easy as possible. Users can
even copy and paste bulleted lists from
other applications without dealing with
formatting headaches.

You can manually create schedules,
or the program can automatically cal-
culate and create project schedules
from your entered criteria. When cre-
ating schedule data, you can enter
high-level items first and then fill in
the details as you go. 

The Timeline View employs simple
but elegant graphics that you can copy

(www.linkedin.com), Google Apps,
Gmail, or Yahoo! (www.yahoo.com).
You can add hours worked to a project
in the Project Time Sheet area, and
Manymoon automatically creates re-
ports to show progress on tasks and
milestones as well as information on
document storage and links.

Microsoft Project Professional 2010

Microsoft Project Professional 2010,
part of the Microsoft Project family
that also includes Microsoft Project
Standard 2010 and Microsoft Project
Server 2010, lets users collaborate on
projects with individuals, project
teams, or the entire organization.

Designed to fit with other Microsoft
Office products to provide users with a

unified experience, Project Professional
uses the Ribbon interface that Microsoft
Office users are familiar with. Further,
the program incorporates Microsoft
Excel features such as text wrapping, fil-
tering, auto-complete, scroll, and zoom.

B U Y I N G
T I P

Consider your workforce. If you have many remote workers,
freelancers, or employees that frequently travel, you may
find that a cloud-based solution is ideal. If instead the 
majority of your collaborators are in one location, a 
locally installed application may be best. 

Manymoon

Oracle Primavera P6

Microsoft Project Professional 2010
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Google Apps, and users can import
files from Microsoft Project and
Basecamp. Its Dashboard is strongly
reminiscent of Facebook, with a user
photo and status update bar above a list
of pertinent project activity. From the
Dashboard, you can also view others’
statuses and post announcements.

ZoHo Projects 2.0 has several pow-
erful features. The Time Tracking fea-
ture tracks hours according to the
calendar, but users can also do so
with a stop/start timer for especially
accurate hour billing when working
on a given task. 

Users can upload files to a centralized
document area for easy communal
viewing. Further collaboration occurs
through a project Wiki, where anyone
can add information about a task, as
well as Project Chat. The chat feature is

akin to always-on instant
messaging and lets you create
as many chat rooms as you
need and archives all conver-
sations for future reference. ❙

BY SETH COLANER

high-level view of projects, including
detailed information on customers,
costs, and risks, that is designed to
help you determine strategic goals and
measure performance. Project portfo-
lios can be prioritized, and you can
customize their appearance, as well.

Primavera P6 also allows you to
create project proposals and route
them to the appropriate people and
evaluate incoming projects by ROI
(return on investment).

When undertaking any project, de-
termining resources is one of the
biggest challenges; Primavera P6 en-
ables you to balance employees’ skills
and availability with the projects you
want to take on, and with graphical
Gantt charts, you can easily move
items around to reallocate resources.  

Of course, you can plan and schedule
activities and assign tasks to specific
dates. The program includes templates,
and users can employ different views to
see the big picture of how project re-
sources are distributed. Primavera P6
lets you change an item in a project and
then reallocate resources as needed. As
a project progresses, the software lets
you track the progress and juggle your
available resources accordingly.

Primavera P6 can scale from very
basic to more advanced easily; users

have a great deal of flexibility within
the product’s capabilities.

ZoHo Projects 2.0 

ZoHo Projects 2.0 is a cloud-based
project management tool that includes
project planning, tracking, and collab-
oration in one package. A free account
offers one project with an unlimited
number of users, 10MB of storage, one
Wiki, and one chat, but lacks time- and
bug-tracking. The Value Pack 1 ($99
per year), Value Pack 2 ($199 per year),
and Value Pack 3 ($699 per year) offer
proportionally more features, in-
cluding increased storage, project tem-
plates, and tracking features. Monthly
subscriptions are also available. 

ZoHo Projects features integration
with other ZoHo tools as well as with

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE AT A GLANCE

Product Name Price Company Contact Info URL OS Compatibility Notable Features

Project Professional 2010 $905.99* Microsoft (800) 642-7676 www.microsoft.com WinXP/Vista/7 Designed with the same UI 

& Server 2003/2008 scheme as Microsoft 

Office products

FastTrack Schedule 10 $349 AEC Software (800) 450-1985 www.aecsoftware.com WinXP/Vista/7 Cross-platform to enhance 

& Mac OS X interoperability between users

Basecamp Premium $99 per month 37signals email@37signals.com basecamphq.com N/A Writeboards for collaborative 

brainstorming and editing

Projects 2.0 $35 per month ZoHo (888) 900-9646 www.zoho.com N/A Users can import files from 

Basecamp and Microsoft Projects

Manymoon Free Manymoon support@manymoon.com www.manymoon.com N/A Integration with Google 

Apps and LinkedIn

Collaboration Suite $44.99 per month HyperOffice (800) 434-5136 www.hyperoffice.com N/A Microsoft Outlook integration

Primavera $2,500 Oracle (888) 672-2534 www.oracle.com WinXP/Vista/7 Usability can be increased with 

the purchase of additional modules

*as configured at CDW (www.cdw.com)

ZoHo Projects 2.0
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I f you have ever struggled to make
sense of the fonts (typefaces) that

come with Windows and your various
programs, Suitcase Fusion 3 may be a
solution you’ll appreciate. Extensis has
an illustrious history of font manage-
ment for Mac operating systems, and
it has also offered a Windows edition
for several versions now.

First Look

Fusion 3 is available boxed or as a
download (for the same price). An un-
limited, 30-day trial is also available.
Your purchase includes a one-year,
Personal subscription to WebINK, an
integrated font “rental” service that af-
fords access to fonts for use on the
Web without purchase of the under-
lying typeface.

Fusion 3 requires both Microsoft
Runtime V. 10 and .NET Framework
4, neither of which will likely be in-
stalled on the average system. (Both
were lacking on our test machine run-
ning Windows 7 Ultimate.)

After you install these, Fusion 3’s
installation completes very quickly.

You can opt for a custom install, but
we recommend Complete to avoid
missing any functionality.

In Action

When you first open Fusion 3, you
will see a three-paned interface with a
list of font sets on the left, font previews
on the top right, and a list of fonts in
that set on the bottom right. Suitcase
will examine your system and display
installed fonts, but it won’t list any that
are sitting in folders, uninstalled. (We
wish it offered that option.) If you don’t
see all your fonts, you can help Suitcase
find them. To import fonts, select File,
then Add Fonts, and navigate to your

folders containing fonts. Optionally, you
can create font sets first (an option also
on the File menu) and then add fonts
directly into those sets.

Sets are the core of Suitcase and have
been since its inception. The idea is that
you can group fonts into sets by criteria,
such as project; client; employee; even
application, and only access (activate)
the ones you need at the time. Not
having every font on your system acti-
vated at once saves system resources
and helps avoid making inappropriate
choices. Suitcase can even activate and
deactivate system fonts (those installed
at the Windows level), provided they
are not required for system operation,
and they will appear and disappear as
desired in your programs.

To create Application Sets, you’ll have
to navigate Suitcase to the executable
file of the application, so you need to be
familiar with finding program files
(usually an EXE file in your Program
Files or similar folder). Suitcase also has
plug-ins for creative programs such as
InDesign (www.adobe.com), Illustrator,

and QuarkXpress (8.quark.com) that
can automatically activate and deacti-
vate the fonts in your document (and its
objects and links).

More Goodies

Font sets are far from being Fusion
3’s only trick. With it, you can preview
how fonts will look on the Web, find
fonts that match certain criteria (type,
name, date installed, etc.), temporarily
activate fonts you don’t plan to keep
on your system long, collect document
fonts to send to a printer, and more.
The one-year subscription to WebINK
(which offers fonts for Web sites) is a
real bonus for those who tinker with
company or personal Web sites. ❙

BY JENNIFER FARWELL

Suitcase Fusion 3

Font Management

R E V I E W S

$99.95 | Extensis

(503) 274-2020 | www.extensis.com

Key Features: Suitcase Fusion integrates

with many creative programs to provide

comprehensive font management, 

including side-by-side comparisons 

and printable views.

WinXP Vista Win7 Mac OS X
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For years, Nero has been a solid
media burning tool with a mixed

palette of additional features. With the
release of Nero 10, the suite has be-
come so all-encompassing it’s hard to
imagine anyone (other than video pro-
fessionals) needing more. The suite in-
cludes 13 programs and applets, all of
which you can access directly from
your Start menu (in All Programs) or
through StartSmart, its command
center. (Nero’s Control Center is for
updates and other system-level func-
tions, not for program access.)

One star of the suite is Nero Vision,
a user-friendly video editor with a
quick-select menu so you can get right

to work capturing video or
making a movie. The rest of
the interface is just as easy to navigate,
whether you are adding effects or
working with keyframes. 

Other tools handle everything from
data backup to media burning and rip-
ping to other formats. Nero MediaHub
lets you organize, create slideshows,
perform some basic edits, and play
your files. 

The Platinum version of Nero
Multimedia Suite 10 doesn’t offer a
free trial, but the standard version
does. Give it a spin. Whether you are
making training videos for work or
commemorating your daughter’s
birthday party, we think you’ll like it. ❙

BY JENNIFER FARWELL

Nero 10 Multimedia Suite Platinum HD

Media Editing 
& Management

$99.99 | Nero 

(818) 956-7551 | www.nero.com

I f you’ve ever wished you had some
means of expediting repetitive email

messages (other than finding ones
you’ve already sent and replicating
them), ReplyButler is ready to help.
The email client (Outlook only) applet
provides basic snippets of industry-
specific (Office, Webshop, etc.) text
you can drop into your emails with a
couple of clicks. 

After the installation, ReplyButler
places a pane on the right side of
your Outlook display (you can move
it), giving you access to its features.
In addition to offering snippets on
demand, ReplyButler can automati-
cally enter greeting text when you
reply to an email and prompt you to
attach a file if you mention the file in
an email.

The business edition we
trialed can automatically
move emails to another
folder of your choice after
you answer them. It also has
a mail scheduling feature,
letting you schedule the sending of a
message at a future time. Most impor-
tantly, it lets you create your own boiler-
plate text, including salutations (Dear
Mr. Smith), from text you key, select, or
copy to the Windows Clipboard.

If you frequently send emails with
chunks of the same text, ReplyButler

can be handy. You’ll save a few bucks
with the Home Edition, but you will
lose the business perks, including the
ability to create custom text modules.
There is also a limited, ad-supported,
freeware version. ❙

BY JENNIFER FARWELL

ReplyButler

Boilerplate Email Text
$99.95 | ITSTH

support@itsth.com   | www.replybutler.com

R E V I E W S

Key Features: The Platinum 

version of Nero 10 Multimedia

Suite includes Blu-ray playback,

media transfer to mobile devices,

and creative effects packages.

Key Features: ReplyButler

accelerates email productivity

in Microsoft Outlook with 

boilerplate texts, both built-in

and user-generated.

WinXP Vista Win7 Mac OS X

WinXP Vista Win7
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menu. Now double-click Ac-
count Policies, Account Lock-
out Policy, and Account Lock-
out Threshold. Specify the
number of invalid logon at-
tempts you want before trig-
gering a lock—3 or 5 are
reasonable choices—and click
Apply and OK.

Next, a window will appear
indicating that the two related
settings—Account Lockout
Duration and Reset Account
Lockout Counter After—will
each be changed to the sug-
gested value of 30 minutes.
You can change either setting
afterward if you choose. (The
lockout counter setting refers
to how long the system will 
remember an incorrect pass-
word and count it against 
the threshold.) 

You can also set up account
lockout on a Win7/Vista Home
Premium, Basic, or Starter sys-
tem, but the procedure is dif-
ferent because those versions
lack the Group Policy Editor.
On any of these Windows ver-
sions, type command in the

More of Microsoft’s survey
findings, as well as some tips
on how to mitigate the pri-
vacy risks of LBS, are avail-
able at www.microsoft.com
/privacy/dpd.

Windows Tips

Set Up A Temporary 
Windows Account Lockout

If you frequently leave your
computer unattended and are
concerned about passers-by
potentially gaining access by
repeatedly trying to guess
your password, you can get a
little extra peace of mind by
configuring your system to
temporarily lock your account
after a certain number of in-
correct password entries.

To set this up on a Win7 or
Vista system with the Pro-
fessional/Business or Ulti-
mate versions of the OS, make 
sure you’re logged in with 
an administrative account.
Click Start and type local in
the Search box. Select Local
Security Policy from the Start

Microsoft News

Hotmail Introduces Email Aliases
A new feature in Hotmail

lets users set up and manage
multiple secondary email ad-
dresses, also known as aliases,
from within a single Hotmail
account. Aliases are unique and
expendable email addresses you
can use to receive or send mail
for specialized purposes (such
as marketing lists, job hunting,
or online shopping) when you
don’t want to divulge your pri-
mary email address. 

Hotmail users can now cre-
ate up to five aliases per year
and up to 15 aliases total.

Microsoft Releases Survey On
Location-Based Services

In connection with Digital
Privacy Day 2011, held on Jan.
28, Microsoft released the re-
sults of a survey it commis-
sioned regarding consumer
awareness and use of LBS (loca-
tion-based services). The sur-
vey questioned 1,500 people in
the United States, Canada,
Japan, Germany, and the UK
and found that while 51% of re-
spondents had used LBS before
and 94% of those users had
found it “valuable,” more than
80% were concerned about the
loss of privacy and potential for
data and/or identity theft when
sharing their locations. 

Compiled by Joseph MoranNews, Views & Tips

An account lockout can help
thwart those who walk up to

your computer and try to
guess the password.
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Start menu’s Search box, right-click Command Prompt, and then se-
lect Run As Administrator. In the Command Prompt window, type
net accounts /lockoutthreshold:x (where “x” is the number of bad
attempts you want to trigger the lockout). The account lockout du-
ration and reset counter time are automatically set to 30 minutes 
for you, though here the latter setting is actually called Lock-
out Observation Window. To change these settings, type 
net accounts /lockoutduration:x and net accounts /lockout
window :x where “x” is the number of minutes. (NOTE: You need to
change the lockout window before you can change the duration.) To
see the settings without making any changes, simply type 
net accounts and to disable account lockout, type net accounts
/lockoutthreshold:0.

Take care when using the account lockout setting, because if
you mistakenly mis-type your password a few times, you could
inadvertently lock yourself out of an account, albeit temporarily. 

Hide The Microsoft Office Ribbon
Although it takes some getting used to for longtime Office 2003

users, the Ribbon interface in Office 2007/2010 does help keep
the program’s myriad features within easy reach. The flip side is
that the Ribbon takes up a fairly large amount of space, which can
be a problem when you’re work-ing on a document on a relatively
small screen. 

To temporarily reclaim some space for your document, you can
hide the Ribbon by double-clicking the currently selected menu
tab or by pressing CTRL-F1. ❙

Nokia released
this image
showing what
some of the
company’s 
future Windows
Phone 7-based
devices might
look like. 

Windows News

Nokia To Adopt Windows Phone 7
Microsoft and Nokia have announced a part-

nership that will make Windows Phone 7 the
“principal operating system” on future Nokia
smartphones. Under terms of the agreement,
Nokia will also collaborate with Microsoft on fu-
ture Windows Phone 7 development and merge
its own Ovi content and application store with
Microsoft’s Windows Phone 7 Marketplace. 

The two companies plan to build a new mobile
“ecosystem” that they hope will rival that of
Google’s Android and Apple’s iPhone. The alliance
also likely marks the beginning of the end for
Symbian, Nokia’s current OS, though there’s no in-
dication of exactly when Nokia’s first Windows
Phone 7-based devices will hit the market.

Windows 7 Service Pack Released
Service Pack 1 for Windows 7 (and Windows

Server 2008 R2) is now available for download
via Windows Update or at tinyurl
.com/36prwjl. SP1 doesn’t bring
any major new features to Win7,
though it includes previ-
ously released updates
along with a few new
fixes related to HDMI
(High-Definition Multimedia Interface) audio
devices and XPS document printing problems.

Microsoft Distributes Windows Autorun Update 
Microsoft recently distributed a patch

(KB967940) for Windows Vista and WinXP sys-
tems via Windows Update that disables the
Autorun feature for USB-based flash memory and

hard drives. The move aims to thwart the
spread of certain kinds of malware that
automatically execute when an infected
storage device is inserted, such as the

notorious Conficker worm that took ad-
vantage of Autorun to spread around the globe in
late 2008 and early 2009.

The Autorun update doesn’t apply to Win7,
which disables Autorun by default. A Microsoft Fix
It is available at support.microsoft.com/kb/967715
that can automatically enable or disable Autorun
on any Windows system.
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A
t one time, the photorealistic

quality and outstanding conven-
ience of modern inkjet printers

couldn’t have been imagined at today’s
prices. Now, you’ll pay less than $200
for a unit such as HP’s Officejet 6500A
Plus or Epson’s WorkForce 635, able to
tackle the duplexing, faxing, scanning,
and copying needs of a small/home of-
fice. It sounds crazy, but it’s true.

Still, there’s no such thing as a free
lunch. Consumable costs (paper and
ink) are the necessary evil of inkjet
printers. Printer problems can cause un-
necessary consumption, and glitches can
also cause users to lose productivity.
Although problems can’t be entirely
avoided, they can be significantly mini-
mized through proper maintenance.

You could take your printer to an au-

thorized repair center for maintenance,
but many shops won’t even put a printer
on their benches for less than $50. You
might spend more money on an annual
maintenance contract than the cost of
replacing the printer.

Fortunately, most inkjet mainte-
nance is so simple that you can easily
accomplish it on your own with a little
time and patience. We’ll use the Epson
WorkForce 635 as an example and
cover several DIY maintenance essen-
tials to help keep your costs down.

Cartridge Care

Clear the nozzles. On occasion,
printouts may become too light.

Alternatively, dark or light bands may

appear across printed images or text. If
this happens, you may need to clean
the print head nozzles. Print head
electronics can either be part of the
printer or, more commonly, built into
the print cartridge. Either way, the ink
cartridge uses a reservoir containing a
sponge and a certain color of ink. The
reservoir feeds into the cartridge’s
outlet nozzle. Most printer ink is pe-
troleum-based, and if it sits too long in
the nozzle or sits motionless on the
plate above the nozzle, it can turn
sludgy and clog the nozzle.

Fortunately, most modern printers,
including the WorkForce 635, include
an easy way to do this right from the
front control panel. (Note that the steps

DIY Project: 
Printer Maintenance

The Epson WorkForce 635 
is very representative of the
$200 all-in-one inkjet market
for small/home offices, 
offering many impressive 
features. But like any 
printer, it still requires 
regular maintenance.
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and menu options may vary a little de-
pending on your specific printer.) For
the WorkForce 635, maintenance op-
tions begin with a Nozzle Check. This
prints a test pattern. Gaps in the pat-
tern’s diagonal lines are generally a good
telltale of clogged nozzles. At this point,
run the printer’s Head Cleaning routine.
Very often, this will solve the problem,
although a total fix may require several
successive cleanings. Keep in mind that
ink is consumed with each such
cleaning. (While you’re in these front

panel settings, run a Head Alignment,
as well. This can help with banding and
color shifting.)

Power down. In addition to saving
electricity, some experts believe that
powering down the printer when it’s
not in use will help extend cartridge
life and prevent clogged print heads.
This is because leaving the power on
keeps the ink warm, allowing it to
more easily leech into the print head.

Remove cartridges
when storing the printer.
When you’re going to
have the printer offline for
weeks or more at a time,
remove the cartridges and
keep the nozzles in an 
airtight container. Some
manufacturers ship their
cartridges with special
caps for this purpose, but
even a plastic zipper stor-
age bag should suffice.

Consider refills. The
debate over whether users
should use third-party
inkjet cartridges and/
or refilled cartridges is
never-ending. Especially
in a DIY-oriented article, we would be
remiss not to point out that third-party
refilling can be more economical than
throwing out old cartridges and re-
placing them with new factory units.

That said, not all third-party inks are
created equal. The best are practically
indistinguishable from factory inks, es-
pecially for everyday, nonarchival uses.
With bargain basement brands, though,
you’re playing Russian roulette.

Epson’s official stance on nonfac-
tory cartridges is this: “Using these
products will not void the product’s
original warranty; however, if these
third-party products cause a failure,

the repair of that failure will not be
covered under warranty.”

General Tips

Keep it clean. Dust and dirt are two

of any printer’s top enemies. Clumped
onto a pickup roller, they can prevent
paper from feeding, or they can clog
ink cartridge nozzles and prevent
proper print output. The best offense
here is a good defense. Keep your
printer in a cool, relatively dry, and
largely dust-free environment. When
you see dust accumulate on the
printer, wipe it away with a dust cloth.
Also be sure to open the printer’s var-
ious doors and wipe out whatever in-
side spaces can be reached. For more
secluded components, blow out dust
with a can of compressed air, being
sure to keep the nozzle or end of the
blowing straw at least 6 inches away
from any surface. 

Each cartridge can hold a few milliliters of ink,
and most cartridges can be refilled either by local
servicers or by DIY refill kits. Just be sure that your
refills are using reputable, guaranteed inks.

Here, you can see the output nozzle
on one of Epson’s ink cartridges.

When improperly maintained,
these nozzles can become blocked

by gummy ink sludge.

Epson maintains a full, regularly updated, and freely downloadable
array of drivers and utilities for printer owners. 
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One of the “clingiest”
components is likely to be
the rubber rollers. You’ll
find these at various
places through which
paper feeds, including the
rear straight paper path
and the side area used by
the automatic document
feeder. You should be able
to see if debris has be-
come stuck to the rollers.
If so, use a moist cloth to
wipe away the material;
use a dab of rubbing al-
cohol if necessary.

Keep it current. Occa-
sionally check for driver
updates to ensure your
product is compatible with any changes
made to current operating systems and
technologies. Keeping drivers up-to-
date can also help improve the perform-
ance of your printer. Every so often,
printer vendors find ways to have their
machines operate more efficiently or
deliver higher quality. These improve-
ments can be enabled through the
drivers, so if your printer’s software

doesn’t automatically check for updates,
be sure to visit the manufacturer’s sup-
port site every few months, download
any new driver releases (final, not beta),
and install them.

Watch your paper. We mentioned
earlier that debris accumulation on
rollers could affect printer performance.
This is also true of the paper’s condi-
tion within the input tray. Excessive 

humidity can cause sheets
to stick together and jam
the printing mechanisms.
To prevent this, occasion-
ally remove the paper
stack from the tray and
fan two opposite edges in
order to let the stack
“breathe” and break up
any moisture bonds.

Also, keep an eye on
your tray’s paper guides,
which can shift  over
time as you bump them
in the course of adding
new paper. If the guides
get too loose,  it  can
cause your paper to feed
in at an angle. This can

lead to jams and cause excessive wear
or damage on components. Similarly,
if the guides are too narrow, it can
cause paper to bow upward, also
causing misfeeds. Adjust the guides
so they just touch the edge of the
paper stack but are not pressed too
snugly against it. ❙

BY WILLIAM VAN WINKLE

Save Greenbacks With GreenPrint

O ne of the best ways to lighten the wear and tear on your
printer—not to mention save trees and money—is to

print fewer pages. In the real world, most users won’t spend
the valuable minutes to cut and paste only the content they
want into a new document, nor will they do a print preview
to identify the pages they don’t need. An application called
GreenPrint (www.printgreener.com) aims to quietly place it-
self between your Print command and the final output.

GreenPrint starts by running the Print Preview command
for you automatically, displaying thumbnail tiles for each
page. You can select tiles individually or in batches, electing to
cut pages from the job, turn them from color to grayscale (be-
cause black ink is much cheaper than color), or omit any
graphics—a handy exclusion when you’re faced with paying
for printing someone’s banner ads. Alternatively, if you decide
you really don’t need a physical copy, GreenPrint gives you
one-touch export into PDF (Portable Document Format). 

According to GreenPrint, the app helps cut paper output
by 17 to 25% and cuts roughly $90 annually in paper and
ink costs per user. If you want proof, the app includes a re-
porting section that shows the number of pages saved vs.

pages printed per printer and application, as well as the
amount of money saved, among other things. A free Win-
dows version for home users is ad-subsidized. For $19 per
PC, home and small businesses can eliminate the adver-
tising. Volume licenses are available for enterprises.

GreenPrint software revolutionizes home and office printing by eliminating
wasteful pages before they’re printed.

Pickup rollers, which help move paper through the printer, can become coated with debris
and cause potentially harmful jams. A damp cotton swab or cloth can clean these rollers.
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Adobe Acrobat X has many new features, and
one that we really like is the Action Wizard.

This little gem helps you delegate repetitive tasks
to your computer so that all you have to do is
click a button. 

Take The Shortcut

The Action Wizard can be useful for small
tasks that you do frequently. It’s also great when
you are sending instructions to another user
and want to make sure he is able to perform the
task consistently. If you want to train an em-
ployee (who works in a different office) on how
to create a certain type of report, you could
send him an email  containing the Action
Wizard for creating that report. The necessary
steps could be set in motion by simply starting
the Action Wizard without any additional help
from the person doing the training. 

To begin, open Adobe Acrobat X and click
File, Action Wizard, and Create New Action. 
In the Create New Action dialog box, you’ll

need to choose a starting point for the action
from the Start With drop-down menu. Think
about when the action you’re creating usually
begins: Does the action apply to a file on your
computer, a scanned document, or a file in
Adobe? If you choose Ask When Action Is
Started, you can start the action from any type
of document. 

Now, you’re ready to add the steps to the action.
On the left side, there is a panel of categories that

matches many of the ones in the Tools panel in
Acrobat. There is no limit to the number of ac-
tions you can add to your Wizard. As an example,
click the Pages section and click Header & Footer
(Remove). You’ll see this appear in the Steps sec-
tion in the main area of the dialog box. Now, click
Watermark (Add). To dictate what type of water-
mark it should be, click the Options icon in the
Watermark step to open the accompanying dialog
box. In the Text field of the Source section, type
FINAL and click OK.

Control The Content

Click the Content menu item to add a step
that allows the end user to control the content.
You can even add instructions for carrying out
these content changes. If you want to change 
the order of the Action Wizard steps at any time,
just click the step and move it where you want it.

The Save To drop-down box is important be-
cause it lets you decide where the new version of
the document will be saved once the Action
Wizard has completed its changes. If you want to
overwrite the original file with the new, leave that
checkbox clicked. The Output Options icon
opens a dialog box where you can set up the
naming conventions for the adjusted file, in-
cluding the automatic addition of a suffix to the
new file. 

Run The Action

Once the steps are established, click Save and
give the Action a name and description. To run it
immediately, click the Run This Action After
Saving checkbox. To work more with an Action
Wizard once created, choose Action Wizard from
the File menu and select the Action you want. You
can also choose Edit Actions to edit, delete, im-
port, export, copy, rename, and run the Action. ❙

BY JENNIE SCHLUETER

Document
Management

Beginner

Adobe Acrobat X Pro
Time To Take Action

Creating an
Action Wizard

lets you 
automate and
delegate tasks

with ease.

Quick Studies

How-To

There is no limit to the

number of actions you can

add to your Wizard.
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Where To Start

Building the computer may seem
like the most intimidating part of the
entire process, but nearly every com-
ponent comes with a detailed manual
that will tell you how to install the
part, so start by rounding up your
manuals and a few tools. Although
much of the Corsair Graphite Series
600T case has a mostly tool-less de-
sign, you’ll need some standard tools
for certain steps. Grab Phillips and
f lat  t ip screwdrivers as wel l  as 

isopropyl
a l c o h o l
and a lint-
free cloth
to clean off the area where the CPU
(also known as a processor) and CPU
cooler connect. We like to use coffee
filters, because they are lint free, af-
fordable, and disposable. Your new
processor cooler (also known as a
heatsink) likely has a thermal pad or
includes a tube of thermal paste, but
if it doesn’t, pick up a tube of thermal

paste at your local electronics store
or an online retailer.

It may seem logical to start by
installing the motherboard, as
all of the components will con-
nect to it, but we find that your
computer will have a cleaner in-

terior if you begin by finding
and routing the computer’s ca-
bles. Take the side panels off
both sides of the case and pull
out the cables that run from
the case’s front panel. For ex-
ample, the Corsair Graphite
Series 600T features two USB
2.0 internal connectors, a USB

3.0 connector, a FireWire con-
nector, and the front-panel connec-
tors (which include the Power
switch, power LED [light-
emitting diode], hard drive
LED, and reset switch).
Set the motherboard
onto the case’s mother-
board mounting screws

to give yourself a good idea of where
all the cables need to run. (NOTE:
Mounting screws are the tiny screws
that attach to the case’s motherboard
tray and allow you to secure the moth-
erboard to the tray such that it doesn’t
touch the tray.)

Then, run the cables behind the
motherboard tray and through the
rubber grommets in the tray, so that
one end re-enters the case near the
motherboard, and the other end re-
enters near the section that will hold the
related device (such as the hard drive or
optical drive). Once you have routed the
cables, remove the motherboard.

Install The
Storage Devices

In our system,
the storage de-
vices include a
Lite-On 24X
Internal DVD

Writer iHAS424 and
a Crucial 128GB
RealSSD C300 SSD
(solid-state drive).
With the 600T Series

case’s tool-less drive bays, installing
the optical drive consisted of removing
the plastic panel on the front chassis
(by pressing its two clips) and pushing
the optical drive into the slot. Once we
slid the drive in, the plastic locks in-
side the optical drive bay locked it in
place. To install the 2.5-inch Crucial
RealSSD C300, we pulled out one of

Build A SOHO PC
Part II: Assemble The System

routing cables 

Routing your cables through holes in the
motherboard tray will improve airflow
and make everything look neater.

optical drive

To install an op-
tical drive, remove
the front-panel
plate and slide it
into place.

SSD in
drive cage

This is the second article in a three-part series that will show you

how to buy, build, and configure a PC designed for small or home

office use. Last month, we selected the components for our new

system. This month, we’ll show you how to put together and 

install all of the parts. Next month, we’ll wrap things up by

walking you through installing and configuring Windows.

The hard drive cage houses hard drives and SSDs. As you
can see, SSDs are much smaller than standard hard
drives; this hard drive tray has more than enough space.
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the removable drive cradles and used
flat head screws, (included with the
case) to lock the SSD into the cradle.

If we had used a traditional 3.5-inch
hard drive, there are four pins on the
sides of the cradle that would have let
us simply slide the hard drive into the
pins. If you find yourself working with
a case that doesn’t have tool-less drive
bays, you can slide the drive into the
cage until the screw openings on the
drive match up with the openings on
the side of the cage. Then, insert the
screws that were included with the
case (or with the drive).

Add The Power Supply

Next, we installed the power supply
so that we could easily route the power
cables. We positioned the OCZ 500W
StealthXStream 2 so that the fan faced
the vent at the bottom of the case. This
allows the fan to pull fresh air through
the vent at the bottom of the case. The
PSU then exhausts warm air behind
the computer.

We screwed the power supply into
the case. Next, we placed the mother-
board back onto the motherboard tray
(but didn’t attach it with screws, yet).
We pulled the power cords through the
holes in the tray and positioned them
close to where they would need to 
connect to the motherboard, compo-
nents, and fans. For example, we ran
SATA (Serial Advanced Technology
Extended) power cables (thin, flat 

c on n e c tors )
behind the
drive cages to
the optical
drive and the
hard drive.
Other neces-
sary power
connectors included the 20+4
pin main power cable and the
smaller 12V (volt) power cable. Our
graphics card didn’t require its own
PCI-E (Peripheral Component Inter-
connect Express) power cable, but some
video cards do. Check the manual for
your graphics card to determine which
(if any) power cables you need.

Attach The CPU & Cooler

Because many CPU coolers now re-
quire you to attach a back plate to the
flip side of the motherboard, it’s often a
good idea to install the CPU and the
CPU cooler before you mount the
motherboard to the motherboard tray.
The reason is that the back plate can

only be attached to the back side of
the motherboard, which typically
isn’t accessible after you mount the
motherboard. That said, the Graph-
ite Series 600T case features a cut-
out opening in the motherboard
tray, so it’s easy to install and remove
CPU coolers, even when the moth-
erboard is attached to the case.

We started the CPU installation
by removing the plastic cover from
the processor socket. We lifted the
latch that locks the plastic cover in
place and removed the cover. Then,
we took the processor out of its
box, holding it by the sides of the

printed circuit board. With newer
Intel chips, such as
the Intel Core i5-
655K in our build,
there are two notches
in the printed circuit
board. We matched
them up with the
alignment keys in the
CPU socket as we
gently put the CPU in

place. Next, we closed and locked the
latch so that the processor was secure.
(NOTE: AMD [www.amd.com] CPUs
usually feature a gold or white triangle
in one corner of the circuit board, which
you will match up with the gold or
white triangle on the CPU socket.)

Next, we prepared the CPU cooler.
In our case, the cooler already had a
thermal pad, which is a small pad that
transfers heat from the top of the
processor to the cooler. We cleaned
the top of the processor with isopropyl
alcohol and dried it with a coffee filter,
then waited a few minutes to ensure
that the surface was dry. (NOTE: If
your cooler doesn’t have a thermal pad,
you’ll need to clean the cooler with the
isopropyl alcohol, let it dry, and then
apply a thin layer of thermal paste to
the top of the processor.)

Finally, we placed the cooler on the
processor and secured it to the moth-
erboard. Depending on the type of
CPU cooler you have, the way you lock
the cooler onto the motherboard will
differ. For example, many AMD-based
CPU coolers feature a retaining clip on
both sides that fit into slots in the
motherboard. Align the two clips into
the slots and pull the lever on the CPU
to lock it in place. With a CPU cooler
that attaches to the back plate, you’ll

Install the power supply into
the section of the case that has
a rectangular opening.

Here, you can see the
processor sitting inside

the CPU socket and
covered with a thin

layer of thermal paste.

processor

power
supply

The CPU
cooler fits on

top of the
processor and
locks into the

motherboard.

CPU cooler
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need to find the bracket that matches
the type of CPU you’re using, such as
LGA 1156. Start by fastening the
bracket to the CPU cooler. Then, place
the back plate (again, matching the
type of CPU you use) to the back of the
motherboard and at-
tach any anti-vibra-
tion pads. Lower the
bracket’s screws into
the holes in the moth-
erboard and back
plate. Place the nuts
onto the screws and
turn them to tighten
the cooler onto the
surface of the CPU.

Mount The
Motherboard

At this point, we
had routed the cables
and installed the CPU
cooler, so it was just
about time to screw
the motherboard to
the mounting screws
on the motherboard tray. First, we took
the input/output faceplate from the
motherboard box and installed it in the
opening at the back of the case. 

Finally, we attached the mother-
board. Typically, only a few mounting
screws are already on the mother-
board tray in the case, but the manu-

facturer includes extra mounting
screws that you can add where neces-
sary. We aligned the motherboard over
the existing mounts to give us an idea
of the spots that needed additional
mounting screws. We were careful to
avoid over-tightening the screws, as
that can damage the board. 

Attach The Cables

When connecting the power and
input cables, it’s best to have the moth-
erboard manual nearby, because the
manual will show you where all of the
connectors are located. We started by
connecting the 12V power cable 
and the ATX (Advanced Technology

Extended) power cable (the large
20+4-pin connector). These power ca-
bles are the thickest and can be tricky
to maneuver inside the case, so it’s a
good idea to get them in place first.
Next, we connected the power cables

for the components, such as SATA
power cables for the optical drive and
hard drive, as well as cables for the
case fans and CPU cooler fan.

With the power cables in place, we
connected the input/output cables,
such as the power switch, front-panel
USB, and front-panel audio connec-
tors. When working on your own
system, pay close attention to the front
panel header, which is where the
power, reset, and front-panel jacks
connect to the motherboard. Note that
although many motherboard vendors
color-code the front-panel header, the
colors don’t al-
ways match up
with the colors
of the cables on
the case. To en-
sure everything
is correctly con-
nected, review
the pin assign-
ments in the
m o t h e r b o a r d

manual, noting the orientation of the
positive and negative connections.

If you opted for a motherboard with
a 6Gbps (gigabits per second) SATA
port (also called SATA 3.0), you’ll
want to ensure that the hard drive

connects to the
6Gbps port, because
the hard drive is one
of the few compo-
nents that can take
advantage of extra
speed. We connected
the Crucial 128GB
RealSSD C300 to one
of the two 6Gbps
SATA ports on the
Gigabyte GA-P55A-
UD3 motherboard.
Optical drives, mem-
ory card readers, and
other storage devices
typically won’t ben-
efit from 6Gbps
SATA, so we con-
nected them to the
3Gbps SATA ports
(also called SATA

2.0). For convenient audio connec-
tivity, most cases include front-panel
audio connectors for both HD and
AC’97 audio, but you can only connect
one of the connectors. Nearly all of
today’s motherboards support HD
audio, so feel free to connect the HD
audio cable.

Install Remaining Hardware

In our setup, the system memory
and the MSI R5570-MD1G graphics
card were the only components left to
install, but other popular add-in card

Here is an interior shot of the completed system. The routing of cables 
behind the motherboard tray allows for clear access to the internal parts.

graphics card & 
motherboard

The graphics card
slides into the moth-
erboard’s PCI-E x16
slot    . Some mother-
boards have built-in
graphics capabilities.

final product
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wireless keyboard
and mouse

options for your system include an
802.11n Wi-Fi card, a dedicated sound
card (which would replace your moth-
erboard’s built-in sound processor), or
extra USB connections. When in-
stalling an add-in card—whether it be
a graphics card, sound card, or other—
you can follow a similar set of guide-
lines. First, you’ll need to locate the
slot on the motherboard that supports
the add-in card. Next, align the card
over the slot and press down until it’s
securely seated. Then, screw the metal
bracket to the case’s rear panel. With a
graphics card, you may also need to
connect a special 6-pin and/or 8-pin
power connector. 

To install the memory, we opened
the motherboard manual and flipped
to the section that covers memory.
The manual will indicate which slot or
slots you should install the memory
into, depending on how many mod-
ules you have. In our system, the
Gigabyte GA-P55A-UD3 motherboard
required us to install the two 2GB
Patriot Viper II Sector 5 Series mod-
ules into the slots labeled “1” and “3.”
A second set of modules could go into
the slots labeled “2” and “4.” 

Most motherboards offer four slots,
but you’ll want to match up the mod-
ules with the board’s dual-channel
configuration, which is a setup where
the computer can communicate with
both modules at the same time. 

Finishing Touches

Once we finished installing the
computer’s internal components, we
turned our attention to its exterior 

accessories and parts. We connected
the Asus VH196T-P monitor and the
Microsoft Wireless Comfort Desktop
5000 keyboard and mouse. We in-
stalled the included AA batteries into
the mouse and keyboard and then in-
serted the wireless transceiver into one
of the USB ports on our system. We
didn’t install our Microsoft LifeCam

Our SOHO PC
We balanced price and performance to build an affordable system that
can handle office programs and tasks now and down the road.

PARTS LIST

Processor

Motherboard

Memory

Hard Drive

Graphics Card

Power Supply

Case

Optical Drive

Mouse & Keyboard

Monitor

Web cam

MANUFACTURER 
& MODEL

Intel Core i5-655K

Gigabyte GA-P55A-UD3

Patriot 4GB Viper II

Sector 5 Series

Crucial 128GB 

RealSSD C300

MSI R5570-MD1G

OCZ 500W

StealthXStream 2

Corsair Graphite Series

600T

Lite-On iHAS424 24X

Internal DVD Writer with

Label DTag

Microsoft Wireless

Comfort Desktop 5000

Asus VH196T-P

Microsoft LifeCam Studio

Total Price

PRICE

$216

$139.99

$74.99

$249.99

$94.99

$59.99

$159.99

$22.99

$79.95

$114.99

$99.95

$1,313.82

WEB SITE

www.intel.com

www.gigabyte.com

www.patriotmem.com

www.crucial.com

www.msi.com

www.ocz.com

www.corsair.com

www.liteonit.com

www.microsoft.com

www.asus.com

www.microsoft.com

A wireless keyboard
and mouse combo,
such as Microsoft’s
Wireless Comfort
Desktop 5000, gives
your office a 
clutter-free, 
polished appearance. 

Studio at this point, as we’ll need our
PC to run Windows before we can
take advantage of the camera.

Finally, we plugged the power cable
into the back of the power supply
(and plugged the other end into our
surge protector, along with the mon-
itor’s power cable). Then we powered
on the system to see if everything was
up and running, such as fans and
video output to the monitor. The
system turned on without trouble and
let us enter the BIOS (Basic Input
/Output System). The computer rec-
ognized the mouse and keyboard
right away. All that was left to do was
to install Windows. We’ll tell you how
that goes next month, in the final seg-
ment of this series. ❙

BY NATHAN LAKE
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T
he Internet is a powerful tool
for disseminating informa-
tion, and you’re a savvy-

enough SOHO (small and home
office) user to know that releasing
a product with a video on your
business’ YouTube channel (www
.youtube.com) is a great way to get
out the word about your latest
product. Here are some pointers
for creating a video product release
that will get attention.

Know Your Audience

When you’re making a product
release video, do so with a specific
audience in mind. For example,
are you making a video designed
to appeal to consumers? To jour-
nalists? To your business partners?
To potential investors? Depending
on whom the video is for, you’ll
find yourself making different de-

cisions at various points throughout
the creation process.

Further, you should decide whether
you want the video to stand on its own
as an informative piece that gives the
viewer all the specifications, pricing
information, and other detailed infor-
mation, or if you want it to simply
generate buzz and direct viewers to
your store or Web site.

Type Of Distribution

In addition to knowing your in-
tended audience, consider how you
want to distribute your video, which
will also affect what you create. 

For example, if you’re planning to
make a video that you hope to dis-
tribute virally, you’re likely to post it to
your company Facebook page or 

circulate links to certain individuals. A
viral video should be relatively short,
catchy, and should be in a mobile-
friendly format. 

However, if you prefer to distribute
this video through more conventional
news media channels, you can take a
different approach in creating it. The
decisions you make regarding distri-
bution will affect the length and
overall tone of the video, and how

much or how little information
you include.

Basic Tips

Whoever your audience is and
however you intend to distribute
the video, there are a few presenta-
tion tips to keep in mind.

You need to tell a story with this
video. Inform the viewer about
why your product exists, how it’s
better than competing products,
and any unique problem your
product solves. It’s not enough to
simply say that you have a new
product; you need to make the
viewer care about it and want it.

As with any presentation or
story, you need a compelling intro-
duction—if you can draw in the
viewers with a catchy or com-
pelling lead-in, they’ll stick around
and watch the rest of the video.
The introduction should also com-

municate who you are and what the
product is—but do so quickly and effi-
ciently. Nobody wants to sit through
10 to 15 seconds of titles before the in-
teresting part of the video begins.

The body of the video should be at
least somewhat informative, even if it’s
just a short 15 to 30 second advertise-
ment. It should reinforce whatever you
teased or promised in the introduction. 

Create A Video
Product Release
The Right Audience & The Right Tools

Publishing a product release video through your company’s
YouTube channel is a great way to get the word out.

A viral video should be relatively short, catchy, 

and should be in a mobile-friendly format. 
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The video should have a compelling
conclusion, as well. Depending on the
type of video you’re making, you may
summarize the information presented
in the body; send the viewer to your
Web site, Facebook page, or store; or
do anything else that gives him a
reason to remember your product, do
additional research, or tell his friends
about it.

It’s good to be funny (but not silly)
and clever (but not obscure). And it’s
not wise to “shout” at the viewer (ex-
cessively loud music or voice work, jit-
tery f lashing lights or scenes, for
example), unless that’s a specific ironic
aesthetic ploy you’re using.

Elements you may want to work
into your video include appropriate
background music, titles and subtitles
to break the piece into digestible sec-
tions, interviews with product experts
or users, helpful charts or graphics,
and product demonstrations.

Regarding the length of the video,
consider the differences among, for
example, a short, 15 to 30 second
video; one that’s between about one
and five minutes long; and a longer
video that lasts 10 minutes or more.
Each length gives you different oppor-

tunities for presenting content.
Shorter formats are better for viral
videos—nobody wants to click a
link from a buddy and sit through a
seven-minute informative video—
while longer formats offer the op-
portunity to get into greater detail,
which is great for journalists and
consumers doing research on a
product before they buy. Keep in
mind that YouTube won’t accept
videos longer than 15 minutes.

One option, if you have a lot of
information you want to get across,
is to break a video up into multiple
parts as separate videos. By offering,
say, parts I, II, and III, users can
watch only the clips they need to. 

The Right Tools For The Job

Assuming you’re not paying a pro-
fessional outfit to film your video for
you, you’ll need a digital camcorder
capable of shooting in HD (high defi-
nition; you can always create a lower-
resolution version of what you shoot

during editing) with a good micro-
phone to capture quality audio. You’ll
also need video-editing software to
edit the video; add music and other
audio effects if desired; render the
video at the appropriate resolution 

and file format; and add any titles,
subtitles, transitions, and visual effects
that you wish to include.

CyberLink’s PowerDirector 9
($94.95 for Ultra64, $69.95 for the
Deluxe version; www.cyberlink.com),
for example, is powerful video-editing
software that has all the features you
need to make an attractive video. 

The editing tools offer plenty of
workspace for multiple tracks, ad-
vanced adjustment features, Wave-
Editor for editing audio, and full HD
previews. It also has a plethora of
video effects, wizards to create movies
or slideshows from templates, and
tools for easily sharing your creations
on YouTube and Facebook. 

In terms of performance, Power-
Director 9’s TrueVelocity Engine is de-
signed to take full advantage of 64-bit
operating systems and your com-
puter’s hardware to process and render
video, even on the fly. 

Your PR efforts are a reflection of
your company; if you put out poorly
produced materials, it taints your 

corporate image. Leave room in the
budget to buy the right tools for the
job and tailor your product release
video to the right audience. ❙

BY SETH COLANER

CyberLink PowerDirector 9 offers plenty of editing options.

CyberLink PowerDirector 9 is video-editing 
software you can use to create your video.
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B U S I N E S S

L
ocal online communities and so-
cial networking sites are won-
derful tools for reaching out to

new customers and engaging your
base. They can provide magnificent
forums for satisfied and loyal cus-
tomers to share their enthusiasm and
provide the kind of marketing credi-
bility that money can’t buy.

What happens when not-so-
satisfied or not-so-loyal customers
turn your viral marketing dreams into
a nightmare? What about when “the
crowd” is wrong or misinformed?
What if one or two unrepresentative
people with bad information (or bad
intentions) skew everyone else’s
overall perception? What if someone
had a bad experience, but you’ve re-
ally made changes since? It’s easy to
forget that online reviews can cover
the bad and the ugly as well as the
good. We’ll help you combat negative
feedback online, both generally and in
several tools commonly used by cus-
tomers and critics of small businesses.

Do A Gut Check

Start by asking yourself a tough
question: “Are they right?” It’s easy to
get defensive and blame the messenger
or slip into denial, especially when crit-
icism is so openly on display. But you
need to treat online reviews as seriously
as you would face-to-face comments or
private feedback from customer satis-
faction surveys and response cards. Just
because online critiques can be publicly
embarrassing doesn’t mean they’re any
less valid. 

Take a day before doing anything
else and reflect on the roots of a bad

How To Handle Bad Reviews

review. Does it expose a real flaw in
your business that needs correcting? Is
there something you could or should
be doing differently to manage cus-
tomers’ perceptions? Even if a review
seems unfair or inaccurate originally,
put yourself in the reviewer’s shoes
and think of all the possible ways in
which someone might legitimately see
things differently. Try to take the most
charitable or positive view of the re-
viewer’s position. You will often see
things you might otherwise miss.

Separate the factual content and
source of dissatisfaction from the way
the message was presented. Some re-
viewers use inflammatory rhetoric, but
that doesn’t mean they’re wrong. Even
rude and poorly written reviews can
house valuable kernels of truth that
you can turn into advice for strength-
ening your business. Once you iden-
tify opportunities for improvement,
come up with a plan to get your house
in order internally before attending to
the review itself.

Keep It Friendly

If you’re sure that the review war-
rants a response, either in an attempt
to set the record straight or to explain
yourself, first try responding privately
and amicably. Keep it short, simple,
and polite. Don’t make it personal—
stick to statements of fact about your
business or yourself. Remember that
your customers’ criticisms are heart-
felt, and that they took the time to go
out of their ways to post. If you re-
spect that fact, you’re more likely to
re-earn their respect. Above all, don’t
say anything privately you wouldn’t

What Not To Do

W e’re all about the positive,
but there are still a few

warnings to keep in mind.
Don’t flame. Personal attacks
make you look petty and mean.
No one wants to do business
with a bully, and engaging in
flame wars only serves to rein-
force negative perceptions. Un-
happy customers don’t always
fight fair. Joining them on the
low road is the path to ruin.
Don’t argue. A cantankerous
store owner makes for funny
television but isn’t good busi-
ness for most of us. Everyone’s
entitled to their opinions, even
if you think they’re wrong. You
won’t win a public argument,
even if you’re right.
Don’t fake it. Padding your re-
views with false praise is not
only transparent, it’s a good way
to make a bad situation worse.
At the very least, many sites will
remove blatantly “cooked” re-
views. They may even bar you
from participating.
Don’t worry too much. Time
heals all wounds, and Internet
reviews age less gracefully than
teenage pop stars. A single bad
review shouldn’t break your
business. Over time, the truth
will generally win out. If you’re
doing the right things, negative
feedback will eventually be re-
placed and fade quietly away.
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via Yelp for Business Owners
(bit.ly/FkzL5). After verifying your
identity, you can unlock your busi-
ness’s page and then respond to re-
views either publicly or privately.
Yelp! also has a few guidelines that
help keep things cordial. For one,
you have to include a photo of your-
self when responding to reviews,
which tends to humanize the experi-
ence. You’re also encouraged to re-
spond privately before responding

publicly and Yelp! will  remove 
reviews that violate i ts  Content
Guidelines, which ban second-hand
information (among other things).

Angie’s List

Users post 40,000 reviews each
month on service providers from Ac-
countants to Wrought Iron at Angie’s
List (www.angieslist.com). The site has
a screening process in which reviews
are scrutinized before they’re made
available to the public, which can help
prevent blatantly false or prejudicial
comments from distorting your reputa-
tion. You don’t have to be a member
company to be reviewed, but you may
want to consider joining the site via

Sophisticated sites may offer tools for
business owners to respond or update
their own profiles, and (generally
speaking) you can contact a host or
moderator for an active Web site. But
tread cautiously—no one is likely to
do anything about any review unless
it’s obviously dishonest, blatantly of-
fensive, or inappropriately personal. If
you’re subjected to such treatment, by
all means, try and work with the site
owners to address such behavior under

their own terms of use. Otherwise,
your best bet is to wait. The passage
of time lessens the impact of negative
feedback and introduces the opportu-
nity for positive new feedback to take
its place.

Yelp!

With both a Web site and a mo-
bile application focused on local
business listings and reviews, Yelp!
(www.yelp.com) is a key destination
for those seeking others’ opinions on
nearby businesses. Handling 39 mil-
lion visits each month for listings in
cities from all 50 states and eight
countries, Yelp! provides powerful
tools to manage your online presence

want shared publicly with all your
customers. Even private messages or
emails can be reposted or forwarded.
Take a cooling-off period before re-
sponding, and have someone neutral
review your response. 

You won’t always be able to talk
the reviewer into a retraction or revi-
sion, and it’s better not to lead with
that as a topic of conversation or
even view it  as your main goal.
Think of any response primarily as

either a way to apologize and reas-
sure or as a way to correct a factual
misunderstanding. Most people
aren’t likely to “take back” what they
said,  but many will  give you a
second chance if they feel like you’re
reasonable and generally competent.
Everyone has bad days, and most of
us recognize that no one’s perfect. 

Site Advice

We’ll discuss several common Web
sites that invite customer feedback and
the tools they offer for responding.
However, there are plenty of other
ways for customers to weigh in on-
line, from neighborhood message
boards to industry-specific blogs.

Yelp! For Business Owners
can help you unlock your

business account, manage
your company’s presence,

and interact with 
reviewing customers.

▲
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have been sus-
pended). Access
to all of these
options can be
found at eBay’s
Seller Infor-
mation Center
and the Resolu-
tion Center. 

Everyone’s 
A Critic

Online re-
views can be a
great source of
free marketing
and real-world
tes t imonia l s .

But they are not without their pit-
falls. If   you remain calm and profes-
sional, however, you can weather
almost any storm. ❙

BY GREGORY ANDERSON

simply reply to the existing feedback
publicly. (That option is available only
once per comment.) Finally, eBay will
remove certain feedback on request, but
only if it violates the company’s feed-
back policies (including comments
from non-paying buyers or those who

CompanyConnect (company.angies
list.com). It lets you create a profile, re-
spond to reviewers, and take advantage
of the site’s Complaint Resolution
process which, if successfully com-
pleted to the satisfaction of both parties,
can improve the final grade on a spe-
cific review.

eBay 

If your business 
involves buying and
selling on eBay
(www.ebay.com) in
any significant way,
you’re certainly fa-
miliar with the site’s
feedback feature. You
may feel like you’re
entirely at the mercy of
buyers’ feedback, but
that’s not necessarily
the case. First, eBay fa-
cilitates and encour-
ages direct private
communications be-
tween buyer and seller
to resolve any disputes.
With a mutual agree-
ment you can submit a
Feedback Revision Re-
quest to the buyer. If that
doesn’t work, you can

eBay’s Resolution Center provides tips and tools for working through disputes between buyers and sellers.

The Angie’s List Complaint
Resolution Process mediates
disagreements and can 
encourage dissatisfied 
customers to replace 
negative reviews.

▲

▲
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I
t was really just a matter of time, a logical
next step in the evolution of Apple’s
move toward more iOS-like features

in OS X, but regardless, the Mac App Store
is here. This store will be the easiest (and for
most people, the primary) means through
which one finds and installs applications. 

The Layout

Yes, Apple launched a Mac App Store, which is modeled
on that extremely popular other App Store (which can be
found on iPads, iPods, and iPhones). And although the Mac
App Store is redesigned slightly to accommodate the dif-
ferent platform, it feels incredibly familiar. The header has a
continuous loop of a few fea-
tured applications, and the top 
of the window has links for
Featured, Top Charts, Categories,
Purchases, and Updates.

On the main page, there’s
also a slew of New And Note-
worthy apps displayed, as well as
Staff Favorites and the familiar
Top Paid, Top Free, and Top
Grossing lists iOS App Store
users are used to. 

Using The Mac App Store

Note that you need a system
that’s updated to Snow Leopard
OS X 10.6.6 to acquire the Mac
App Store. After you install the Store, it will appear auto-
matically on your Dock. To purchase an item from the
Store, all you need is your Apple ID and password, just as
you do for the iOS App Store.

To find an app you want, you can either browse or search.
If a stroll through the virtual aisles of the Mac App Store ap-
peals to you, you can click Categories at the top of the
window and select a category from the next screen. There are
many categories to choose from—21 in all—and they range
from Games to Productivity to Weather to Photography. 

To search, simply enter a query into the in-program
Spotlight text field and press ENTER. If there’s a specific 
app you’re looking for (say, iMovie), entering “iMovie” will

display limited and specific results—
in this case, iMovie and an app called
Clips For iMovie. If instead you’re

looking for something less specific,
such as an app that will perform a cer-
tain function, your search results will in-

clude more entries. For example, a search
for “music recording” returned nine apps, not

all of which were recording apps per se.
To buy an app, click its icon. You’ll be prompted to

enter your Apple ID and password; then, click Sign In.
You’ll see the app’s icon float from its place in the Store
to your Dock, where it will automatically reside. You can
also track its download progress via a little blue progress
bar underneath the icon in the Dock. When the down-

load is complete, just click the
icon to run the program.

Benefits

The big benefit to the Mac
App Store is that it provides con-
sumers an extremely easy way to
discover and install applications,
and in turn, developers reap the
benefits of having a streamlined
channel through which to mar-
ket and sell their products. It’s

also a smooth way to acquire
software updates, which you’ll
automatically receive through
the store when they’re available. 

For those concerned about
being locked in to the Store as the sole means of getting
applications, you needn’t worry; you can still install any-
thing you wish from a disc or an online download.

Prices, at least for the time being (my guess is that in
time they’ll go down somewhat), are comparable to what
you’d pay for applications regardless of how you get
them—some are free, others cost a few dollars, and some
of the full-featured, high-end applications cost tens or
hundreds of dollars. However, the Mac App Store, like the
iOS App Store, also allows software makers to strategi-
cally price their products, offering discounts, sales, or
other deals to entice you.

Using a Mac has always been easy, but it just got better. ❙

The Mac App Store
by Seth Colaner

The Mac App Store provides a simple, streamlined way 
to discover and install applications on your Mac.
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PERFECT Web Browser

Safari is a good Web browser, but
the mobile version lacks some features
of its more sophisticated desktop
cousin. PERFECT Web Browser (99
cents; see the App Store) adds desktop
features and more, including desktop-
based page rendering (in case you want

Fresh Fruit
Great Business Apps For Your
iPad/iPod/iPhone

to view a site as if you were not using a
mobile device), a vertical scrollbar,
compatibility with multitouch gestures,
private browsing, on-the-fly changes 
in font size, and the ability to block 
images for faster loading. Best of all, 
PERFECT Web Browser adds true
tabbed browsing and will import your
IE (Internet Explorer) or Firefox book-
marks. It also generates a video-out
signal on your device, so if you have
the appropriate video cables, you can
display the browser on a monitor or
other VGA-compatible device. It may
not really be “perfect,” but for a buck,
it’s about as close as you can get.

Early Edition

Early Edition ($4.99; see the App
Store) is an RSS-based news aggregator

that takes feeds from various news out-
lets (many are included, but you can
add your own) and displays the news
in categories and in newspaper format.
If you want to view the original article
on its Web site, just click the View
Original button. It’s easy to add and
edit feeds, and the newspaper-like
presentation is attractive and readable.
The app can import feeds from Google
Reader or OPML (Outline Processor
Markup Language) files, and it can
auto-discover feeds when given a base
URL. Early Edition is the slickest way
we’ve seen to combine and organize
your national, international, or local
news sources into one elegant, easy-to-
use app. Early Edition is a one-time

iPad

iPadiPhone iPod touch
There’s no shortage of 

impressive applications—

some of them free—for

Apple’s popular family of 

mobile devices, and many of

them are perfect for the home

office worker or entrepreneur.

Here are our favorite 

business-related mobile 

apps for the month.
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export files in either PowerPoint or
PDF formats, as well as in its own
proprietary Keynote format. Finally,
here’s a nice touch for a presentation
app: Keynote generates a video-out
signal, so if you have the appropriate
cables, you can connect your iPad to a
TV, monitor, or projector. ❙

BY ROD SCHER

Noteworthy App 
Of The Month

CamCard

F or the
money,

CamCard
($6.99; see
the App
Store) is the
best business
card reader
app we’ve
seen so far. It
turns your iPhone or iPod touch into
a fast and almost-flawless business
card scanner that automatically de-
tects text orientation and card
edges, rotates the image as needed,
and then uses an incredibly accurate
OCR (optical character recognition)
algorithm to convert the image into
editable, usable text, a record of
which it places both in its own data-
base and in your device’s contact
list. You can go in seconds from
clicking the Scan button to sending
an email or making a telephone call
to the contact—it’s that fast and
that accurate. (NOTE: The app’s per-

formance depends on getting a good,

close-up photo of the business card, of

course, and the iPhone 3G/3GS

camera is not really up to the task

without a little help. We used Griffin’s

very cool Clarifi iPhone case [$29.99;

www.griffintechnology.com] with its

slide-over add-on lens to improve the

camera’s focusing ability. It worked

like a charm, and the case protects

the phone nicely, too.)

purchase and an app that you can lo-
calize and customize as desired.

Calcbot

Calcbot ($1.99; see the App Store) is
a simple-but-elegant calculator with a
virtual “tape” that saves your past cal-
culations and the processes by which
you arrived at them. The “tape” can be
shared in several ways, such as being
copied into memory or pasted into
emails. You can also paste expressions
and results into the calculator, which
means that results can be saved,
shared, and used as the basis for fur-
ther calculations. Swipe to the left to
see Calcbot’s more sophisticated sci-
entific (but non-graphing) calculator
that includes the typical functions: cos,
tan, sinh, cosh, and more. Calcbot has
recently been updated for iOS 4.x
compatibility, including Retina display
and fast app-switching.

Houzz

Yes, we know: This is an article
aimed largely at serious business types.
Well, Houzz (free; see the App Store)
provides awesome design and decora-
tion ideas for your home, plus thou-

iPad iPhone iPod touch

sands of photos, expert advice, and
more. So, sure, if you’re thinking about
redoing a kitchen, bathroom, or bed-
room, this would be a very useful (and
fun) app. But Houzz also contains
thousands of photos and ideas for de-
signing, creating, and furnishing your
home office. Tons of great info are in-
side, as well as some excellent advice
from professionals. You can also create
and share “Ideabooks” on houzz.com
and find professional designers and
contractors in your area. Divided into
22 sections (ranging from bathroom to
home office to, yes, wine cellar), you
could spend hours just browsing
through the photos and getting ideas
for your home or home office. It’s ad-
dictive. Don’t say we didn’t warn you.

Keynote

Keynote ($9.99; see the App Store)
is a presentation app from Apple that
began life as part of the company’s

iWork suite, but which has now been
completely redesigned for the iPad.
And, like its iWork cousins Pages and
Numbers, it’s elegant and functional.
Almost everything you can do with a
Desktop presentation application
(think: PowerPoint), you can do with
Keynote right on your iPad, including
building template-based slides; in-
serting, moving, and rotating images;
repositioning slides; and pasting in
content from elsewhere on your iPad.
Keynote even provides animations
and transitions, and does an excellent
job of translating and including them
in presentations imported from
PowerPoint. Keynote can easily im-
port PowerPoint files, and it can also 

iPad iPhone iPod touch

iPhone iPod touch

iPad
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Add Up Travel 
Problem: I would like to
determine how much time
I spent traveling (and how
far I traveled) this year.
How can I do that?
Solution: TravelMath (www
.travelmath.com) takes the
tediousness out of calcu-
lating travel distance and
travel times by providing a
Travel Calculator. On
the home page, start
by locating the Quick
Trip Calculator. In the
Get drop-down menu,
select a calculation.
The Get calculation
includes options such
as driving distance,
time difference, flight
time, and the closest
airports and hotels in
the area. Enter city, lo-
cation, To/From, and
Near/In information
so that the Quick Trip
Calculator can tabulate
your statistics for cost,
time, or positioning. For in-
stance, select Flight Time.
Enter Orlando, Florida, in the
From field, and Cape Town,
South Africa, in the To field
and click Calculate. (The re-
sult, by the way, is 15 hours
and 36 minutes.)

Create A
LinkedIn Resume
Problem: I keep my career
information up-to-date on
LinkedIn and don’t want to
type all of that info into a

résumé. How can I print
my career info from
LinkedIn as a résumé?
Solution: You can convert
your LinkedIn Profile to a
formatted résumé via the
Resume Builder from
LinkedIn Labs (resume
.linkedinlabs.com). Sign in
to the Resume Builder with
your LinkedIn username
and password. Choose a 

résumé template, such as
Classic, Modern, Business,
Executive, or Law. After
LinkedIn imports your pro-
file to the template, you can
personalize the format and
sections. For instance, you
can organize the career info
sections (such as Education,
Experience, Specialties, and
Summary) according to
your preference. You can
also organize multiple ré-
sumés for different job ap-
plications using the Manage
Resumes feature. With each

resume you’re assigned a
custom link that is sharable
via email and social net-
works. You can also print a
hard copy or export it as 
a PDF. 

Find Unique 
Domain Names
Problem: I want to choose
a good Web site domain,

but I need some help
brainstorming new 
domain names.
Solution: This Web app re-
quires a single action: type
in a potential domain name
(or words in a domain) and
let A Day’s Added .Coms
(www.addeddomains.com)
produce a list of similar do-
mains that were registered
in one day. For example,
start typing the URL you
would like to use. Similar
URLs will appear (in various
colors), scattered around

the window so you can
compare them to your own
URL inquiry and hunt for 
inspiration. 

Watch YouTube 
Videos As A Group 
Problem: I like to share
YouTube videos with my
friends or colleagues, but it
would be more convenient
to watch one together.
Solution: The difficult way to
do this is to conference call

everyone who is going to
watch the video and sync
each colleague’s play time at
the same second. The easy
option is to use Surf2gether
(www.surf2gether.com).
Surf2gether is a video-sharing
platform with a chat room
that requires no signing up.
Instead, enter a nickname for
yourself in the field under
Create A WebRoom and click
OK. To share the link with
your co-workers, click Copy
by the full link in the Invite
Your Friends field. Alterna-
tively, you can tweet the
shortened URL on Twitter
(and “Like” it on Facebook).
Users in the room can discuss
the video using the chat
panel in the bottom-right
corner of the window. 

Web Tips

Enhance Your Time Online

Addeddomains.com produces a
“URL cloud” of recently 
registered domain names when
you search for a new domain.
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Web page. Installing Not-
forest is incredibly simple:
Click the Notforest link in
the middle of the page and
drag it to your bookmarks
toolbar or folder. When you
visit a site that you want
Notforest to declutter, click
the Not-forest bookmark
and watch the page convert
to a version that includes
only text. You can adjust the
text and background hues by
clicking via the controls in
the upper-right corner. Click
the Show Original Page link
to turn off Notforest.
(NOTE: Not-forest handled

Chrome, Firefox, and Safari

without problems in our

tests. At press time, it did not

work with Internet Explorer

on our test systems.)

Search Twitter History
Problem: I can search my
Twitter timeline no further
than the previous 10 days. 
Solution: Twitter is de-
signed to let you search
tweets up to a certain time
in the past, but SnapBird
(www.snapbird.org) pro-
vides extra search options.
With SnapBird, you can
search beyond the last 10
days in your Twitter history.
You can also search your
friends’ tweets and related
messages. Before you get
started, be sure to authenti-
cate your SnapBird inquiries
by signing in to Twitter. In
the Search drop-down
menu, select from the six
search options, such as
Tweets Mentioning You or
Your Sent Direct Messages.
In the Who? box, type the
Twitter information that

corresponds with the
Search menu selec-
tion. In other words, if
you choose Some-
one’s Timeline, you
will need to enter the
Twitter profile name.
If you’re searching
your own sent direct
messages, you can
enter your own pro-
file name. ❙

BY JOANNA CLAY

The Surf2gether.com Web
app lets you and other users
simultaneously watch the
same video from computers
in different locations.

Add Real-Time Chat
Problem: I need a feature
on my Web site that helps
customers contact me 
with questions.
Solution: The ChatBadge
(www.chatbadge.com) beta
chat tool adds a live chat
service to your Web site, so
you can converse with cus-
tomers who have questions
about how a product works
or how to buy it. ChatBadge
can function as a cus-
tomer service virtual
kiosk so that patrons
won’t have to stay on
hold or send a support

email. Customers can
get the attention they
need instead of scour-
ing your Web site for a
certain product speci-
fication or feature. To
create a personalized
ChatBadge for your
Web site, sign up for an
account and use the
Badge Designer to cus-
tomize the dimen-
sions, message, font,
colors, and other fea-
tures. ChatBadge sup-
ports unlimited
operators, Web sites,
and domains.

Remove
Web Page Clutter
Problem: When I read news
articles, I get distracted by
the advertisements and
links that crowd the text.

Solution: Notforest (www
.notforest.com) is a small
app that hides ads, sidebars,
and other links that can
cause you to break concen-
tration when you’re reading
a blog, article, or text-heavy

Notforest clears visual distractions
from Web pages so you can focus
on the text.
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F
or many small businesses and
consumers, the concept of having
your data available to you from

anywhere in the world means using a
service, such as GoToMyPC (www.go
tomypc.com) or LogMeIn (www.log
mein.com). An Internet server (also
called a Web server or outward-facing
server) does much the same thing, and
more. It can host Web sites, give staff
and clients access to important docu-
ments, and even enable you to host
your own radio program.  

Depending on your business re-
quirements, hosting an Internet server
can lead to huge productivity gains.
We spoke with two Atlanta-based IT
experts: Gary Nichols, CEO of IT con-
sulting and services firm InterDev
(www.interdev.com), and Dave Moor-
man, president of managed services

and IT infrastructure firm DynaSis
(www.dynasis.com), to get their takes
on the benefits and pitfalls.

Internet Servers

An Internet server is a computer
intended to deliver and receive mean-
ingful amounts of data over the
Internet at the initiation of a remote
user, Web site, or other requestor. An
Internet server can be a standalone de-
vice, or it can be a virtual server cre-
ated from an existing physical server,
such as your office network/file server.
If you opt for a standalone device, it’s
possible (but not recommended) to
use a desktop PC, provided it is pow-
erful enough to meet your needs.  

Internet servers are easiest to de-
ploy in client-server environments

(where multiple users access files and
applications on a central server). If
your network uses a peer-to-peer
configuration (multiple PCs connect
to each other rather than through a
server), it will be more difficult and
dangerous to set up and manage an
Internet server. 

Why Would You Want One?

Obviously, this idea of letting out-
siders into a server on your home or
office network is exactly what security
experts constantly warn average PC
users against. Certainly, this setup
presents more security issues than
having a server or PC locked down
tight and not allowing outside access.
Nevertheless, the reasons for wanting
an outward-facing server are myriad. 

Host An Internet Server
Inside, Looking Out

A server device (such as these Dell Power Edge
systems) may look like a desktop PC, but is 

optimized for networking and storage (rather
than graphics and other end-user needs).
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“If you’re looking to host a
brochureware site [a Web site with
basic marketing information that 
is targeted at potential customers],
then GoDaddy can do the job for a lot
less,” Nichols says. “If you want a cus-
tomer portal on your Web site, or
you’re a home-based startup with 
employees working from other loca-
tions, then it makes sense to do this.”
Some of the applications and services
Nichols says will appeal to small busi-
nesses follow.

Remote Desktop. Remote Desktop
is a feature of Windows XP/Vista/7
that can provide functionality similar
to that of the Web-based remote access
services mentioned earlier. However,
remote desktop functionality is also
available in server editions of Win-
dows. (In this environment, it is often
referred to as Terminal Services, the
original name for the technology.)

With it, users (including non-
employees) can remotely access the
files and applications stored on your
server, although the number of con-
current users will depend upon your
software licenses and other factors.
Access can be established by user or
group (for example, Marketing), and a
function called Active Directory can
facilitate group access management. 

“If you are dealing with inclement
weather like we had this winter, having
remote access can pay for itself with
one weather event,” says Nichols. “It
also allows you to respond to requests
beyond business hours, and it’s a real
benefit for geographically dispersed
businesses. Some of the fastest grow-
ing small companies are being run out
of somebody’s home, and it enables
them to keep the office footprint to 
a minimum.”

SharePoint. SharePoint is another
program whose basic version is 
free with Windows Server. In an out-
ward-facing setup, SharePoint lets you
publish content, assign and track
tasks, and route documents, not 
only internally but also remotely to 
personnel, clients, and anyone with
the SharePoint login you provide. 

The free version has an Active
Directory tie-in, making it easy to
tailor access for individuals external to
your organization. 

Depending on your version of
SharePoint, Nichols says, “It can give
you a way to write applications and
expose them to the outside world
without writing a single line of code.”
SharePoint also has built-in database
capabilities that would require exten-
sive coding on a regular Web site. If
you’re intrigued by the idea of
SharePoint, an outward-facing server
will help you derive maximum ben-
efit from it.

VoIP (Voice over Internet Pro-
tocol). In addition to hosting your
own Web site or remote file server,
you can also host your own telephone
service with an outward-facing server.
Deploying VoIP not only lets your em-
ployees utilize the connection outside
the office (potentially saving you
money), but more importantly, it also-
lets them connect to your office tele-
phone system from anywhere. “Let’s
say my client calls the office, but I am
at a vacation home on the lake,” says
Nichols. “With an outward-facing
server, the call can come straight
through to me.” Nichols points out
that “VoIP is another hole that you
need to make in your firewall,” but
nevertheless, the potential for seam-
less, unified communication is com-
pelling.

Streaming media. With an Internet
server, you can host your own stream-
ing media feeds. This goes well be-
yond playing some favorite tunes. You
could, for example, host your own
Internet radio show, giving favorite
customers (or your staff ) a turn as
guest experts. Such an opportunity, es-
pecially if you pick up a big audience,
is practically invaluable. 

Extra perks. There are plenty of
other common uses for an Internet
Server, such as hosting your own Web
site and enabling secure access to cor-
porate email via PC or mobile phone.
These features (especially Web
hosting) become far more powerful if

“If you want a customer portal on your Web
site, or you’re a home-based startup with 
employees working from other locations,
then it makes sense to [use an Internet
server],“ says GARY NICHOLS, CEO of IT 
consulting and services firm InterDev. 

“During the ice storm that we had in Atlanta,
a lot of people lost power,” notes DAVE
MOORMAN, president of managed services
and IT infrastructure firm DynaSis. “Your
prospects or vendors might be on the West
Coast or in Dallas, and they are not affected
by these disasters.” 
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you implement an Internet server
with some of the services that we have
already discussed. 

For example, if you host your own
Web site on a server that is tied to
your network server and files, you can
exchange information with staff
and/or clients, from inventory data to
customer contact information, in real
time. Such interfaces may require
custom coding, so it’s important to
seek trustworthy professional help at
this level.

Why Wouldn’t You Want One?

Do you and your staff need (or will
your clients expect) uninterrupted
availability? If so, you’ll need a con-
stant power feed, which means a gen-
erator. “During the ice storm that we
had in Atlanta, a lot of people lost
power,” says Moorman. “Your pros-
pects or vendors might be on the West
Coast or in Dallas, and they are not af-
fected by these disasters.” 

Likewise, your Internet connection
will need to be continual to avoid

service disruptions. That likely means
you’ll need multiple Internet connec-
tions or an enterprise-grade connec-
tion from a provider that guarantees
extremely high uptime. If your cus-
tomers expect to be able to retrieve
specific information and you fail
them, Moorman notes, “it can really
damage your brand.”

Both our experts agree that imple-
menting and running an Internet
server may be something the average

computer user will find too confusing
to attempt on his own. An initial con-
sultation with an IT person or firm
you trust will help determine whether
you can go it alone.  

Some companies may be able to get
by with setup assistance and the occa-
sional tune-up (don’t forget weekly
software patching); others may opt for
a managed IT services firm to handle
these tasks. (In no case should the ad-
dition of an Internet server require
you to hire a full, in-house IT staff.)

What You Need

To those who want to host an
Internet server, both our experts say a
commercial-grade hardware firewall is
a must. You are a bigger target than a
consumer. For users on a budget, they
recommend a basic security appliance,
such as one offered by SonicWALL
(www.sonicwall.com). Optionally,
companies wishing for more granular
control can buy (or lease) higher-end
equipment from SonicWALL and
other companies. 

Regarding your physical server,
Moorman recommends purchasing a
server from a well-known company
such as Dell or HP and use a Microsoft
OS. “Choose a name brand over a white
box,” says Moorman. “We recommend
running the Web server on Windows
2008 rather than Linux, as it is a lot
more intuitive and easier to learn.”

Once you have installed the server
and established access controls—
whether they are users and groups or

specific file shares—try to log in incor-
rectly and see what happens. Consider
paying a security firm to try and pene-
trate your firewall.

Other Options

It’s important to segment live and
static data. If the data you are sharing
doesn’t need to be updated in real
time, such as weekly sales reports, a
standalone Internet server—separate
from your internal network—is the
way to go.

Also, keep in mind that you can ac-
complish all the functionality we’ve
mentioned here by having a server
hosted at a data center. This gives you
scalability you may need later. 

Alternately, if you want to start
small, with just some of this function-
ality, you can. For example, the com-
mercial-grade firewalls we mentioned
earlier incorporate built-in SSL-VPN
(Secure Sockets Layer-virtual private
network) capabilities, enabling your
users to go to a dedicated Web site and
access your system securely. Even VoIP

can be handled via a dedicated hard-
ware device. (You can also enjoy most
of these functions via Web-based soft-
ware services, but the more you use, the
more value a dedicated server offers.)

In the end, opening your arms to
the Internet can be a powerful produc-
tivity enhancer, but only you can de-
cide which features you need to
accomplish the feat. ❙

BY JENNIFER FARWELL

A commercial-grade firewall such as this SonicWALL
appliance is a must-have if you want an outward-facing server.
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Yes, you know it’s critical to back up your
data—and yes, sometimes you still need that

friendly reminder. Fortunately, it’s fairly easy to
create a scheduled reminder to back up vital
QuickBooks data. Creating a backup
file allows you to store all your com-
pany data, plus user preferences such
as templates and printer settings.
(NOTE: This process typically does
not back up QuickBooks companion
programs, such as Loan Manager or
Fixed Asset Manager. You’ll need to back those 
up separately.)

Intuit offers an online backup service included in
some QuickBooks support plans. But if you don’t
have a support plan, following these simple tips for
creating and storing a backup file can help you skip
the backup service fees.

Step One: Launch The Utility

From the File menu, select Create Backup. In the
Create Backup window, select the Local Backup

radio button. In
this case, “local”
simply means you,
not Intuit, are in
charge of storing
the file. You can
store the file wher-
ever you want,
whether it’s on

your hard drive, 
a shared network
drive, CD, port-
able hard drive, 
or flash drive.

Step Two: Configure Basic Options 

Where you store your backup f i le  wil l  
have significant impact on how useful it can 
be. Obviously, if you store it only on your 
hard drive and the computer is lost or stolen,
you lose both the original copy and the back-
up copy. Therefore, we recommend you either 
back it up on the hard drive and then im-
mediately and manually copy it onto your 
preferred digital  media option, or back it  

up directly to a handy location (for example, 
a portable hard drive or a flash drive you al-
ways keep within reach).

Click the Options button. In the Backup
Options win-
dow, click the
Browse but-
ton. In the
Browse For
Folder win-
dow, browse

your system and choose the desired location.
Click OK. (If you selected the hard drive, don’t be
alarmed if you receive a warning about saving to a
different location.)

Next, decide whether to add the date and time
to the file name. Then, select or deselect the box
below it to determine whether to limit the
number of copies stored in one location.

Step Three: Set Reminders & 
Verification Levels 

Both local and online backup users have the
option to configure how often QuickBooks
alerts you to save the file. We highly recom-
mend you take advantage of this feature.  
Check the box Remind Me To Back Up When I
Close My Company File and enter a number.
Lastly, select a radio button to verify the file
isn’t corrupted (the Complete Verification op-
tion chooses the most thorough process) and

click OK. 
Click Next. That’s it; your backup utility is

configured. Choose whether to save the back-
up copy now or to set  up a schedule for 
future backups. Click Finish. When using
QuickBooks, you will be prompted to save 
your backup file as frequently as you asked 
to be reminded, and it will be saved with a 
.QBB extension. 

You can also save the file at any time by by-
passing steps two and three of this article. After
saving the file, be sure to then transfer it to your
desired digital media if you’re saving it to 
your hard drive. And remember: A few seconds
of effort today can save you hours of grief down
the road. ❙

BY HEIDI V. ANDERSON
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or provided a general description for more generic
problems. Additionally, we’ve translated error messages
into more easily understandable verbiage to detail what
you’re dealing with and under what circumstances you
might encounter said messages. More importantly,
we’ve provided a solution for each error message or
problem complete with step-by-step directions. 

Preventive Medicine

As stressful as software problems can be, many are
correctable using the Windows-included System
Restore tool. As Microsoft describes, System Restore
helps “restore your computer’s system files to an ear-
lier point in time” or “undo system changes to your
computer without affecting your personal files, such
as email, documents, or photos.” 

An example where System Restore could prove handy
is if you install a firmware update for, say, a smartphone,
and experience software-related problems immediately
after. Although uninstalling the update might clear up
the problem, if it doesn’t, you can use System Restore to
select a restore point that returns the system’s settings to
a previous date when all was operating smoothly. 

You can manually create restore points, which are
stored on a hard drive, but System Restore also auto-
matically creates a restore point before major system
events, such as when installing or uninstalling soft-
ware. Additionally, System Restore automatically 
creates a restore point at least once weekly if no sig-
nificant events have occurred. What System Restore
doesn’t do is back up personal files. Thus, if you en-
counter a problem that damages or wipes out a
spreadsheet tracking monthly expenses, you can’t use
System Restore to recover the spreadsheet. (This is
what backup software is for.) You can, however, undo
changes System Restore makes if using the tool
doesn’t rectify the problem you’re experiencing. 

To access and learn more about System Restore, in
Windows 7, click Start, Control Panel, System And
Security, Backup And Restore, and Recover System
Settings On Your Computer. Select
Open System Restore, and in the re-
sulting System Restore dialog box,
click the Is This Process Reversible?
link to view FAQs concerning Sys-
tem Restore. ❙

f businesses could forever eradicate
one word from their office-related
lexicons, a leading contender would
be “downtime.” After all, more often
than not when “downtime” is ut-
tered, it’s not for a good reason.
Further, when downtime occurs,
money often starts flying out the

window soon after. Among the causes of downtime are
bugs, incompatibilities, conflicts, security breaches, and
other negative aspects related to the software businesses
use daily, including programs used to back up company
R&D (research and development), customer profiles,
and other data; create proposals, contracts, and other
documents; log employee payrolls, transactions, and
other financial records; and facilitate the collaboration
among employees and/or customers on projects.

Software problems can rear their heads in many
forms, including erratic system performance following
an upgrade or a program refusing to launch after in-
stallation. The most obvious sign there’s a software
issue at hand, however, is the presence of an error
message, which to the layman often reads cryptic and
nonsensical and prompts an instant feeling of panic.
As mysterious as many error messages seem, however,
the information they contain can go a long way toward
solving the problem—if you know what you’re looking
for. That’s where we can help. 

In the following articles, we examine common soft-
ware problems and error messages known to originate
from programs commonly used in small and home
businesses. We’ve divided these into categories for
data compression and backup (see “Backup Blunders
& Compression Conflicts,” page 54), document man-
agement (see “PDF Problem-Solving,” page 57), fi-
nance and tax (see “On The Money,” page 60), office
suites (see “Office Suite Errors,” page 63), project
management (see “Keep Your Tasks On Track,” page
66), and security (see “When Good Anti-Malware
Goes Bad,” page 69). Thus, in the security article, for
example, you’ll find problems/error messages associ-
ated with Kaspersky Lab’s PURE Total Security
(www.kaspersky.com), Malwarebytes’ Anti-Malware
(www.malwarebytes.org), and Microsoft Security
Essentials (www.microsoft.com/security_essentials). 

To present these problems in as straightforward and
uniformed a manner as possible, we’ve listed each error
message exactly as you’d encounter it on your computer
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exist. Make sure you point WinZip to an
existing folder, and you might need to
create a new folder, if necessary.

Problem: The WinZip E-mail Companion
no longer appears in Microsoft Outlook.

Solut ion: If Microsoft Outlook detects 
a conflict with the WinZip E-mail
Companion when it tries to load the
tool, it will disable it to avoid problems
the next time Outlook starts. As a result,
you will no longer see the Companion
in Outlook or be able to zip attach-
ments. However, you can remove the
Companion from the disabled list to
make it appear and work again.

In Outlook 2010, click File, click
Options, click Add-ins, select Disabled
Items on the Manage drop-down menu,
and click Go. Select the Companion

from the list and click Enable. 

Error Message: Error 740: The requested operation re-
quires elevation.
Translation: WinZip requires administrator privi-
leges to complete a certain task.

Solut ion: For security purposes, the User Account
Control feature in Windows 7 typically runs programs
in user mode rather than administrator mode, but

n a perfect world, all of
our applications would
work without fail. But in
the real world where
failure is an all-too-com-
mon occurrence, applica-

tions often crash, freeze, or outright
refuse to complete tasks as they should.
Data compression and backup software
is particularly prone to errors, though
not always because of problems with the
programs themselves—rather, many er-
rors in these programs spawn from the
files they handle or from changes within
the operating system. The good news is
that a little legwork can go a long way
toward solving errors and other issues
that emerge.

Error Message: Could not change to [Path].
Translation: WinZip displays this
message when it’s unable to find a folder that you
typed into a path text box.

Solution: If you right-click a file (or several files) or a
folder and use the WinZip context menu to add the file
or folder to a zipped file, WinZip requires a path where
it will send the archive. Although WinZip will suggest a
path and a zipped file name, you’ll have the option to
change both the path and the file name. If you receive
this error message, you typed in a path that does not

I
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Backup
Blunders &
Compression
Conflicts
Solve Problems To Get Back In Business

By changing WinZip’s user 
privilege level to administrator,
you can create zipped files in
system-protected folders and
run other tasks that otherwise
will prompt rights-related 
error messages.
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click Options, and click Settings
under Service And Application
Control. Click the Logon button,
enter your username and password,
and click OK. If the service is run-
ning, click Stop and click Start to
restart the service.

Error Message: LocalBackupError1.
Translation: If the directory path
(that is, the folder) that you assigned
for your local backup is missing,
Mozy will be unable to complete the
local backup and will insert this
message in its History log.

Solution: To fix this problem, first check the path for
your local backup to make sure it’s still there. If the
folder is gone or you renamed it, create a new folder
for your backups. Next, right-click the MozyHome
icon in your System Tray, choose the Options tab, and
click Local Backup. Insert the folder path for your
local backups in the Drive option.

Error Message: The required volume is absent.
Translation: WinRAR will show this error when it
is unable to find one or more parts of a multi-
volume sequence.

you’ll need to change this setting if you
try to create a zipped file in a system-
protected folder, such as Program Files.

If you have a WinZip shortcut on your
Windows Desktop, right-click it and
click Properties. If you launch the pro-
gram from your Start menu, right-click
the WinZip shortcut icon in the Start
menu and select Properties. Next, choose
the Compatibility tab and select Run
This Program As An Administrator.
Click OK. When you repeat the task that
previously caused the error, you will see a
User Account Control dialog box that al-
lows you to elevate your user permission
and complete the task.

Error Message: Engine is not found.
Translation: This Cobian Backup message indicates a
potential problem with the Cobian service.

Solution: Cobian Backup gives you the option to install
the program as an application or a service, and if you
went the service route, you might encounter this error
on occasion. When you do, make sure you’re logged in
to the Windows user account that you used to origi-
nally install Cobian Backup (if you’re using a different
user account, the service will not start). If you recently
changed your Windows user account
password, you’ll need to update the pass-
word in Cobian Backup. Click Tools,
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TOP PROBLEM
Problem: WinZip indicates one of my zipped files is corrupt and refuses to open it.

Solution: Corruption problems often stem from harmless inconsistencies in the
zipped file’s code, but they can also point to damaged files or security risks. If
your file suffers from an inconsistency with file header information, you might be
able to repair the file with the WinZip Command Line Support Add-on (which you
can download from www.winzip.com/dprob.htm). With this add-on tool installed,
click Start, click All Programs, and click Accessories. Right-click Command
Prompt, choose Run As Administrator, and change the directory to the folder
where your corrupt zipped file resides.

To do this, type ccd, followed by a space and the folder path (such as c:\files), and
press ENTER. Next, type ““c:\program files\winzip\wzzip” –yf yourfile.zip, but use
the zipped file’s name in place of yourfile.zip (if you installed WinZip in a folder
other than the default location noted here, use that location instead). Press ENTER.
A new zipped file with the FIXED suffix will appear in the folder.

If your zipped file is damaged, this add-on likely won’t be able to repair it. If you
are trying to unzip the file from a removable drive (such as a USB flash drive), try
moving the file to a physical hard drive on your computer and then unzipping it. If
none of these steps works, try to download or otherwise locate another copy of the
original zipped file.

If you recently changed your Windows user
password, you’ll need to update the password
in Cobian Backup to avoid engine-related 
errors that prevent the program from running.

If you’re missing a volume in a
RAR sequence, WinRAR will
show this message. However,
there might be more missing 
RAR files, so check the entire 
sequence to look for missing files.
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Click the Extract To button, and under Miscellaneous,
select Keep Broken Files. Choose your destination path
for the extracted files and click OK. If a CRC error
message appears during the extraction, ignore it.

Prob lem: After cancelling a WinRAR extraction,
Windows keeps warning me that my hard drive is low
on space.

So l u t i on : After a complete WinRAR extraction,
WinRAR automatically deletes any temporary files it
creates during the extraction. However, if you cancel
an extraction during the process, you might discover
that these files remain on your hard drive—but not in
the extraction destination. To delete the files, use the
Disk Cleanup tool in Windows. 

Click Start, type disk cleanup in the Search box, and
press ENTER. Choose the C: drive (assuming this is
your root drive, where Windows is installed) and click
OK. In the Disk Cleanup For (C:) dialog box, select

Temporary Files and click OK to
complete the cleanup process.
The temporary WinRAR files
should now be gone.

Common Sense Is Best

Encountering errors and
other problems with compres-
sion and backup programs is
nothing short of frustrating,
but keep in mind that most
problems can be resolved with

minimal hassle. If you consis-
tently struggle with problems
in a certain program, don’t hes-
itate to uninstall it, redownload
the current version, and rein-
stall it. Even if the only avail-
able program version is the

same version you’re currently using, you still might
discover that a fresh installation will eliminate errors.
Also, remember that if you move or rename Windows
folders, those changes might impact
settings in compression and back-
up programs, so write down any
changes to folders that you make 
so you can reference them when
folder-related problems appear. ❙

Solution: If you down-
loaded or otherwise acquired multiple RAR files that
combine to form a single file or set of files, you need
to ensure you have all of the files. These multi-volume
sequences generally include a “starter” compressed
file that has a .RAR extension, followed by subsequent
extensions such as .R00, .R01, etc. If you notice a file
missing somewhere in the middle of the sequence, or
if WinRAR points you to the file in its error message,
you can attempt to redownload that file to complete
the sequence.

In some cases, the missing file
might be the last file in the sequence,
but it can be difficult to know exactly
how many RAR files are in a se-
quence. However, many RAR se-
quences generally have file sizes that
are identical except for the final file,
which is often smaller than all of the
previous files. If the last file in your
RAR sequence is the same file size as
all of the previous files, there’s a good
chance you’re missing (at least) the
last file in the sequence.

Er ro r  Message : CRC failed in <file-
name>. The file is corrupt.
Translation: This message indicates an
error or corruption in a WinRAR file.

Solution: CRC, short for cyclic redundancy check, is a
process that checks for errors in code. If you encounter
this error message, first try to redownload the RAR
file to ensure there wasn’t a problem with the original
download. If you’re still having problems, the actual
WinRAR installation could be corrupted, so uninstall
WinRAR, download it again, and reinstall it.

As a workaround, you can force WinRAR to ignore
CRC errors for a particular archive. Click File, click
Open Archive, and select the files you want to extract.
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If you’re unable to extract
a RAR file without being 
bombarded by CRC 
errors, instruct WinRAR
to keep broken files that it
extracts by selecting this
option in the Extraction
Path And Options box.

You can attempt to fix errors with zipped
files by launching the Windows
Command Prompt and using the WinZip
Command Line Support Add-on.
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Solution: Assuming that your printer is in working
order and all cables are connected properly, there are
three usual suspects: the printer driver, file corrup-
tion, or some resource conflict. The printer driver test
is easy: Try printing to a different printer if one is
available. If it works, then you know it’s a driver issue.
To update a printer driver, simply go to your printer
manufacturer’s Web site, find the Support section,
search or browse to your specific printer model, and
download that model’s most current driver for your
operating system. Install the driver and reboot.

File corruption means that at some point, the data
within your PDF was damaged, making the file par-
tially or totally unviewable. This can happen at any lo-
cation: on a remote FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
server, in transit to your system, while sitting on your
hard drive, or while sitting on a USB flash drive in
your pocket. Your mission is to trace back the copies
of your damaged PDF until you find an undamaged
one. Usually, if you just retrieve a fresh copy from the
remote server or sender, this does the trick. If you cre-
ated the PDF yourself, simply create a new one.

If you have some resource conflict in your system
blocking you from printing the PDF, try converting it
to an image. Images are handled differently by the
computer during output. From your document in
Acrobat or Reader, click File, click Print, and click the
Advanced button in the Print window. In the
Advanced Print Setup screen, check the Print As
Image box and then keep clicking OK buttons to
finish printing.

he dream of the paperless office is alive
and well, with millions of people scan-
ning their paper documents into digital
form and millions more simply creating
PDF (Portable Document Format) files
to avoid paper printing in the first place.

The convenience and cost-savings of digital documents
can’t be overestimated, but that doesn’t mean the soft-
ware behind all of those documents doesn’t come with
its own set of hiccups and errors. We turned to three
well-known vendors of document management appli-
cations—Adobe, Nitro, and Nuance—and examined
some of the most common issues with their leading
small office document management products.

Adobe Reader & Acrobat

Problem: Adobe Reader/Acrobat won’t print a PDF file.

T
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Fix Your Document Management Issues

When your
document
won’t print,
the easiest
thing to do is
to dip into
Adobe’s
Advanced
options and
output the
document as
an image.
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the PDF to your computer. Once saved, open and
print the PDF file from your system.

Nitro PDF

Problem: When creating a PDF from a document with
active hyperlinks, the links become inactive in the re-
sulting PDF.

Solution: This is a common problem across many PDF
creation products. It’s not so much a bug as a feature
omission. Fortunately, many PDF software vendors
are correcting this, which is why the problem tends to
appear more in older application versions.

For Nitro’s part, the fix came with version 6.2, re-
leased earlier this year. Download the latest patch or
version upgrade, and the problem should vanish. Note,
however, that this could theoretically spawn the oppo-
site problem. For example, if you’re writing the instruc-
tion, “Now create a Web address in the form of
www.yourwebsite.com,” Word will automatically make
that site active. If the active link outputs into PDF, the
PDF’s viewers may be vexed to find a seemingly active
link taking them nowhere. It’s the document creator’s
job to look for such automatic assumptions and manu-
ally correct them before outputting. 

Problem: It’s easy to go from document to PDF but not
always from PDF back to document. Sometimes,
bringing a PDF back into a program such as
Microsoft Word only yields a large unusable image.

Solution: PDFs can be created from text-based docu-
ments, such as Word, or they can be created from im-
ages, such as from a flatbed scanner. PDF conversion
apps generally do a good job at retaining the formatting
data needed to send PDFs back into their original docu-
ment form, but when the document source is an image,

Prob lem: I am unable to view a PDF in my
Web browser.

Solut ion: If you’re a long-time PC user, you’ve
probably run across corrupted applications or
operating systems before. You may be dealing
with another instance here. When you try to view
a PDF in a Web browser, the browser calls up the
requisite Adobe Acrobat or Reader plug-in. If
Acrobat or Reader has become corrupted, then
the PDF may not display. There are two relatively
easy ways to attempt to remedy this. First, you
can go through the Windows Control Panel into
Programs (or Add/Remove Programs in earlier ver-
sions), select Adobe Acrobat or Reader from the pro-
grams list, and click the Uninstall/Change button.
Select Repair from the following window. Follow the
instructions to complete the operation. Alternatively,
from within Acrobat or Reader, click Help and then se-
lect Repair Acrobat/Adobe Reader Installation.

It’s possible that you may not have your Adobe plug-
in enabled within your Web browser. Each browser has
a different method of letting you alter plug-in settings,
but in Internet Explorer 8, for example, click Tools,
Internet Options, the Programs tab, and select the
Manage Add-ons button. Locate the Adobe PDF (or
PDF Reader) entry and, if it shows as Disabled, high-
light it and then click the Enable button.

If these approaches are not working, go back to the
original PDF hyperlink. Right-click this link and save
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When the source of a PDF is an image rather than a document, you
need to use OCR software to convert that image back into text.

Paper waste is every bit as much of a PDF problem as other
errors. Quickly dropping a transparent signature stamp onto
forms can save loads of time and resources.
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In the System Properties dialog
box, click the Advanced tab and
in the Performance area, click the
Settings button. Now click the
Data Execution Prevention tab
and then select the radio button
for Turn On DEP For Essential
Windows Programs And Services
Only. Click OK and reboot.

Problem: Many PDFs are forms
that require signatures. Most
users print these forms, hand-
write their signatures, scan them,
and then convert the scanned
images back into PDFs, thus ru-
ining the whole paperless poten-
tial and convenience of PDF.

Solution: The answer seems easy:
Sign a piece of paper, scan the
signature, crop the image, and
then paste it into PDFs. The sec-
ondary problem is that the white

background of the cropped signature blocks out what-
ever was behind it, which looks unprofessional.
Nuance is one PDF vendor that allows for transparent
stamps, meaning you can turn your signature into a
stamp graph and only keep the “black ink” as part of
the image; everything else is transparent. You create
this transparency in a Nuance stamp by clicking the
Apply Transparency button. Adding the signature to
the stamp library will save you the work of re-creating

it again later.

Convert Quickly

Some people appreciate the environmental benefits
of digital documents, but most businesses appreciate
PDF files as a way to save money and boost efficiency.
We’ve tried to keep an eye on that efficiency aspect 
in our solutions here. When troubleshooting, go for
the quick fixes first. Moreover, while you should
target PDF applications with fea-
tures that emphasize increasing 
efficiency, be sure to sample the
vendor’s support site and see if it
looks like efficient help will be there
when you need it. ❙

there is none of this formatting
data. It’s just a picture, no dif-
ferent than if you’d snapped it
with a camera. 

To get a usable word pro-
cessing document out of an
image-sourced PDF, you need
to run OCR (optical character
recognition) on it. There are
plenty of OCR products on the
market, but it’s more conven-
ient when the functionality is
built right into your PDF soft-
ware. In the past, OCR accu-
racy could be pretty shoddy,
but the recognition algorithms
used in apps such as Nitro PDF
have come a long way. You may
still have to do some manual
editing, but not as much as in
years past and far less than if
you had to rewrite the docu-
ment from scratch.

Nuance PDF Converter

Error Message: PDF Converter has stopped working or
PDF Converter MV Extension has stopped working.
Translation: A security feature in Windows called
Data Execution Prevention is blocking the Nuance
application from opening. This Windows feature 
is designed to prevent malware from launching
unauthorized tasks within the operating system, 

but sometimes it can have unwanted side effects.

Solution: Open the Win-
dows Control Panel,
click System And Secu-
rity, and click System.
Select Advanced System
Settings in the left pane.
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Bad things can happen
to good programs. 
Fortunately, Adobe 
gives you a couple of
easy repair options if
your application 
becomes corrupted.

TOP PROBLEM
Problem: I can’t open a PDF.

Solution: This problem remains our
most-seen issue with PDF files over the
years. The problem could stem from a
corrupted PDF-viewing application (see
the main article for the Adobe remedy),
but most likely it’s because the oper-
ating system doesn’t know what pro-
gram to use when trying to open the
PDF file. Normally, such file associations
get handled during software installation,
but it’s possible that either the PDF soft-
ware was never installed (common on
new systems) or an uninstallation re-
moved the associated program.

Assuming that the reader app resides on
the PC, right-click the PDF file and select
Open With. If you’re using Adobe Reader,
select that program and choose Always
Use The Selected Program To Open This
Kind Of File. If you don’t see the applica-
tion listed under Programs, use the
Browse button to locate it manually.
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You can wait a few minutes and see if the other pro-
gram finishes updating. Or, you can force a hard stop
to the update. Right-click the Taskbar and select Start
Task Manager. Click the Processes tab. Then, highlight
the program being installed and click End Process.

Problem: I’m using TaxACT, and I lost all the data I
just entered.

Solution: One of the beauties of tax programs is that
they allow you to import data from previous years,
saving you time and energy. But that’s also one of the
potential pitfalls. Transfer information incorrectly,
and you may lose some of your hard work.

When using TaxACT, it’s critical that you import
data from a previous year before you begin any work
on the new return. The import process overwrites any

ame your top three can’t-live-without
programs, and odds are good the list in-
cludes some type of financial applica-
tion. Accounting and tax software
packages make our lives easier by or-
ganizing critical data, automating

processes, and providing checks and balances.
Sometimes, though, you may run into a few glitches.

Not to worry—we’ve researched some of the most
common problems and compiled their solutions. Here’s
a look at how to fix issues in four financial programs:
Quicken and TurboTax from Intuit, Peachtree
Complete by Sage, and 2nd Story Software’s TaxACT.

(NOTE: The solutions here are written for a specific
program, but some of the fixes translate across software
packages. Even if you don’t see your program associated
with a specific problem, you may use this as a guide to
help diagnose a problem in a program that isn’t men-
tioned directly.)

Error Message: Error Code 1618
Translation: When installing Quicken or TurboTax,
another installation is already in progress. (This
translation may appear on your screen along with the
error code, depending upon your version of Quicken
or TurboTax.)

Solution: With Windows and many other programs al-
lowing for automatic updates over the Internet, it’s easy
to think you’re installing only one program, when, in
fact, another one is being installed in the background.

N
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On The
MONEY
Solve Pesky Tax & Accounting Software Errors 

You may need to rename the Quicken.ini file in order to 
import Quicken data into TurboTax. 
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find this file, though, because it is
stored in various locations de-
pending upon the operating
system and individual machine
setup. We’ve found the easiest way
to locate it in Windows 7 is to go
to the Start menu and type
Quicken in the Search box. From
the list of files returned, locate
Quicken.ini, right-click it, and se-
lect Open File Location. Right-
click the file, select Rename, and
change the name to Quicken.old.
You should now be able to reopen

Quicken and port the information to TurboTax. You
should also reinstall the newer version of Quicken.

Error Message: Account number used in this journal
could not be found.
Translation: Peachtree users may see this message
when trying to save a transaction. It usually means
there’s some sort of a posting “mismatch” with saved
transactions.

Solution: Before you attempt to fix this problem, make
a backup copy of your data. From the File menu, click

Back Up. In the Back Up Company dialog box, place
check marks next to Include Company Name In The
Backup File Name and Include Attachments In The
Backup. Click the Backup button. Browse to where
you’d like to save the file, enter a name, and click Save.
Click OK.

data that you’ve already entered.
For example, if you’re preparing
your 2010 return, import 2009
information first, and then begin
modifying the return. (If you
used another program to pre-
pare your 2009 return, you can 
import that information into
TaxACT via a PDF [Portable
Document Format], but you
must import a copy of the full re-
turn and not a summary.)

Problem: The words “Do Not File”
are printed on my tax return.

Solution: Both TaxACT and TurboTax have this issue,
but they have different causes and different solutions.
Let’s look at TaxACT first. TaxACT typically releases its
preliminary version in October, but the IRS releases tax
laws throughout the course of the year. If you see this
watermark printed on your return, it means you’re
using a preliminary version of TaxACT—one that was
released before the IRS’s final laws and forms. TaxACT
users can simply go to the Web site and download the
latest desktop version, usually available in mid-January.

TurboTax users, on the other hand, see
this message when they are printing the re-
turn from the Preview section of the soft-
ware. This screen is intended to help you
preview your return before you e-file it. Go
all the way through the e-file process of
transmitting it online and then print the

actual copy of the return you filed. The Do
Not File watermark will have disappeared. 

Error Message: Quicken Is Not Installed.
Translation: You may get this error mes-
sage even though you’ve been happily
using it for months on the computer
where TurboTax is also installed.

Solution: The good news is that this error
message may be doing you a favor. The
problem here is that you have multiple copies of
Quicken installed on the same computer. In most
cases, you’ll want to have only one version on any
given machine. 

The key to fixing this problem is to locate the
Quicken.ini file and rename it. It can be a bit tricky to
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When a company file has corrupted or bad
data, it may cause Peachtree to stop
working. You can fix this by modifying the
Details.ini file.

TOP PROBLEM
Problem: You can’t install the financial software package, download data from
your bank, or perform any other task that involves using the Internet in conjunction
with your tax or accounting program.

Solution: Firewalls are great security devices; they help keep your computer safe
from intruders. The flip side is they also can sometimes block needed access to
the Internet. When it appears your financial software is trying to access the
Internet but cannot, we recommend you look to your firewall first.

The exact steps will vary, but here are a couple things to keep in mind. One, make
sure you have the most updated version of a firewall. And two, check the firewall’s
list of allowed programs to see if Quicken, TurboTax, TaxACT, or Peachtree are in-
cluded. If not, check out the manufacturers’ Web sites for detailed instructions on
how to add these programs to the list.
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compatibility among various versions of Peachtree
and various versions of the Online Backup program.

Solut ion: Those with older (6.x or 7.x) versions of
Peachtree Online Backup who are running them with
newer (2009 and later) versions of Peachtree have ba-
sically one option: Cancel the backup account and
sign up for a new Connected BackupPC account.
Earlier versions of Peachtree Online Backup are in-

compatible with newer ver-
sions of Peachtree.

Those who already have the
newer Connected BackupPC
online backup may still receive
this message, though, because
there is likely a password mis-
match. From the Peachtree
File menu, click Online Back-
up/Restore. Enter the correct
password and click OK. If 
that doesn’t do the trick, you
will need to reset the pass-
word. Open your Connected
BackupPC application. Click

Tools and Manage Account Online. Click Forget Your
Password? and reset it. Return to the File menu, select
Online Backup/Restore, and enter the reset password.

Money Talks

These are just a few of the problems you might en-
counter when using tax or accounting software. If you
run across a problem that isn’t listed
here, head to the Smart Computing
Q&A Board (www.smartcomputing
.com). The Smart Computing com-
munity will have you back in busi-
ness in no time. ❙

Once the backup is complete, go to the Maintain
menu and click Company Information. In the
Maintain Company Information dialog box, click the
arrow next to Posting Method. In the Posting Method
dialog box, select the radio button Batch Posting.
Click OK. Go back and save the transaction you were
creating when the error message appeared. Then, 
go to the Tasks menu and click System and Post. Place
a check mark next to All Journals and click OK.
Lastly, return to the Posting
Method dialog box and select
the radio button Real-Time
Posting. Click OK and click
OK again.

Prob lem: My program win-
dows are frozen.

So l u t i o n : This is  a known
issue with Peachtree that oc-
curs when you open a com-
pany file. The culprit is the
Details.ini file, which may
have become corrupted or
have bad data. 

Close the program. In Win7, go to Start, Computer,
and browse to the Sage software folder. (It will likely be
under Program Files, but it may be directly on the Local
Disk.) Browse to PEACHTREE\COMPANY\<your
company directory>. Right-click the Details.ini file and
choose Rename. Rename the file (Details.old works
well) and press ENTER. Relaunch Peachtree.

Error Message: Unknown Exception.
Translation: Peachtree users may see this when
closing the program. The “unknown” part of the error
message is a bit of a misnomer, because it’s known
that the error is caused by a difficulty with Peachtree
Online Backup. The root of the problem lies in 
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B Y    H E I D I  V.    A N D E R S O N  

When printing your tax return created in TurboTax,
complete the e-file process before printing to get rid
of any watermarks.

Is there a large
Do Not File 
watermark on
your printed 
return? Eliminate
it by downloading
the final version
of the software
from the TaxACT
Web site.

If you see an
error message
when saving a
transaction, the
first step in
tackling the
problem is to
back up your
Peachtree data.
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Replace Owner On Subcontainers And Objects check-
box and then click OK.

Problem: OpenOffice.org seems to be taking way too
long to open.

Solution: The OpenOffice.org Quickstarter may have
been disabled. You can reactivate it by loading
OpenOffice.org and then going to the Tools menu.
Select Options, OpenOffice.org, and then Memory.
Check the Load OpenOffice.org During System Start-
Up checkbox.

Problem: I downloaded and
installed OpenOffice.org,
but I’m not seeing the
OpenOffice.org icon on
my Desktop. How do I run
the program?

Solution: Some versions of
OpenOffice.org download
as sets of compressed files.
When you double-click
the compressed file, you’re
not really running it,
you’re just extracting (de-
compressing) it. Now that
it’s been extracted into a
set of installation folders,
go to the OpenOffice.org

here’s nothing better for your produc-
tivity than a solid office suite: A good
word processor, a spreadsheet app, a
few other handy programs—it’s great
having the right tools for the job. When
they work. But they don’t always behave

as expected, so we’re here to help you overcome some
of the more common office suite problems.

OpenOffice.org Errors

Error  Message: The requested operation requires 
elevation.
Translation: You’re at-
tempting to open a file 
that requires administra-
tive permission.

So lu t ion : You need to
change the ownership of
the file. In Windows 7, go
to the folder that contains
the file, right-click it, and
select Properties. Click the
Security tab and then click
Advanced. Click the Owner
tab and then the Edit but-
ton. Under Change Owner
To, select the account name
to which you wish to 
give ownership. Check the

T
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Office
Suite
Errors
Common Problems & Straightforward Solutions

Go to Advanced Security Settings to change 
a folder’s or file’s access permissions.
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folders. Instead, run the Setup.exe file. To do this, lo-
cate the Setup.exe file in the root folder of the installa-
tion source and then double-click the file.

Error Message: <filename> is currently in use. Try
again later. 
Translation: This is apparently a glitch in Microsoft
Office 2010’s AutoRecover feature, and it can happen
in any Office 2010 application.

Solution: Some Microsoft Office updates will resolve this
problem. As a workaround, select the File menu and
click Options. Select Save. Uncheck the Save Auto-
Recover Information Every x Minutes checkbox. Be

sure to get the latest Office updates, turn the option
back on, and confirm that the update fixed the problem.

Error Message: Windows has stopped working. 
Translation: This error can occur when attempting to
save a document. It usually indicates an incompatible
third-party add-on.

Solution: The best way to track this down is to disable all
add-ons by running the problematic MS Office applica-
tion in Safe Mode. To start an MS Office application in
Safe Mode, press CTRL while double-clicking the appli-
cation icon. (Be sure to continue pressing CTRL until
the Safe Mode dialog box appears.) If you can open and
save documents in Safe Mode, that’s an indication that
one of your add-ons is causing the problem. It’s tedious,
but now you need to disable all of your add-ons and

folder and run the Setup.exe file to actually in-
stall the suite.

Prob lem: After a minor crash and recovery,
OpenOffice.org is saving corrupt files with a
length of zero bytes, so I’ve lost my data.
Solution: OpenOffice.org maintains a backup file
that you can use to recover your files. In Win7, it
will be located within a path that looks some-
thing like this: C:\USERS\<username>\APP-
DATA\ROAMING\OPENOFFICE.ORG\3
\USER\Backup. (Your drive letter and user-
name may differ.) Navigate to the OPEN-
OFFICE.ORG\3 folder, save copies of the
backup files to a new location, and open them
from the new location.

Error Message: Requires Java Runtime Environ-
ment. Install JRE.
Translation: This error can occur during installation,
because the installer requires the latest version of JRE.

Solution: What the error message doesn’t tell you is that
JRE is actually included with the installation. Look in
the Java subfolder of the OpenOffice.org Installation
Files folder you downloaded. Double-click the Jre-win-
dows-i586.exe (or similarly named) file to install Java.

Microsoft Office 2010 Errors

E r r o r  Message : Error 1713 (or Error 41): MSI_
package_name cannot install one of its required prod-
ucts. Contact your technical support group.
Translation: This message can crop up during instal-
lation if you attempt to install using the wrong file.

Solution: You cannot install Office 2010 by running one
of the MSI files provided in the Office suite installer
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The OpenOffice.
org installer 
may require the 
latest JRE 
(Java Runtime
Environment),
which is located
in one of the
OpenOffice.org
installer folders.

TOP PROBLEM
Problem: All of a sudden, double-clicking the icon for a Microsoft Word (or
other) file, does not open the file in Word. It either opens in some other
program or it fails to open at all.

Solution: This is a problem that we hear about all the time. Luckily, it’s
easy to solve. When you install an application, its native file type (normally
indicated by the file name’s extension: .DOC, .XLS, etc.) is associated with
that particular application. When you install Microsoft Word, for example, it
associates all DOC files with Word. From that point on, when you double-
click a DOC file, it will open in Word. Somehow or other (possibly when you
installed or reconfigured another application), the file association was
changed to some other application. Now, when you double-click the file’s
icon, Windows uses the other application (which may no longer even be on
your system) to open the file. As we said, though, the solution is simple:
Right-click a sample DOC file and select Open With. Select Choose Default
Program and then select the program (in this case, Microsoft Word) you
want to use to open this type of file. Be sure to check the Always Use The
Selected Program To Open This Kind Of File checkbox. Click OK. You’ve just
reassociated the DOC file type with the correct application.
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Problem: It seems to take WordPerfect forever to start
printing a page.

Solution: When initializing printing, WordPerfect re-
trieves definitions from all of your printers to find out if

the selected printer is capable
of printing the document. If
you have printers listed as
Offline or Unable To Connect,
then WordPerfect might expe-
rience a delay while initializing
its print engine. Go to Start
and select Devices And Print-
ers. Under Printers And Faxes,
right-click any printer listed as
Offline, Unavailable, or Unable
To Connect. Select Delete.
Repeat this procedure for all
such “phantom” printers.

Problem: WordPerfect crashes
when I insert a CD or DVD (or
when I plug in a USB device).

Solution: This can be caused by
a compatibility issue with

IconUtility or some other Startup program. To set your
system so that IconUtility (or another problematic pro-
gram) does not start up with the computer, click Start.
In the Search textbox, type msconfig and press ENTER.
In the resulting System Configuration dialog box, click
the Startup tab. In the list of items, uncheck IconUtility
or any other program you think may be causing a

problem; it may be best to deselect as many as possible,
test to ensure that the problem is resolved, and then
start adding them back in one at a time.

Errors, Errors Everywhere

It’s irritating when software misbehaves. But software
is so complex—and must run in so many different envi-
ronments—that it’s simply not possible to produce a
completely bug-free application that behaves as ex-
pected every time. There will always
be errors, error messages, and a cer-
tain amount of frustration. Luckily,
you have Smart Computing to help
you get back to work (or play) as
quickly as possible. ❙

then add them back in one at a time until you discover
which one is causing the problem. (Hint: Some versions
of Adobe Reader or Adobe Acrobat add-ins can cause
this problem; updating your copy of Adobe Reader or
Adobe Acrobat may resolve the issue.) 

E r r o r  Message : Insufficient
memory (or Insufficient re-
sources). 
Translation: This can occur
when running Microsoft Word
and is normally a sign of a cor-
rupted Normal.dotm template
file. However, it can also be
caused by a virus.

Solution: It’s easiest to address
Normal.dotm as a potential
cause, so start there. With
Microsoft Office shut down,
do a search for your Normal.
dotm template file. Rename 
it OldNormal.dotm. Restart
Word; the application should
create a new Normal.dotm file.
If the application behaves nor-
mally, the Normal.dotm file was probably the issue. If
the problem continues, it could indicate an infection of
the Nimda virus. Among other nasty behaviors, Nimda
attacks Riched20.dll. This file is used by Microsoft
Word for editing and saving RTF (Rich Text Format)
documents; without this file, Word cannot run properly.
Run your antivirus application or see the Symantec re-

moval instructions at tinyurl.com/9ubsq.

Corel WordPerfect Office X5 Errors

Prob lem: After adding an MPEG (Moving Picture
Experts Group) file to a Presentations slideshow, only
the first frame will play, but the audio continues.

Solution: Your system’s hardware acceleration may be set
too high. Close all open applications. Click Start and
Control Panel. Click Appearance And Personalization,
click Display, and click Change Display Settings. Click
Advanced Settings and then the Troubleshoot tab. Click
Change Settings. Reduce or turn off video hardware ac-
celeration by moving the Hardware Acceleration slider
toward None. Note that not all video cards or drivers
will allow these settings to be changed.
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To reduce your system’s hardware acceleration, 
select Advanced Settings from Windows’ Screen
Resolution dialog box, then click the Troubleshoot
tab. If the Hardware Acceleration slider is present,
move it to the left.
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and click the Download tab. This takes you to the latest
version, so download and install it according to the in-
structions and then install Project 2010.

Problem: When I use Insert Column, nothing happens.

Solution: Microsoft has iden-
tified this as a problem 
related to custom fields.
When custom fields are
added and then deleted,
Project 2010 doesn’t always
mark them as being gone,
so this ghost data pre-
vents new columns from
being inserted.

To get around this, click
the Format tab, click Col-
umn Settings, and make
sure the box next to Dis-
play Add New Column is
checked. Use the slider, if
necessary, to navigate to the
far right side of the table
you’re viewing until you 
see the Add New Column
header. Type any letter in a
cell in that column, move to

the Add New Column header again, and repeat this
until the Delete Custom Fields dialog box appears (it
may take dozens of tries). Check the boxes next to any

roject management software is a good
solution for keeping everyone on track,
but teams come to rely on it so much
that it can derail the entire office when
something goes wrong. We looked at
Microsoft Project 2010 and AEC

FastTrack Schedule 10—two of the top
project management packages—and
tracked down solutions for the prob-
lems most likely to vex the people who
use them.

Note that tips are provided for Win-
dows 7, although most should apply to
users of previous versions of Windows.
Also, keep your project management
software updated, as patches are released
frequently that fix known issues.

Microsoft Project 2010

Error Message: Error 1935. An error oc-
curred during the installation of 
assembly component {10CD20D2-
733E-4174-9D02-2C6C26163DA5}.
Translation: A component of the .NET
Framework that Project 2010 requires to
operate is not installed on your computer.

Solution: You can attempt to repair the .NET framework,
but the best and easiest way to handle this is to install
the latest version of it. Go to www.microsoft.com/net

P
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Keep Your

Tasks
On Track
Troubleshoot Project Management Software

If you are unable to insert new columns in
Microsoft Project 2010, you will need to try
a workaround to bring up the Delete
Custom Fields dialog box.
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click the task, select the Task tab, and
click the Add To Timeline icon in
the Properties section.

Problem: The Gantt bar displays be-
fore a task begins or after it ends.

Solution: This is a known issue that
happens when the date format for
your plan doesn’t include the time.
To fix it, click File, click Options, and
select the General tab. Use the Date
Format drop-down box to select a
date format that includes a clock that

shows the time of day and click OK.

Problem: The following job failed to complete. Job
type: Save. Error ID: 9000(0x2328).
Translation: Something in Project’s cache is pre-
venting the file from saving properly.

Solution: Microsoft recommends deleting Project’s cache,
then loading the file and trying to save it again. Close
Project 2010, click Start, and type the following string in
the Search box: %appdata%\microsoft\ms project\.
Press ENTER.

Check the file path
at the top of the win-
dow that opens to
make sure you are in

custom fields that are
not currently in use and
then click Delete Cus-
tom Fields; you should
be able to insert new
columns again.

Error Message: Microsoft
Office Has Identified 
A Potential Security
Concern. Macros have
been disabled. Macros
might contain viruses
or other security haz-
ards. Do not enable this content unless you trust the
source of this file.
Translation: Macros are outside code injected into a file
to give it extra features or functionality. This code can
include malware, so by default, all Office products (in-
cluding Project 2010) disable macros as a precaution.

Solution: If the file you are opening comes from a trusted
source, click Enable Macros to turn them on in that par-
ticular document. If it’s a file you’ve downloaded from
an unknown source on the Internet, it often is prudent
to click Disable Macros to turn them off temporarily.
You can always enable them later by selecting the View
tab, expanding Macros, clicking Macro Security, and
clicking Macro Settings. Select the Enable All Macros
radio button and click OK before reloading the docu-
ment. Be sure to return to these settings when you are
finished to select Disable All Macros With Notification
(the default setting) so you don’t inadvertently let mal-

ware through when opening files in the future.
If the file came from a source that you feel comfort-

able trusting all the time, you can check Trust All
Documents From This Publisher to avoid having to
repeat this process in the future, but we recommend
enabling macros on a case-by-case basis.

Problem: When I cut and paste a task, it no longer ap-
pears in the Timeline view.

Solution: This is a known issue, and Microsoft provides
three methods for dealing with it. First, if you are in the
Gantt Chart With Timeline view (the default mode),
you can drag the task row onto the Timeline pane and
drop it there. You can also right-click the task row, click
Information, make sure the General tab is selected, and
check the Display On Timeline box. Finally, you can
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You can switch 
between the ribbon 

and the older 
interface in AEC

FastTrack 
Schedule 10.

Avoid some Project 2010 problems by selecting 
a date format that includes the time.

Never cut and paste a picture into FastTrack; AEC 
recommends you use the Insert Picture command.
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Prob lem: I don’t
like the new Rib-
bon interface but
can’t figure out
how to switch
FastTrack to the
older interface.

Solution: Click the Application tab, click Themes, and
click Classic Menu Bar. You’ll need to restart the soft-
ware to enact the change. If you want to switch back,
click View, expand Themes, and click Ribbon Bar.

Problem: I pasted an image into my schedule, and it
corrupted the file.

Solution: This is a known issue, and AEC warns against
copying and pasting pictures into FastTrack. If you need
to add a picture, click the Insert tab and click Picture.
Click Browse to select the picture before clicking OK. If
you have an image copied to the Windows Clipboard,
you can also insert it from this dialog box by selecting
the Clipboard radio button and clicking OK.

Back Up Early, Back Up Often

No matter what project management software you

use, it is crucial to keep the data files backed up as
often as is feasible. One of the big benefits the best
Web-based services provide is enterprise-class data
backup and restoration, so look for that feature when
comparing them. Also, see if there is an export option
that lets you download data backups to store locally in
case something goes wrong on the service’s end. 

Conversely, if you use locally installed software,
consider storing backups of its data files online. Make
sure the files are encrypted and/or the online backup
service automatically applies strong
encryption to backed-up files, and
rest easy knowing your data is
stored safely offsite for retrieval
even if something catastrophic hap-
pens to your business. ❙

the MS Project folder and delete any folders
that are in there. Launch Project 2010, open
the file, and try to save it again.

AEC FastTrack Schedule 10

Problem: I have an older version of FastTrack
installed on another computer, and FastTrack
10 opened the data file from it just fine. When I
saved the data file and tried to open it in the
older version, it no longer worked.

Solution: FastTrack 10 saves using different
methods than did previous versions, so although the
file extension doesn’t change, the data in the file is
no longer readable by earlier versions of the soft-
ware. There is no way to convert the file so it opens
in the older software; you’ll need to restore the ear-
lier version from a backup if possible and not open
or save it in FastTrack 10. Work from a copy of the
file if necessary.
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Printing to PDF is
a great way to
share schedules
with others.

TOP PROBLEM
Problem: I need to share my schedule with someone, but he
doesn’t have the software I use and can’t open the file.

Solution: Project management software saves in a proprietary
format that other programs can’t open. If the person needs to
modify export data from the file, he can often download a free trial
of the product from the company Web site. If he just needs to read
the schedule, there are two ways you can send it.

The first and easiest resolution is to save the schedule as a picture
(if you have software, such as AEC FastTrack, that supports it). To do
this in FastTrack 10, for example, display the portion of the
schedule you want to share on the screen, click File, expand Export,
and click Picture. Save it in BMP or TIFF format if you don’t want to
lose any quality, but be sure to compress the file before sending it
because BMP and TIFF files are large. To compress the picture,
right-click it, expand Send To, and click Compressed (Zipped)
Folder. Email the compressed file to the person and he can extract
the picture for viewing or printing.

For better quality in a smaller file size, consider printing the file as a
PDF (Portable Document Format). To do this, you need software that
can install a PDF writer that is selectable as a printer. Our favorite
option for businesses is PDFCreator (free; www.pdfforge.com) be-
cause you can install it on a single machine or put it on a server so
that everyone in the office can access it. Install it according to the
instructions, start your project management program, and load your
schedule. Click File, click Print, and select PDFCreator from the list
of printers. Click Save, select a save location, and click Save. Now
you can email the PDF to the other person or print a hard copy.
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(see the “Top Problem” sidebar), security suites do
not play nice together. They access parts of your com-
puter that most programs are not supposed to access,
so multiple suites installed on one machine often de-
tect one another as threats and destabilize the system
combating one another. Always remove existing secu-
rity software before installing a new suite and check
the manufacturer’s Web site to see if there are any spe-
cial instructions or removal tools available for unin-
stalling the software completely.

Kaspersky Lab PURE Total Security

Problem: I use a tablet PC, and after I installed PURE
Total Security, I have problems moving the cursor
with the stylus.

Solution: This is a known issue in which Kaspersky is
monitoring the processes used by the stylus, and it
causes those processes to glitch, rendering the stylus
useless. You need to tell the software to stop monitoring
those processes by adding them to its Trusted Zone. 

Open Kaspersky PURE Total Security, click
Settings, select Protection, and click Threats And
Exclusions. Next, click Settings in the Exclusions sec-
tion and click the Trusted Applications tab. Click the
Add button, click Browse, click Computer, double-
click C:, double-click Windows, double-click
System32, click Wacom_tablet.exe, and click Open.
Check all the Exclusions boxes and click OK. Repeat
this until you get to the System32 folder, click

ith Kaspersky Lab (www.kaspersky.com)
reporting 580 million Web-based mal-
ware attacks throughout 2010, it has
never been more important to install
anti-malware and other security tools
on your PC. It is also important to keep

those tools updated and running properly. We looked
into the top issues reported with some of the most
popular anti-malware tools and found solutions that
can help you keep malware at bay.

Before getting into product-specific trouble-
shooting tips, we’d like to point out something that
causes a lot of problems: With a few major exceptions

W
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When Good
Anti-Malware
Goes Bad
Troubleshoot Security Software

Before applying some of our tips, you must determine if you
use a 32-bit or 64-bit version of Windows.
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will be C:\PROGRAM FILES\Malwarebytes’ Anti-
Malware. Double-click the new executable to launch
the software, and if that doesn’t work, open any folder,
click Organize, and click Folder And Search Options.
Click the View tab, deselect Hide Extensions For
Known File Types box, and click Apply. Right-click the
executable you just moved, select Rename, and change
the name to Explorer.exe before running it.

Error Message: Run-time error ‘0’ followed by Run-
time error ‘440’: Automation Error.
Translation: Anti-Malware isn’t working properly
with Visual Basic, which it requires to run.
Solut ion: Malwarebytes has posted instructions for
patching the problem manually. First you must make
sure that file extensions are visible. Open any folder,
click Organize, and click Folder And Search Options.

Click the View tab, remove the check mark from the
Hide Extensions For Known File Types box, and click
Apply. (When you finish with this tip, you can go back
and add the check mark to hide extensions if you wish.)

Wisptis.exe, and click Open. Check all the Exclusions
boxes and click OK. Finally, repeat it again, but when
you get to System32, double-click the Wtablet folder,
click Wacom_tabletuser.exe, and click Open. Check
all the Exclusions boxes and click OK.

Error Message: Unknown Error
Translation: The software en-
countered an error for which
there is no predefined code to aid
in troubleshooting.

Solution: You must contact tech-
nical support and create a support
ticket. Complete instructions for
doing this are available at tinyurl
.com/4h2nsvr.

Malwarebytes Anti-Malware

Error Message: [attachment=8912:
mbamvundoerror.png] and [at-
t achment=8913 :mbamer ror

2.png].
Translation: Malware present on
your computer is designed to pre-
vent Anti-Malware from installing
and automatically deletes the
Mbam.exe executable that the pro-
gram needs in order to run.

Solution: This is such a common
problem that Malwarebytes offers
a randomly named executable file
you can use to replace the deleted
one so that the malware installed
on the computer can’t detect it. Download a randomly
named executable from tinyurl.com/2fwj868.

Move the file you downloaded into the folder where
Anti-Malware is installed. On most computers, this
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You may 
need to add
exclusions to
Kaspersky
PURE Total
Security if 
your stylus 
or cursor is 
unresponsive.

TOP PROBLEM
Problem: The computer freezes when I use Malwarebytes Anti-Malware and another secu-
rity program at the same time.

Solution: Remember when we said not to use two different security programs at the same
time? Anti-Malware is an exception. You can install an active security suite and Anti-
Malware on the same PC. Run manual Anti-Malware scans monthly (or when you think
something bad slipped past the first line of defense). Unfortunately, conflicts may occur if
both programs run active scans simultaneously, so you need to create exceptions in your
security software so it ignores Anti-Malware when scanning.

The process differs for each security suite, but the files to exclude are always the same.
We’ll walk you through the procedure in Microsoft Security Essentials. First, reboot your
computer, open Anti-Malware, click the Protection tab, and remove the check mark from
the Start With Windows box. Reboot the computer again, click Start, right-click Computer,
and click Properties. Look in the System Type entry to see if your version of Windows is 64-
bit or 32-bit.

Now open Microsoft Security Essentials. Click the Settings tab and click Excluded
Processes. Click Browse, click the plus symbol (+) next to the drive where Anti-Malware is
installed (usually C:), and click the plus symbol next to Program Files if you have a 32-bit
version of Windows or Program Files (X86) if you have a 64-bit version of Windows. Click
the plus symbol next to Malwarebytes’ Anti-Malware and click Mbam.exe. Click Add and
then Save Changes. If you have the 32-bit version of Windows, click Browse again and re-
peat the process, this time clicking Mbamswissarmy.sys before clicking Add and then Save
Changes. Close Microsoft Security Essentials, launch Anti-Malware, click the Protection tab,
and check the Start With Windows box again before rebooting the computer.
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company’s no-longer-supported OneCare product be-
fore installing Microsoft Security Essentials. In that
case, go to tinyurl.com/28ykuj to download and run
the OneCare Cleanup Utility. 

Error  Message: Session “Microsoft Security Essen-
tials OOBE” stopped due to the following error:
0xC000000D.

Translation: There is something wrong
with a file called MSSEOOBE.etl that
Microsoft Security Essentials needs to run.

Solution: This is located in a hidden folder,
so open any folder, click Organize, click
Folder And Search Options, and click the
View menu. Click the Show Hidden Files,
Folders, Or Drives radio button and click
Apply. Now, open the Microsoft Security
Essentials Support folder, which is located
in C:\PROGRAMDATA\MICROSOFT
\MICROSOFT SECURITY ESSENTIALS
\Support. Right-click the MSSEOOBE.etl
file and click Delete. Some users report
that this fix only works temporarily and
that eventually the error pops up again, so

you may need to repeat the process.

Updates vs. New Versions

Most security software patches itself on a regular
basis. However, when a new numbered release of the
software appears (2.0 as opposed to 1.0, for example),
many packages continue patching the older-numbered
release but do not automatically install the new num-
bered release. Check the manufacturer’s Web site for
your security software from time to
time to see if a new numbered release
is available. Sometimes, you must
uninstall the previous version before
installing the new one, so don’t gloss
over the instructions. ❙

Next, open Notepad (be sure it’s Notepad and not
WordPad, Word, or some other text editor that adds
formatting to documents) by clicking Start, clicking All
Programs, clicking Accessories, right-clicking Notepad,
and clicking Run As Administrator. Click Yes if the User
Account Control window pops up and enter the fol-
lowing text into the text editor exactly as it appears:

regsvr32 “C:\Program Files\Malwarebytes’ Anti-
Malware\mbamext.dll”

regsvr32 “C:\Program Files\Malwarebytes’ Anti-
Malware\ssubtmr6.dll”

regsvr32 “C:\Program Files\Malwarebytes’ Anti-
Malware\vbalsgrid6.ocx”

Click File, click Save As, enter the name MBAM
Fix.bat, click Desktop in the left pane, and click Save.
If you accidentally save the file with a .TXT extension,
click its name, remove the TXT and
replace it with BAT. Double-click the
MBAM Fix.bat file and click OK on
each of the boxes that appear to fix
the problem.

Microsoft Security Essentials

Error Message: 0x80070643.
Translation: This error appears
when you attempt to install or update
Microsoft Security Essentials and in-
dicates something else is interfering
with the install or update procedure.

Solution: Most times, this is caused
because the remnant of another se-

curity program is still installed and
running on the computer. Make sure whatever was
installed before Microsoft Security Essentials is re-
moved completely.

Microsoft Security Essentials uses Windows
Update during installation and to retrieve updates,
and Microsoft also says it is important to have the
latest version of Windows Update Agent installed on
your computer if you see this error. First, determine if
you have a 32-bit or 64-bit version of Windows. To
find this out, click Start, right-click Computer, click
Properties, and look at the System Type entry. If you
use 32-bit Windows, download and run this file:

tinyurl.com/276abt5; if you use 64-bit Windows,
download and run this file: tinyurl.com/26j6zc7.

If you’ve already done that and still get the error,
Microsoft says it may be because you uninstalled the
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You must show hidden files,
folders, and extensions for
some of the tips in this article.

When making a batch file, be sure not 
to save it with a .TXT extension.
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Question: Is it worth upgrading my laptop to a
network card with WPA2 security? Are there any
reasons that I should not?

Answer: If your laptop and network use an older
WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) or WPA (Wi-Fi
Protected Access) security mode, upgrading the
laptop with a NIC (network interface card) that
supports the newer WPA2 security mode won’t
provide any additional security benefits.
Remember that wireless network security uses
the lowest common denominator anyway, so even

Question: I like Win7, but
don’t like the way Taskbar but-
tons get combined on the
Taskbar—it’s hard for me to
keep track of what apps are
running. Can I stop this?

Answer: Win7 reduces clutter
on the Taskbar by combining
multiple tabs from the same
applications (such as Internet
Explorer), but some users find
it hard to keep track of what’s

Windows
Taskbar

Question: I don’t like that other people who use my

computer can see the programs and documents I’ve
recently opened. Can I hide this info?

Answer: By default, Win7’s Start menu displays re-
cently used programs. Run your cursor over certain
programs (such as Microsoft Word), and you’ll see
a list of documents that you (or someone else 
at your computer) recently opened. It’s a handy 
tool for quickly opening oft-used programs and

Office
Documents

Secrets For Succeeding In Common Tasks
.....................................................................................................................

Wireless
Security

BY STEPHEN J. BIGELOW

if you have a newer NIC, it will have to use the
older security mode if the wireless router or ac-
cess point uses the lesser protocol.

However, if you have an older NIC with a lesser
security protocol and need to access a secure
wireless network with a WPA2 protocol, you will
probably need to upgrade the laptop accordingly
with a PC card or USB NIC. Not only will this
give you better security for wireless data, but the
newer NIC will provide much better data speed
and range.

running or switch applications
conveniently. Right-click the
Taskbar, select Properties from
the context menu, and then
choose the Taskbar tab. In the
Taskbar Buttons drop-down
menu, select Never Combine
and click the OK button. Your
tabs are no longer combined.

documents, but it exposes your actions to anyone
who sits at the computer after you.

You can easily configure Win7 to stop displaying
your history. Right-click the Taskbar, select
Properties from the context menu, click the Start
Menu tab, and uncheck the boxes in the Privacy
section. Click the OK button to save your changes.
Now Win7 won’t show the programs or items that
you’ve been working with.

Use Taskbar Properties to
change the way that Win7 
handles tabs.

Question: Do I really need to use Parental Controls
for my malware checker? It seems like a hassle.

Answer: It depends on your home or office. The
problem here is that a careless change can turn off
malware updates, allow malicious sites, or disable

the malware software entirely—leaving the system
entirely unprotected. If there are multiple system
users, it’s always a good idea to have the system’s
administrator (which may well be you) set the
Parental Controls. This will ensure that the system’s
malware protection is uninterrupted.

Parental
Controls
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Question: Every now and then my PC powers up
with an error that says it cannot read the hard
drive and to “Press F2 to continue.” I do, and the
system works OK. What’s the problem?

Answer: That type of error usually means that the
BIOS cannot transfer control to the operating
system. This may be due to a glitch or problem
with the data transfer cable that runs from the
motherboard to the hard drive (or it may be a
problem with the hard drive itself). It’s a minor

Question: I like to save my music and pictures to
CDs and DVDs, but I’ve heard that those discs
don’t last that long. I thought optical discs never
wear out. Which is true?

Answer: In general, optical disc media has a very
long life span. Unfortunately, the exact length of
that life span is a matter of some debate—it de-
pends largely on the quality of the media, its expo-
sure to any detrimental materials (such as inks or
label adhesives that can penetrate the plastics over

time), and its storage conditions. For example, bar-
gain-brand DVDs written on with harsh inks or
cleaned with caustic chemicals won’t last very long.
By comparison, a quality DVD, left unmarked and
stored in a clean, climate-controlled environment,
might last decades. However, even if the media
lasted forever, the advance of technology will even-
tually render those discs obsolete anyway.
Periodically, you’ll need to review your storage
method and think about transferring your files to
new storage technologies.

Question: I often cut
and paste text in Word,
and I sometimes acci-
dentally trigger hyper-
links when I attempt to
select hyperlinked text.
Can I stop Word from
launching URLs?

Answer: Yes, it is pos-
sible to prevent Word
2007 from automati-
cally launching URLs
when you click them.
In Word, click the Office button and click the
Word Options button. Select the Advanced menu

Microsoft
Word 2007

Error
Message

Data 
Storage

from the left pane, then
check the Use CTRL +
Click To Follow Hyper-
link box. Next, click
OK to save the changes.
Now, you will need to

press the CTRL key and
click the hyperlink to
launch it; from now on,

you won’t accidentally trigger the hyperlink by
simply clicking it.

problem (at least, right now) because the system
works properly after the message appears. That
said, it could point to a developing problem. It’s
better to solve this issue now than to wait for it to
get worse. Replace the data transfer cable (typically
a SATA [Serial Advanced Technology Attachment]
cable) that connects the motherboard and hard
drive. Also, back up your important data, in case
the hard drive is experiencing trouble. If you’re not
comfortable with replacing the cable, take the
system to a local PC technician.

You can change the way
hyperlinks behave in
Microsoft Word 2007.

Scanner
Histogram

Question: What’s the point of a histogram adjust-
ment on my scanner? Is this something I can make
work for me?

Answer: A histogram is basically a graphical repre-
sentation of the visual characteristics that a camera
or scanner uses to detail things like brightness,
highlights, shadow, color, and so on. The idea is

that a digital artist can use the histogram from a
“good” image to configure the settings in editing
software to improve “bad” images. Scanning and
photo software will provide a variety of histogram
tools. Histograms are typically the domain of pro-
fessional digital artists—the ability to use a his-
togram is an advanced skill set that takes time and
expertise to use successfully. 
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Poets.org
www.poets.org

This site comes from the folks at The Academy of American Poets, which was
founded in 1934 and also sponsors National Poetry Month in April. The site
packs so much poetry-related goodness, it’s difficult to know where to jump in.
The site offers an excellent National Poetry Map that directs you to local poets,
literary journals, and writing programs; scores of links to online resources;
a helpful Poetry 101 section for poetry beginners; audio and video selec-
tions; an online store; weekly poet, book, essay, and audio highlights; and,
of course, scads of poems, including those organized in Poems For Every
Occasion categories. Better, a mobile version of the site (www.poets
.org/m) and an iPhone app put poems within a mobile device’s reach. 

Poetry 180
www.loc.gov/poetry/180

As former U.S. Poet Laureate Billy Collins states on this site, “Poetry can and
should be an important part of our daily lives.” To that end, Collins created
Poetry 180 to provide high schools with one poem a day for 180 days. The
poems are meant to be read out loud to students with the aim that “hearing a
poem every day, especially well-written, contemporary poems that students
do not have to analyze, might convince students that poetry can be an under-
standable, painless, and even eye-opening part of their everyday experience.”

Poetry Daily
poems.com

It should be pretty clear what to expect from this Web site from the title. Each
day, Poetry Daily provides a “new poem from new books, magazines, and 

Find It Online 

A Poetic Escape 
Compiled by Blaine Flamig

Some of the best apples in the online or-
chard are the free (or free to try) pro-
grams available to download. Each
month, we feature highlights from our
pickings. This month, we crack open a
dictionary of rhyme. 

McGill English Dictionary of Rhyme 
With VersePerfect 2
www.bryantmcgill.com/works/~cutsxc1gh

Bryant McGill describes himself as an
“American poet” and his McGill
English Dictionary of Rhyme as

ShareWaresThe

journals” from both eminent and lesser-
known poets. Accompanying each day’s
poem is information concerning the
featured author, as well as a Featured
Book. If you miss a day here and there,
you can access the site’s archives, which
in addition to poems, also contain
Poetry Daily Prose Features and more.
Sign up for a weekly newsletter and
you’ll receive alerts to upcoming fea-
tured poets; news; reviews; and details
concerning competitions, prizes, work-
shops, conferences, and more. 

Poetry Foundation
poetryfoundation.org

If you only have time to devote to one
poetry Web site, this one from the
Poetry Foundation, the publisher of
Poetry magazine, may be your best bet.
Founded in 2003 after evolving from the
1941-founded Modern Poetry Associa-
tion, the foundation offers an incredible
wealth of excellent, diverse material
here, including a nifty Poetry Tool for
searching poems by poet, category, oc-
casion, title, first line, or glossary terms;
a wonderful Learning Lab for teachers,
students, and others to “immerse them-
selves in poetry”; a Poetry Tours section
complete with interactive, audio-accom-
panied guides through Washington,
D.C., and Chicago; audio and podcast
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Heaven
www.maireadbyrne.blogspot.com

It’s impossible to land on Mairéad Byrne’s blog “Heaven” and not stick
around. For that matter, it’s nearly impossible to not immediately book-
mark the site. Smart, insightful, funny, and often unconventional, Byrne’s
poems and other writings are addictively satisfying. Whether presumably
putting a man in his place in “You Think You Know Something” or cap-
turing a moment of optimism in “Real Life,” Byrne’s work is always en-
gaging. A native of Ireland and current Rhode Island School of Design

associate professor, Byrne started
“Heaven” in 2003 and “wrote every day
for years. It was like being in a room on
my own.” Early on, she says, “I didn’t
even have a comments function.” Since,
Byrne has authored three poetry col-
lections, including her latest “The Best
of (What’s Left of ) Heaven.” “There
have been many times I’ve thought the
blog was over, but it’s on its halting way
to the next book.” 

offerings; video; various programs; a
newsletter; and an iPhone app. Long
term, “the Foundation aspires to alter
the perception that poetry is a marginal
art, and to make it directly relevant to
the American public.” Looks like it’s well
on its way. 

PoetrySoup
poetrysoup.com

Whether you’re a published or unpub-
lished poet, if you’re seeking some on-
line poetry companionship, this is the
place. Describing itself as an interna-
tional community of poets, the site
claims more than 16,000 members,
nearly 14,000 active poets, and nearly
230,000 poems on hand for reading.
In addition to posting your own
poems, you can comment on other
poets’ work; enter quarterly contests
sponsored by the site and its users;
and view poems by Popular Forms,
Popular Cate   gories, Hot Poems,
Unread Poems, or New Poems. The
site displays Featured Poems on the
home page; offers various blogs from
its premium members; contains a
store featuring works from site mem-
bers; and provides scores of resources
relating to poetry terminology, basic
syllable rules, videos, copyright infor-
mation, and more.

News YouTo
That’s

Finding the appropriate online group to match your interests can be a monu-
mental task. So each month, we scour the Internet to bring you the friendliest
forums and most interesting bloggers the Web has to offer. This month, we
focus on those blogging about poetry.

“award-winning” software that more

than 500,000 writers, educators, stu-
dents, aspiring poets, and songwriters
originating from 100-plus countries
have used. Further, he claims the pro-
gram is the “most extensive rhyming
reference ever created in the history of
the English language.” We can’t sub-
stantiate that last bit, but what we can
testify to is the actual rhyming dic-
tionary contained within this free
download is incredibly useful. Just type
a word in the Lookup menu or the ac-
companying word editor and the dic-
tionary goes about not only quickly
presenting a plethora of standard and
proper words that rhyme with it but
also various pronunciation options 
and a field to select a specific context 

you want to use the word in. The    
program even provides sample sen-
tences and phrases using the words
from various authors. Arguably, the
program is a bit bogged down by its in-
clusion of so many such features—
there’s a Hyperbolic Thesaurus; On-
line Lookup, Wikipedia, Wiktionary,

Dictionary.com, and Google integra-
tion; spellchecker; an option to toggle
panels; syllable and line counters; and
more. Still, the dictionary is definitely
worth keeping handy if you’re a poet,
lyricist, children’s book author, or
anyone else who struggles occasionally
to find just the right rhyming word.
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Keeping Your Place

When reading a long article online, many of us
use the mouse scroll wheel to move the page up
or down. I find that when I scroll down, it’s
very easy to lose my place, so I highlight a word
or line of the text to mark the point where I
have read to. Then, I use the mouse wheel to
scroll down until the highlighted section of text
is at the top of the screen.

Jim B., Hendersonville, N.C.

BCC Tip

When I send notices to my square dance
friends, I do not use Bcc (blind carbon copy)
because all of the dancers already know each
other. If I were to use Bcc, the receiver would
not know if anyone else in the group got the
email, and he may forward the email. In a
case where everyone in the email address 
list knows each other, you may be better
served to avoid Bcc, so that no one receives

duplications.

Peter F., Guelph, ON

CHKDSK In Windows 7

In Win7, Microsoft changed the way
that you open CHKDSK (Check Disk; a
utility that’s designed to check your
hard drive for errors) from Windows

Vista or Windows XP. Click Start, click
All Programs, select Accessories, and
right-click Command Prompt. Click
Run As Administrator and, if neces-

sary, enter an administrative-level user-
name and password. In the Command

Prompt window, type chkdsk and press
ENTER. Win7 will then test the hard drive

on your computer for errors.

Jeff W., Lebanon, N.H.

Melting Chipsets

My computer died without warning a couple of
weeks ago, and my friend who checked it out
said that the motherboard had failed. The
chipset had a heatsink on it, and he showed me
how the thermal pad had melted away, which
caused the chipset to overheat. Oddly enough,
the same thing happened to a friend’s computer
a couple of weeks before. We found a replace-
ment motherboard on the Internet, and when
my friend installed it, he put a small fan on the
heatsink above the chipset to move the heat
away from the motherboard.

Ivan G., Long Beach, Calif.

Change Text Size In A Web Page

If the text on your screen is too small to read,
hold down the CTRL key and use the scroll
wheel on your mouse until the text size is large
enough to comfortably read. Scrolling the op-
posite direction with the mouse’s scroll wheel
will decrease the text size.

Ron M., Kitchener, ON

Unique & Unusual Passwords

The best passwords contain three components,
including letters, numbers, and other characters.
I’ve found that using your profession is a good
way to come up with a secure password. As a
chemist, I use chemical formulas, such as
2H2+02=2H20, to create secure passwords that I
can easily remember. Professions of mathematics,
physics, biology, medicine, and literature, among
others, could make up the same type of complex
passwords. For example, you could choose your
favorite author + author’s birthday + book title +
genre. Be creative and you’ll come up with a
complex password that’s easy to remember.

Frank G., East Greenville, Pa.

Have you come across

a fast, easy way to

solve a computing

problem? We’d love to

hear about it! If you

have a great tip you’d

like to share with

Smart Computing’s

readers, just email it

to us at readerstips@

smartcomputing.com.

Please include your

first name, last name,

and address so that

we can give you credit

if we print the tip. Try

to limit your tip to

200 words or fewer.

Not all tips received

will be printed, and

tips will be edited for

length and clarity.

Short & Simple Tips 
To Make Things Easier

READERS’ TIPS
Compiled by Nathan Lake
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O V A T I O N Each month, the Smart Computing staff gets to work with all kinds of new computing and
consumer electronics products. Here are some of the most exciting items to cross our desks. 

Hybrid Tough Case
$49.99 I Case-Mate  I www.case-mate.com

This dual-layer Hybrid Tough

Case impressed me as soon
as I put it on the iPad.

The soft shell
wraps around
the iPad so
that only the

ports are left
exposed (even the but-

tons are covered). Once the
soft shell is on, you attach the hard

shell, which covers the back and sides of the device.
Thanks to the case’s design, you can lay the iPad on
its front without causing the screen to come into
contact with the table. If a stand (to hold your iPad at
an angle on your desk) isn’t a requirement, this sharp-
looking case is a solid choice. 

Biodegradable Case 
For iPhone 4
$34.99 I Innovez
www.innovezcases.com

The Innovez Biodegradable
Case For iPhone 4 is made
of a biodegradable mate-
rial called EcoPure, so not
only is it stylish, but it’s
also good for the envi-

ronment. The case is
sturdy and slides easily

over the iPhone (both Verizon and
AT&T models) without obstructing the side buttons or
USB port. I like that it is thick enough to protect the phone
but isn’t bulky. And I think the case is aesthetically pleasing
and doesn’t detract from the iPhone 4’s design. I tested the
translucent green model. The case is also available in black,
blue, clear, orange, and pink. 

I-NA316N1-R Poseidon NAS Enclosure 
$59.99 I ineo Technology Inc.  I www.ineotechusa.com

The I-NA316N1-R Poseidon NAS Enclosure from ineo Technology
Inc. serves dual purposes: It can act as an external USB 2.0-com-
patible hard drive enclosure for a single computer or as a NAS
(network-attached storage) device (once you install a hard

drive) that can be used as a SOHO server. The
I-NA316N1-R is compatible with 3.5-inch

SATA I/II hard drives up to 2TB. Once you
buy a hard drive to put in this enclo-

sure, you can use it as a file or
print server, depending on
the type of network you
need, so that multiple
people can access stored
files or use the same printer.
The I-NA316N1-R supports
Windows, Mac, and Linux
and allows for cross-plat-

form sharing. 

by Josh Compton by Joshua Gulick

by Josh Compton

MiFi 2200
$149.99 I Virgin Mobile
www.virginmobileusa.com

Virgin Mobile’s MiFi 2200
is an easy-to-use mobile
hotspot that lets you
connect multiple Wi-Fi-
compatible devices to
Sprint’s 3G network.
After you set up a
Broadband2Go pay-as-
you-go plan and use a credit card
or Top-Up card to pay for access ($10 for 10 days
or $50 a month), just push the Power button, sign in to the
password-protected account from your device, and browse
the Web. We connected a laptop and smartphone at the same
time, and we were impressed by the speed with which Web
pages loaded and files downloaded. The MiFi 2200 is a good al-
ternative for people who want a mobile hotspot without a
long-term contract. 

by Josh Compton
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M
edia cards of various shapes and
sizes are now being used in cam-
eras, GPS (global positioning

system) units, music players, digital
photo frames, and more. The cards are
handy little devices that can hold much
more information than their sizes might
suggest, and they make it easy to move
data (photos, for example) from one
computer to another or from a mobile
device to a computer.

But in order to read the media card,
the computer must have a card reader
connected to it, and that reader must
include a slot that’s the same size as the
media card you happen to be using.
You can buy external card readers that
connect to your PC via one of your
USB ports, but connecting and discon-
necting them (and keeping track of
their whereabouts when they’re not in
use) can be a bit of a pain, and it does
use up a USB port. For many, installing
an internal reader might be a better al-
ternative: If your computer has a spare
drive bay, you can quickly, easily, and
affordably add an internal reader to
your system. We’ll show you how.

Internal readers can be quite so-
phisticated and can include fan con-
trollers; SATA (Serial Advanced
Technology Attachment) ports; and
LCD readouts that display tempera-
tures, fan speeds, and the like. These
high-end readers are very slick, but are
possibly more than you want to deal
with. We went with a simple but
sturdy Sabrent (www.sabrent.com) 
seven-slot reader (model CRW-UINB). 
This model, which retails for $12.99, 
includes a USB 2.0 port and will read 
a huge number of cards, including 
MS, CF, MD, SD, SDXC, miniSD, 
MicroSD, M2, and other formats.

A Walk-Through

This is a quick, simple project—
you’re looking at a 30-minute job,
tops. To make things even simpler,
we’ll walk you through the entire in-
stallation process.

1Remove one side panel from the
case. This part of the process varies,

depending on your computer. There
may be two to four screws to remove,
after which the side panel of the case
will slide or lift away. In many cases,

there will be a thumbscrew or a simple
latching mechanism instead. Some
panels are hinged and will swing away
from the case like doors. You want to re-
move the panel from the side of the case
that allows access to the drive bays, but
the appropriate side will differ from ma-
chine to machine. If you have one avail-
able, use an antistatic band, mat, or
other method for minimizing static elec-
tricity so that you don’t fry your PC’s
components while you’re working with
them. (At a minimum, momentarily

How To Install 

A Media Card 
Reader
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touch a metal part of the case to dis-
charge any static buildup.)

2Move any installed devices out of
the way. You may need to do this

so you can get at the empty bay and
USB header. Again, this procedure will
vary from one machine to the next.
On our Dell Vostro, we had to unclip
and move the optical drive to get at
the empty bay. We then unclipped the
hard drive to expose the USB header
on the motherboard.

3Insert the card reader. Next, in-
sert the card reader into the vacant

drive bay and attach it to the drive
rails. The reader should slip right into
the empty 3.5-inch bay, with the USB
cable extending from the rear of the
reader’s case. Use the included screws

to attach the card reader case to the
drive bay chassis rails. Some computers

may have clips or sliding bays, which
makes installing the unit even simpler.
It’s worth stopping for a moment at
this point to double-check that you
have the reader inserted correctly. The
unit will function perfectly regardless
of its orientation, but you may end up
with the slot labels upside down, if
you’re not careful. (Don’t ask us how
we know this. Just don’t.)

4 Connect the card reader’s cable.
Connect the cable to an empty

USB header on the motherboard.
Most headers have two sets of connec-
tors in a plastic, plug-like container
that contains nine or 10 pins. There
are normally two rows of four or five
“pins,” except that the ninth and 10th
pins are often missing. You can con-
nect two USB ports to this type of
header; if you connect only one device
(as we’re doing here), use the side that
has the greatest number of pins. Run
the cable over to the USB header. It
doesn’t really matter how or where
you route it, but be sure that the cable
won’t obstruct a fan or get pinched or
crimped when you reinstall the drives
and replace the case’s side panels.

5 Test it. Sure, we know: It’s so
simple! What could possibly go

wrong? But before you go through the
trouble of putting everything back 
together, make sure the drives are
well-supported and not shorting out

against anything and then reconnect
the power cord, keyboard, and mon-
itor. Power up the machine. If your
card reader has a power indicator, it
should light up. (Ours has two LEDs
[light-emitting diodes]: one for power
and one to indicate that a media card
has been inserted and recognized.)
Once the system is powered up, insert
a card or USB thumb drive and make
sure that you can read from (and write
to) it. If everything works, you can
move on to the next step. No lights?
No data being read? Make sure that
the cable is correctly plugged into the
USB header. If it’s a header with two
sets of pins, you’re only using one side,
and one side has more pins than the
other; make sure you plug the cable
into the side with the most pins.

6 Reassemble the computer. All
that’s left is to put everything back

together and tidy up a bit. Go ahead
and reinstall the drives, if you’ve had
to remove them during the procedure.
Replace the case doors. Reconnect
your power and peripherals and enjoy
your handy new card reader.

Quick, Easy, Practical

This is one of those projects that of-
fers an excellent return on investment:
Adding an internal reader takes little
time, costs almost nothing, and adds a
great deal of flexibility to your setup. ❙

BY ROD SCHER

The installed reader should fit flush with the
façade of the case, and the device’s lights—if any
are present—should indicate the reader’s status.

There may be more than one free USB header 
on your motherboard; they tend to have blocks 
of four or five pins in a plastic case, and “Internal
USB” will usually be printed on the motherboard
right above the header.

Insert the card reader between the mounting
rails of the empty drive bay and route the
reader’s cable back toward the USB header, 
ensuring that the cable will not get pinched 
or crimped during reassembly.

You may need to remove your drives in order to 
get at the empty drive bay and the USB header 
on the motherboard.
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Y
ou probably have a wide variety
of usernames and passwords for
the online services, retail Web

sites, Internet banking, and consumer
software on your computer. And if
you’re like us, you might not re-
member all the credentials, especially
when it’s a service or software you
haven’t used for a while or if it’s a long
combination of letters and numbers.
Thus, you may occasionally need to
reset forgotten passwords, retrieve lost

usernames, or contact the service
provider to reset your account.

Double-Check

Start by making sure that everything
in the username and password is en-
tered correctly. Common mistakes in-
clude typos where two letters are
transposed or a letter was incorrectly
capitalized in case-sensitive credentials.
Other frequent typos are special char-
acters, such as hyphens or underscores,
where you’d have to press the SHIFT
key when entering the character. If the
Web site is configured to automatically
enter your username, check if the
CAPS LOCK is on before you enter the

password before you are restricted
from the account. That means that you
can usually attempt at least two pass-
words for each username you enter.
Attempting a third password with the
same username will often cause the
Web site to automatically block your
IP (Internet Protocol) address, so we
suggest that you only attempt two
passwords (per username) until you’re
sure what the password is.

password. Because most Web sites
don’t display the characters you enter,
look for a light on the keyboard that in-
dicates if the CAPS LOCK is on.

Your Best Guess

If you can’t remember your user-
name or password, keep in mind that
many Web sites allow you at least
three attempts to enter the correct

What To Do When 

Your Password Doesn’t Work

Double-check that your username and password were entered correctly; for example, here we’ve accidentally
transposed the letters “a” and “m” in name@hotmail.com.
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Username Recovery

You’ve exhausted your brain trying
to remember what the username is.
Fortunately, nearly all Web sites in-
clude a Forgot Your Password? link
that leads to a page that helps you re-
cover (or reset) your password. In
many cases, the site can also help you
recover a forgotten username. For ex-
ample, Wells Fargo’s Web site (www
.wellsfargo.com) offers a Username/
Password Help link below the area
where you sign in. After you click the
link, Wells Fargo takes you to a
Username/Password Help page that
provides you with solutions for all
kinds of different sign-in problems.
Click the I Forgot My Username link
and then click the Username Help
link. You will be directed to a new
page where you can enter your Social
Security number and type your pass-
word to display, which will allow Wells
Fargo to display the username. Those
that don’t remember their passwords
could select the I Forgot Both My
Username And My Password link and
then select the Password Help link. On
the following page, you’d enter your
Social Security number, a Wells Fargo
account number, and a second set of
personal information (such as ATM
PIN, credit card number, or ZIP code).

Some Web sites require fewer steps to
retrieve your password. For instance,

Gmail (www.gmail.com) users can se-
lect the Can’t Access Your Account?
link on the sign-in page, choose Forgot
Your Username?, and enter the alternate
email address you provided when you
created the Gmail account. Gmail will
send an email with your username to
the alternate account you entered. eBay
(www.ebay.com) offers a similar user-
name recovery setup. At the sign-in
screen, click the link for User ID in the I
Forgot My User ID Or Password sec-
tion. Then, enter the email address you
provided when you set up the eBay ac-
count. eBay will send you the username
associated with the email account.

You’ll find that most Web sites and
software feature a similar username
recovery method as the examples
listed here. If you don’t see anywhere
to retrieve your username on the Web
site, scroll down to the About Us,
Contact Us, or similar link at the
bottom of the Web site and call the
customer service number. Once con-
nected with the appropriate represen-
tative (you may get transferred once or
twice), you can provide him with the
necessary info to release your user-
name or have him send you an email
with the username.

Password Reset

If you can remember the username
but not the password, most Web sites

offer a way for you to reset the pass-
word. Let’s examine how a few
common Web sites and software allow
you to reset a password.

An Apple ID is what you’d use
when logging in to the iTunes Store, so
you’d see it within iTunes. From the
iTunes sign-in screen, enter the email
you used to set up the Apple ID into
the Apple ID field and click the Forgot
Password button. At the iForgot page,
click Next and you can choose from
Email Authentication or Answer
Security Questions options. If you se-
lect Email Authentication, Apple will
send an email with a link that will
open a Web browser window where
you can provide a new password. If
you prefer to access iTunes right away,
you can choose to answer the security
question that you provided when you
created your Apple ID.

On the Bank of America (www
.bankofamerica.com) Web site, you’ll
find a Sign-In Help/Options link below
the Sign In button that provides a drop-
down menu where you can select Reset
Passcode. First, you’ll need to indicate
the state where your account was
opened, enter your online ID, and select
the Bank of America account type that
applies to you. Once Bank Of America
verifies your information, a window will
load where you can reset your passcode.
Note that before the new password is
applied, you’ll need to answer a few

If you forgot one of your eBay credentials, the sign-in page offers separate
links in the I Forgot My User ID Or Password section, so you can get help 
retrieving the lost information.

Wells Fargo’s Username/Password Help page provides a list of options to help
you recover your username or reset your password.
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more questions (below the New Pass-
word fields) to verify your identity.

Hotmail (www.hotmail.com) offers
one of the simpler password reset op-
tions, which features a Forgot Your
Password? link on the sign-in page.
When you click it, you’ll see a Reset
Your Password screen where you can
select I Forgot My Password; I Know
My Password And Windows Live ID,
But Can’t Sign In; or I Think Someone
Else Is Using My Windows Live ID.
Select the I Forgot My Password radio
button and click Reset Your Password.
Next, Hotmail asks you enter your
Windows Live ID, as well as the random

characters that appear in
the on-screen picture.
Then, you’ll be presented
with options for Email
Me A Reset Link, Security
Question, and Customer
Support. The Email Me A
Reset Link option will

send a password reset link to the ad-
dress you provided when you created
the account. If you select the Security
Question option, the question will ap-
pear below the window, and you can
answer it to reset your password. The
Customer Support option lists contact
information for a support agent.

Although each Web site’s and soft-
ware’s password reset process is dif-
ferent, you can expect that it will take a
form similar to the examples discussed
in this article. Typically, the password
reset link is located near the area where
you enter the username and password.
If you don’t see a way to reset the 

When you reset the password with some services,
such as Bank of America, you might need to 
answer a few questions to verify your identity.

Windows 7 Password Reset

In a domain, PCs that log in to the network must be allowed to join by a network 
administrator, and you’d need to contact the IT person to reset your password.

Typically, a domain group is used in businesses and other work environments. A work-
group is generally set up in a home or small office environment. Similar to resolving the
password issue in a domain, someone with access to an administrator account (which
is probably yours, if you were the one who first set up the network) will need to log on
and change the password. Then, the administrator can provide you with the password,
and you can log on to change it to what you prefer.

The problem that many people run into is that they typically log on to Windows
using their administrator accounts, and there’s only one way to reset the administrator
password if you’ve forgotten it. You’ll need to have made a password reset disc in ad-
vance, which can be stored on a USB flash drive, CD, or DVD. If you don’t have a pass-
word reset disc, you’ll need to reinstall Windows, which will format the hard drive, and
you would lose any of your personal data files (such as images and music) that you
haven’t backed up. If you want to make a password reset disc in Win7, click Start, se-
lect Control Panel, click User Accounts And Family Safety, and choose User Accounts.
Click Create A Password Reset Disk and follow the commands.

Password
Managers

I f you find that you have too
many passwords to remem-

ber, you can invest in a pass
word manager program, such as
RoboForm ($29.95; www.robo
form.com), that will securely re-
member all the usernames and
passwords for you. Many pass-
word managers also work with
your Web browser to automati-
cally fill in credentials on Web
forms. All of your passwords are
encrypted behind the master
password you set up, so you’ll
only need to remember the one. 

Oftentimes, when you need to
reset your password, a link 
(such as what appears in the
email from Apple seen here) 
will be sent to your email 
account that you can click to
reset the password.

password anywhere on the Web site or
in the software, find the customer sup-
port section on the vendor’s Web site
and call the company. When you make
the call, have any information (such as
an account number or software key)
you’ll need in order to verify that you
are the owner of the account. ❙

BY NATHAN LAKE
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Many of today’s businesses rely on Web sites,
Facebook, Twitter, and other mediums to

reach customers and clients, but there might be
instances when you’ll need to use the traditional
postal service to communicate. Creating a
mailing list and mailing labels saves time and
makes this task easier. We’ll show you two ways
to produce a mailing list using OpenOffice.org.

Database Wizard

Let’s assume you’re starting from scratch; you
haven’t yet compiled a list of customers and their
mailing addresses. The first step is to create a
database (using the Database Wizard) from
which to draw your information. After opening
OpenOffice.org, select Database.

A window welcoming you to the Database
Wizard appears. Because you’re creating a brand-
new document, use the default setting to Create
A New Database. Click Next. In the following
window, accept the default settings and click
Finish. Enter a file name for your new document

and save it. 
You are now

ready to begin con-
structing the data-
base. Select Use
Wizard To Create
Table. Designate the
type of database
(Business, in this
case). Under Sample
Tables, use the drop-
down menu to select
MailingList. (For fu-
ture reference, this

wizard contains features to help you create a range
of databases to manage aspects of your business,
such as payments, invoices, and orders.)

Scroll through the list under Available Fields.
One at a time, highlight the key elements you
want to include in your database. After each se-
lection, click the right arrow (>) button to add
your choice to the Selected Fields list. There are
many options available to help you administer
your customer and client information. While
scanning the list, include the entries you think
you may need in the future. For instance, email
addresses could be useful information to track.

For a basic mailing list, some of the fields
might include: OrganizationName, FirstName,
LastName, Address, City, StateOrProvince, and
PostalCode. Click Next when you are satisfied
you’ve selected the information you need.

The following screen asks you to set the types
and formats of each field. For this basic database,
the text default will work. The Entry Required
field asks if you want to make this a mandatory
entry—data must be entered in this field. If you
want to ensure your database is complete and in-
formation isn’t missing, you could change this to
Yes. Each field holds a designated number of
characters. Use the default or change this number
if you know you’ll need more space. Click Next. 

On the next page, accept the default settings and
select Next. Name your table. Verify you have in-
cluded all of the information, and select Finish. The
next screen allows you to begin entering your data. 

Spreadsheet

Another way to organize information to create
a basic mailing list is by using the Calc, or spread-
sheet, software. Launch OpenOffice.org and select
Spreadsheet. Beginning in the top-left empty cell,
enter the “heading” of the information you will in-
clude in the column, keeping in mind the neces-
sary elements of a mailing list discussed above. 

For instance, in the first column, you might
enter Organization Name. Press the TAB key and
then enter First Name. Continue to insert the

column headings until you have entered all the
key pieces, such as address, city, state, and ZIP
code. Making these headings bold will help set
them apart from the other data you enter. 

Your data may be too long to be seen in the cell.
If you want to view all of the information you’ve
entered, align your cursor on the line between the
columns on the top row of letters. You’ll see a ver-
tical line intersected by left and right arrows. Click
and drag the cursor and the column to the desired
width. Be sure to name and save your document.

Either of these methods will help you establish
a basic customer mailing list. For tips on creating
mailing labels, see the OpenOffice.org Quick
Study on page 85 of the March 2011 issue of
Smart Computing. ❙

BY KIM QUADE
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Tech Talk
Answers to users’ most common questions about Processors

Most of

today’s CPUs

contain

multiple cores,

which are

complete

processors

in their 

own right.

Q What is a processor?
A processor, or CPU (central processing

unit), is a silicon chip packed with transistors,
memory, and other components. It plugs into
a socket on a motherboard, which is the main
circuit board in a PC or server. 

The processor not only computes the
math that is the foundation of everything a
computer does, but with the help of the
motherboard chipset (core logic support
chip[s]), it also directs data traffic to and
from every other component, such as the
hard drive and network adapter. The
processor uses RAM (random-access
memory) as a temporary work space for the
software it’s currently running. 

QWhat is clock speed?

Also called the CPU frequency, this de-
scribes how many cycles of operations the
chip runs each second, such as 3.2GHz (giga-
hertz, or billion times per second). This effec-
tive clock speed is determined by a multiplier,
such as 24X, times the motherboard’s base
clock, such as 133MHz. 

Both Intel and AMD provide automatic fea-
tures to temporarily increase the multiplier
(and thus the effective clock speed) in one or
more processing cores while others are idle.
An example is Intel’s Turbo Boost in the Core
i7/i5 processors. Other features save power by
reducing the clock speed of the CPU when its
load is light. 

QWhat are processing cores?
Most of today’s CPUs contain multiple

cores, which are complete processors in their
own right. Current chips have two, three, 
four, or even six cores, all working together to

distribute the load of processes, applications,
and operating system services. 

Intel’s Hyper-Threading feature, available in
some of its CPUs (such as the new Core i7 and
i3), can make each core process two threads
(parts of a program) at once. As long as you’re
running software that is optimized for Hyper-
Threading, your Intel chip could perform as
though it has twice as many cores.  

QWhat are the basic features 
of a modern CPU? 

Beside the math (integer and floating-point)
calculation units we mentioned, a processor has
a memory controller for one or two types of
RAM. For instance, current Intel chips require
DDR3, but AMD models support both DDR2
and DDR3. Most CPU memory controllers are
dual-channel and can address (talk to) two
RAM modules at once; however, some Intel
Core i7 chips support triple-channel memory
addressing. When running a recent 64-bit OS,
such as 64-bit Windows Vista/7, a current CPU
can address vastly more RAM than it can when
running a 32-bit OS or 64-bit WinXP.

Tiny, speedy memory areas called registers
temporarily hold bits of data the CPU is cur-
rently processing. Other memory caches hold
recently accessed data along with prefetched
data the CPU will probably need soon. In order
of increasing size and slower speed, these
caches are the L1 (level 1), L2, and sometimes
L3 (often called LLC, or last level cache). 

CPUs also feature optimized instruction 
sets, such as SSE (Streaming SIMD [single in-
struction, multiple data] Extensions) and Intel’s
new AVX (Advanced Vector Extensions) in its

The latest generation of AMD and Intel processors have
graphics and video acceleration technologies built-in. 
Here’s a second-generation Intel “Sandy Bridge” Core i7.
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latest Core chips. These can accelerate
certain operations in software opti-
mized for them, such as Adobe
Premiere Pro CS5 with SSE4.1 sup-
port (www.adobe.com).

All this comes in a silicon die at-
tached to the chip substrate, which is
the part with metal pins (AMD) or
pads (Intel) underneath. The die is
capped with a metal heat spreader
bearing the processor model number. 

QWhat’s the new “big thing” 
in recent CPUs?

On-die graphics incorporates HD
(high-definition) and 3D video and
graphics acceleration directly into the
CPU. These technologies, formerly
the sole province of a separate GPU
(graphics processing unit) on the
motherboard or an adapter card, are
found in new “Sandy Bridge” second-
generation Core i7/i5/i3 chips from
Intel and new Fusion processors from
AMD. On-die graphics can also speed
up certain tasks that involve parallel
processing such as financial analysis,
geological modeling, decryption, and
media file transcoding (conversion
from one format to another).

Q In what ways would 
a faster processor soup 

up my computer?
It depends on the task. In general, a

higher clock speed can boost activities
such as media transcoding, video 
editing, encryption, some office pro-
ductivity applications, and file com-
pression. Different chip families do
different amounts of work per clock
cycle, however, so clock speed isn’t a
great way to compare processors from
different model lines.  

In many cases, a CPU with more
cores may be a better investment than
one with simply a higher clock speed.
More cores mean fewer moments in
which your computer doesn’t respond
because the processor is “maxed 
out,” or 100% busy. There is a radical 

difference in liveliness between a tra-
ditional single-core CPU and a com-
parable dual- or triple-core. Multicore
chip users that habitually run several
applications simultaneously can also
feel some benefit from upgrading to a
quad- or six-core chip. 

Finally, many apps are designed to
take advantage of two or more cores,
as are current OSes. If your computer
is more than a few years old, a new
CPU could wake up its performance
under a demanding operating system
such as Vista/Win7.

QWhich types of tasks would
benefit more from an upgrade

other than a new CPU? 
The processor is, for the majority of

tasks, the speediest part of a com-
puter. Looked at another way, every-
thing else—including the hard drive,
your Internet connection, and even
the RAM—is much slower. 

And because a big part of those
components’ job is to keep the CPU

“fed” with data, it’s pretty common for
a device other than the processor to
be the bottleneck in a given task.
That’s why a higher CPU clock speed
probably won’t shorten your backups,
for example: They’re most likely con-
strained by the speed of your hard
drive or backup device. 

As for additional cores, a multicore
chip should boot Vista/Win7 faster
than a comparable single-core proces-
sor because these OSes can delegate
startup tasks among the cores and
work on those tasks out of order.
However, an SSD (solid-state drive) or
hybrid drive (a hard drive with a small
SSD cache) would help even more. 

Likewise, a new graphics card
could supercharge certain video and
media file transcoding tasks far more
than any new processor. And if your
PC doesn’t have enough RAM for
your needs (if it has, say, 1GB or less
with Vista/Win7) adding more
memory will effect more change than
a hotter CPU.  

Today’s CPUs have multiple
processing cores, meaning
that they’re literally several
processors in one. This is an
inside look at a six-core AMD
Opteron server chip.
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QHow should I shop 
for a new processor?

First, ascertain whether your
motherboard supports a faster chip
than you presently have by looking
up the board’s model number on the
manufacturer’s site. If so, you might
need to install a later BIOS version to
support a chip released after the
board was manufactured. The release
notes for each BIOS file list the fea-
tures it adds, such as support for par-
ticular CPUs. (In most cases, it’s
difficult to upgrade a notebook CPU,
so our comments mainly concern
processors used in desktops and other
non-portable types of computers.)

Next, jot down your mother-
board’s type of CPU socket. This
will tell you which processor brand
(Intel or AMD) and models it sup-
ports. For instance, recent Intel
CPUs use 1,155-, 1,156-, 1,366-, or
775-pin sockets. AMD’s sockets of
the past few years are named AM3,
AM2+, and AM2 (AM3 chips are
usable in AM2/AM2+ sockets). 

Finally, check your board’s speci-
fications for any other limitations.
For instance, some boards won’t
support a CPU with a TDP (thermal
design power) rating above 95 watts.
Others may not be compatible with
a newer family of chips, even if they
bear the same basic brand name as
your existing CPU, such as Pentium,
Core, or Athlon.

In some cases, it’s worth buying a
new motherboard and possibly new
RAM to support a new CPU.

QHow do I install a processor?
Back up your data, turn off your

computer, and unplug its power
cable. Put on an antistatic wrist strap
or dispel your static buildup every
so often by touching a metal object
such as a desk or lamp. 

Next, open the computer’s side or
top panel so you have access to the

motherboard. The CPU will be
under a metal heatsink/fan combi-
nation in the vast majority of cases,
although a few specialty systems use
liquid cooling blocks instead.
Unplug the heatsink fan from the
motherboard, if applicable.

Detach the heatsink by unlatching
a bracket or unscrewing its four
bolts. In the latter case, you may

need a very long, short, or skinny
screwdriver to access all of the
screws; it may help to remove the
RAM and/or the heatsink’s fan(s). In
some cases, you’ll need to access the
back of the motherboard. If you’re
lucky, you’ll get there by removing
the computer case’s other side panel.
In most such cases, however, you’ll
need to detach all cables and expan-
sion cards, and then remove the
motherboard from the case. 

The heatsink will probably be
stuck to the CPU’s thermal grease,
which is necessary for effective heat
dissipation. Twist the heatsink
clockwise and counterclockwise a
few times, and it may come loose. If

you need to pull upward as you
twist, do it gently so you don’t
damage the processor or socket. 

You should be able to unlock the
CPU by unlatching and raising a
lever, and then perhaps lifting a
hinged plate out of the way. Pluck
the old processor out by its edges
and plop the new processor into the
socket the same way. Take care to

orient it correctly—it will only fit
one way—and to avoid bending any
pins on its substrate or in its socket.
Lower the socket lever and plate and
lock the new CPU in place. 

Next, clean the chip’s heat spreader
with isopropyl alcohol or another
solvent that won’t leave any residue.
If its heatsink comes with preapplied
thermal compound, remove any
plastic film over it. If not, apply a
third-party thermal grease according
to its directions. Seat the heatsink, at-
tach it to the motherboard, and con-
nect its fan’s power cable before you
turn your PC on. ❙

BY MARTY SEMS

Here is a great way to visualize how Intel’s Hyper-Threading works. Because HT allows each 
CPU core to process two threads at once, Task Manager and the All CPU Meter desktop gadget 
represent our quad-core chip as an 8-core. However, if apps are not optimized for 
Hyper-Threading, such as the antivirus scan we’re running here, the HT “cores” (shown as cores
2, 4, 6, and 8) won’t take on any of the load. 
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Remove Stubborn Bugs

How To Tell If Virus Doctor Is
Installed On Your System

Virus Doctor doesn’t try to hide.
The user interface looks much like
the Windows Security Center, giving
it an air of respectability that it
doesn’t deserve. In addition to con-
ducting fake scans, Virus Doctor
may also display annoying pop-up
alerts, display pop-up ads, and gen-
erally contribute to slowing down
your system.

Save the file to a folder on your
system and, once completed, double-
click the setup file (Mbam-Setup.
exe) to begin the installation.
Follow the prompts presented by
the installer (the default options
will suffice). Before clicking the
Finish button and exiting the in-
staller, be sure there are checks next
to Update Malwarebytes Anti-
Malware and Launch Malwarebytes
Anti-Malware.

After exiting the installer, Anti-
Malware should download
the latest malware defini-
tions and then launch the
scanner. Click Perform Full
Scan under the Scanner tab
and then click the Scan
button. It may take some
time for the scan to com-
plete depending on the size
of your hard drive and the
speed of your computer.

Click OK when you see a
message indicating that the
scan is complete. Click the
Show Results button to see
infected files. There should
be a check next to each 
file listed. Click Remove

Selected to remove all of the files.
Once the files are removed, Anti-
Malware displays a log file in
Notepad. You can review this log if
you’re curious or close Notepad and
Anti-Malware. Your PC should be
free of Virus Doctor. ❙

BY CHAD DENTON

If a virus slips past your computer’s de-

fenses, it’s time to roll up your sleeves and

go after the bug yourself. Each month, we

tell you how to remove some of the most

disruptive malware on the Internet. In some

cases, software publishers provide free tools

that root out deeply entrenched viruses. We

show you where to find (and how to use)

these removal tools. 

VIRUS DOCTOR
Description:
Virus Doctor, sometimes referred to as VirusDoctor, is a rogue antivirus ap-
plication. Like most such applications, Virus Doctor tricks you into installing
it through the use of phony pop-ups. For instance, you may see a pop-up
claiming that you have a malware infection. This pop-up suggests that you
use an online scanner, but the scanner it recommends is nothing more than a
fake that pretends to scan your system. This fake scanner claims to find nu-
merous infections and recommends installing Virus Doctor to remove them.
Like the fake online scanner, Virus Doctor itself only reports fake infections
and, of course, you’ll need to pay for the “full version” if you want Virus
Doctor to remove them.

Note that the pop-up ads that trick
you into installing Virus Doctor may
be a symptom of additional malware,
namely the Vundo Trojan. This
Trojan can sneak its way on to your
system, and once installed, it will dis-
play pop-up ads for various rogue
anti-malware applications including
Virus Doctor. See “Pest Control” on
page 84 in the March 2010 issue for
more information about removing
the Vundo Trojan. ❙ If you have multiple hard drives on your PC, Anti-Malware

may ask you to select the drives you want to scan. We rec-
ommend scanning all hard drives, but you can probably
omit optical drives and other removable media.

How To Automatically Remove 
Virus Doctor 

The easiest way to remove Virus
Doctor is by using a legitimate anti-
malware application, such as Anti-
Malware from Malwarebytes. You
can download a free version of the
software at www.malwarebytes.org.
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Error messages rarely provide clear explanations of the problems they represent. Some are riddled with technical jargon. Others
have seemingly indecipherable codes. And some tell you exactly what the problem is but don’t tell you how to solve it.

Each month, we take the mystery out of error messages that flummox our readers. Every solution includes the message in its
original form, a plain-English translation of that message, and step-by-step instructions for solving the problem.

If you have questions about an error message, email us (errormessages@smartcomputing.com), and we’ll try to decipher it. Tell
us what version of Windows you are using, give the full text of the error message, and provide as many details in your email as
possible. Volume prohibits individual replies.

COMPILED BY KIM QUADE

M I C R O S O F T  O F F I C E  W O R D

Translation: This message may appear when you are using
Microsoft Office Word. It means that, while saving a file,
you entered a file name that includes a forward slash (/), a
character that is not recognized when naming and saving a
Word document. 

Solution: Choose a new file
name that doesn’t include

the slash. Other symbols that cannot be used include \, *, ?,
<, and >. However, spaces are acceptable, which means you
can separate words with spaces, rather than stringing sev-
eral words together. ❙

EXAMINING ERRORS

Yearend report/2010. The file

name is not valid.
Error

This document may contain formatting or content that cannot be saved in the Microsoft

Word/97/2000/XP file format. Do you want to save the document in this format anyway? Use the

latest ODF file format and be sure all formatting and content is saved correctly.

Error

O P E N O F F I C E . O R G

Translation: This error message appears when you create a
document and save it as an ODT (OpenOffice.org text) file
using the OpenOffice.org 3 Writer program and then try to
resave the file in a Microsoft Office format. It may be the
case that you only have access to the OpenOffice.org pro-
gram installed on your computer, and your colleagues or
clients (with whom you want to share the file) can only open
documents created with certain older versions of Microsoft
products. Basically, the warning is letting you know that if
you continue saving the OpenOffice.org file as a Microsoft

document, your content will transfer, but there may be some
differences between the formatting and the available fea-
tures. For example, OpenOffice.org doesn’t support macros,
some uncommon fonts, and some table of contents and
footnote functions.

Solution: The dialog box gives you the option of continuing
to save the document in the Microsoft format you’ve chosen
by clicking Keep Current Format. Or, you may choose to save
the file in OpenOffice.org by selecting Save In ODF Format. ❙

M I C R O S O F T  O F F I C E  P O W E R P O I N T

Translation: This error message appears when you try to
save a Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 presentation as
an OpenDocument presentation (ODP), which can be
opened in, edited, and presented using the OpenOffice.org
software Impress.

Solution: The message gives you three options: Yes, No, or
Help. If you click No, the Microsoft PowerPoint presenta-
tion will not be saved in the OpenDocument format. If you
click Yes, your file will be saved in an OpenDocument

format and can be edited in Impress. As the error message
states, some of the features used to create the presentation
originally in Microsoft may not be available in Open-
Office’s Impress. 

You may have to edit or adjust some of the slides and the
layout to get your project looking the way you want. By
clicking Help, you are directed to Microsoft’s online sup-
port where you can search for more information regarding

compatibility between the two programs. ❙

The [filename].odp may contain certain features that are not compatible

with this format. Do you want to continue to save in this format?Error
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Error Messages Online

Don’t see your error message here? Visit the Smart Computing Tech Support
Center (www.smartcomputing.com/techsupport) to search our database of
common error messages and PC problems. 

Translation: This error occurs when you are programming
Excel to automatically make certain mathematical calculations
within your spreadsheet, such as adding a column of numbers.
This message might indicate you’ve entered an incorrect for-
mula—unless you are trying to perform a circular reference.

Solution: Click OK if the circular reference was created in
error. This automatically opens Microsoft Online Help (if
you’re connected to the Internet), and it explains what a cir-
cular reference is and how to locate it and correct it within
your spreadsheet. 

When you remove the dialog box from the screen, the
formula in the box is set at zero, and the circular reference
remains within your spreadsheet. This could cause errors in
your calculations. The bottom status bar indicates the cell in

which the circular reference is located, and you can make
the appropriate changes in that cell.

Another way to locate the errant formula is to select the
Formulas tab. In Formula Auditing, choose Error Checking,
click the arrow, and then choose Circular References. This
will lead you to the cell or cells containing the circular refer-
ences; move through the cells until you have corrected all of
the errors and the words “Circular Reference” no longer ap-
pear on the bottom status bar.

If the circular reference is deliberate, click Cancel. ❙

M I C R O S O F T  O F F I C E  E X C E L

Circular Reference Warning. One or more formulas contain a circular reference and may not calcu-

late correctly. Circular references are any references within a formula that depend upon the results

of that same formula. For example, a cell that refers to its own value or a cell that refers to another

cell which depends on the original cell’s value both contain circular references.

Error

M I C R O S O F T  O F F I C E  W O R D

The margins of section 1 are set outside the printable

area of the page. Do you want to continue?Error

If, however, you have printed the document and all of the
text does not appear, there is a way to remedy this. On the
Home tab, select Replace in the Editing group (which is lo-
cated on the far right side of the Ribbon). Click the Go To
tab, click Section, and in the Enter Section Number box,
type 1 (or the section number identified in the error mes-
sage). Click the Go To button and Close.

From the Page Layout tab choose Page Setup and open the
Page Layout dialog box by clicking the arrow at the bottom-
right corner of the box. A message appears that reads: “One
or more margins are set outside the printable area of the page.
Choose the Fix button to increase the appropriate margins.”

When you click Fix, the computer automatically
changes the margins to the printer’s acceptable standards.
Continue this procedure until all margins in all sections
have been changed. ❙

Translation: This message will generally appear when you
are using Microsoft Word and the margins are set too large
(or too small) for your printer. Most printers are not able to
print to the edge of the page. 

When you select the Show Help button on the dialog
box, it directs you to Microsoft’s Online Help . This section
defines a host of reasons why this message might be gener-

ated. For example, it may appear if you are attempting to
print to a page size that is not supported by the selected
printer or printing a set-sized object that doesn’t fit in the
printable area.

Solution: If you click Yes to close the message, your docu-
ment will print, but it’s possible that some text may not 
appear on your printed page. In some cases your document
will print without any problems. Click No. 
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Mac OS X

Update: The Mac OS X v10.6.6 Update
is for the Mac OS X Snow Leopard op-
erating system. It includes OS fixes that
address general security issues. The
upgrade also installs the new Mac App
Store, which will download to the
Dock. The Mac App Store is similar to
the App Store for the iPhone, iPod
touch, and iPad. You can browse fea-
tured apps, top charts, and other store
categories such as games, navigation,
and productivity. You can use your
iTunes account to purchase apps.

Installation: To install this update, di-
rect your browser to www.apple.com.
Click Support in the navigation bar.
Select Software under Browse Sup-
port. In the Mac OS X section, click
Mac OS X and then click Mac OS X
10.6 Snow Leopard. Find the Apple
Downloads section on the left and
click Mac OS X v10.6.6 Update under
Recent Updates. You can read the full
update description on the next page.
Click the Download button and wait
for the download to finish. Open the
file to start installing the update.

Microsoft Office For Mac

Update: Version 14.0.2 of Microsoft
Office for Mac 2011 offers improve-
ments in the areas of reliability, sta-
bility, and future updates. The update
corrects an issue that prevented Office
for Mac documents from opening in
third-party programs. It also fixes a
bug that creates a message asking users
to close the Microsoft AutoUpdate
while an update is running. This ver-
sion increases the stability of Outlook
by fixing crashes that occur when a
user imports a PST file.

SOFTWARE UPDATES COMPILED BY JOANNA CLAY

Installation: You can download and
install the Microsoft Office for Mac
2011 update at bit.ly/hxqyjc. Start by
clicking the Download button. The
update will then download in your
browser after several minutes. When
the download is finished, find the file
location and open it to begin in-

stalling the update. 

Opera

Update: The latest version of the
Opera Internet browser, Opera 11.01,
adds some new features and upgrades
the browser overall. Tab stacking, a
safer Address field, visual mouse ges-
turing, extensions, and a mail panel
are among the five new browsing fea-
tures added. Tab stacking lets you drag
a single tab on top of another to create
a tab group, which allows for more tab
organization within your browser
window. When you click the new se-
cure Web badge in the Address bar,
you can view your secure connection

and the current Web site’s security
record. Holding down the right mouse
button reveals the “visual gestures”
you can perform with your mouse.
Extensions and the mail panel include
new functionalities that streamline
your browser interaction.

Installation: Install this update by
going to www.opera.com. Next, go to
Browsers on the black bar at the top
of the Web page. Click Opera For PC,
Mac & Linux and click Download
Opera. Click Run in the File Down-
load – Security Warning window.
Follow the installation wizard instruc-
tions to complete your download of
Opera 11.

MacBook Air

Update: The MacBook Air (Late
2010) Software Update 2.0 provides a
solution for MacBook Air systems
that won’t enter Sleep mode. It applies
to Mac OS X 10.6.6.

When it comes to protecting your software, installing the latest updates is one of the most
important steps you can take. Software updates fix bugs, plug security holes, and sometimes
even add new features. Here are the updates you should know about this month.

Opera 11 features new “visual mouse gestures” that streamline actions you would perform in a browser.
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UPDATE OF THE MONTH

Installation: To acquire this down-
load, go to www.apple.com. Click
Support in the upper-right corner of
the Web page. Next, in the Get Sup-
port section, click Mac under the
images of the Mac computer and
MacBook Air. In the Notebooks cat-
egory, click MacBook Air. Select
Downloads. Under MacBook Air
Recent Downloads, you should see
the MacBook Air (Late 2010) Soft-
ware Update 2.0. Click the Download
button. Let the download finish in
your browser and then open the file
to install the update.

PDFCreator

Update: The 1.2.0 release of PDF-
Creator, free software that creates
PDF (Portable Document Format)
files from any printable program,
fixes printing issues in certain 

applications and programs. The new
version also supports transparent
PNG files. PDFCreator can create
other file formats, such as PNG,
JPEG, TIFF, BMP, PCX, PS, and EPS.
You can digitally sign PDFs to verify
authentication, secure them with en-
cryption, and combine multiple files
into a single PDF.

Installation: To take advantage of
the new PDFCreator features, go to
www.pdfforge.org and click Down-
load at the top of the home page.
Click Download PDFCreator 1.2.0
on the first red PDFCreator button.
The site will open a new window
with the URL www.sourceforge.net;
your file download should start in
the browser momentarily. Click the
PDFCreator EXE file, select Run,
and follow the instructions to com-
plete the download.

Adobe Flash Player

Update: Adobe Flash Player 10.2 is
available. The updated capabilities in-
clude Stage Video hardware accelera-
tion for image rendering, Internet
Explorer 9 support for hardware-
accelerated graphics, customized
mouse cursors, and full-screen mode
for multiple monitors.

Installation: To get the update, visit
get.adobe.com/flashplayer. By default,
the update will also install the Google
Toolbar on your computer. If you’d
rather not install the toolbar, uncheck
the Include In Your Download box and
then click the Download Now button.
When a yellow bar appears at the top of
the page, click it and then click Install
ActiveX Control. Click Continue if the
UAC (User Account Control) message
appears. Finally, click the Install button.

AVG Anti-Virus Free Edition 2011 includes AVG Social
Networking Protection so you can connect with Facebook
friends in a safe virtual environment. 

AVG Anti-Virus Free Edition 2011

Update: AVG’s latest 2011 version of its free security software is
available for download. The updated edition provides basic pro-
tection against online threats using the AVG LinkScanner. AVG

also safeguards your social networking activity with AVG Social
Networking Protection. AVG Community Protection Network
and AVG Protective Cloud Technology offer real-time virus in-
formation, as well.

Installation: When you visit www.free.avg.com, click Get Basic
Protection next to the Homepage tab. Then, click the Download
button under AVG Anti-Virus Free Edition 2011. On the next
page, click Download again. You will be directed to the Cnet.
com download page on which you will click Download Now.
Lastly, click the EXE file, click Run, and complete the rest of the
download instructions.
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I t seems like every version of Microsoft Excel
released over the years has brought a faster

way of making charts. Excel 2010 takes the evo-
lution to a completely new concept with the in-
troduction of sparklines. Excel’s regular charts
are already pretty quick to create, but with the
tiny sparkline charts, you can have instant
micro charts in the same row as the data they
portray. Because the small charts are embedded
throughout a worksheet, it’s easy to provide at-
a-glance data summaries right next to the data,
wherever it occurs. Sparklines are compact
enough that they won’t take up a lot of space on
the worksheet or interrupt the overall look, and
when you print a worksheet, the sparklines
print, too. 

Sparklines require you to shift your thinking
about charts a bit in this way: They don’t exist
as separate objects in the worksheet. They live
right inside a cell, just like a number or text.
This integrates them fully into the data they
represent. If you cut and paste a group of cells,
you can highlight the sparkline’s cell, too, and
move it right along with the data. And because
the sparkline lives in the cell’s background, you
can put text messages over the top of the little
charts in statements, such as “110% growth over
last year!”

A Variety Of Choices

The variety of available sparklines lets you
graphically show rather detailed data trends 
or choose simple representations that indicate 
base information, such as whether a quarter’s 

revenues showed a profit or loss. And once
you’ve created a sparkline, it automatically ad-
justs itself each time its source data changes. 

Create Sparklines

Assuming your worksheet already contains
cells full of data, here’s how to create sparkline
charts that tell the story. Click the cell where
you want the sparkline to appear, then go to the
Ribbon’s Insert tab and click one of the chart
types in the Sparklines section. After you select
a chart type, such as Line, a dialog box asks you
to select the cell range that will provide the
chart’s information. You can simply highlight
the correct cells to tell Excel what information

to use. 
After your new sparkline ap-

pears in the cell, you can cus-
tomize it with several tools that
appear on the Ribbon. A group 
of checkboxes lets you indicate
which data points are marked 
with a little box on a line chart.
Markers is a good choice, as it
puts a box on each data point.
Color tools let you choose colors
for the markers and the data 
line itself. 

If you want to create several
sparklines at the ends of several

rows of data, highlight the entire block of cells.
Then, click a sparkline type on the Insert tab.
When the dialog box appears, highlight the cells
that will contain the charts and click OK.

If you already have a series of sparklines, you
can instantly add another one (assuming there’s
data to support it) by clicking the last cell that
contains a sparkline and dragging the fill handle
onto new cells. 

As you format sparklines, remember that Excel
treats groups of sparklines as a unit. If you high-
light the last sparkline in a group of four, you’ll
see that any formatting changes you make will be
applied to all the sparklines. 

If you want to remove a sparkline, simply
right-click its cell and choose Sparklines and
Clear Selected Sparklines. ❙

BY TREVOR MEERS

Office Suite

Intermediate

Microsoft Office 2010
Excel’s New Sparklines

Excel’s new
sparkline feature
lets you quickly

insert micro
charts next to 

the source data, 
providing 

at-a-glance 
summaries of

your information.

Quick Studies

How-To
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Write to: 

Action Editor

P.O. Box 85380 

Lincoln, NE 68501-5380

Or send an email to: 

actioneditor@smart

computing.com

Or fax us at:

(402) 479-2104

I purchased an AMD Radeon HD 5770
graphics card from Luke Air Force Base
Exchange (Glendale, Ariz.), and when I in-
stalled it, it failed to boot. I tried a number of
things and couldn’t even get the thing to show
the board screen. I tried to return it to the
Exchange, and reps told me that the policy is
that if you open the box, it cannot be re-
turned. I asked them how I could find out if it
worked if I didn’t open the package and install
it to use it. They told me I had to send it in to
the manufacturer. I tried to contact AMD and
couldn’t even register the item. Then I tried to
make out an RMA (return merchandise au-
thorization), and that failed because the
product item number on the package is in-
valid. Then I went on the AMD site again and

got a response indicating I had to return the
card to the retailer. Is there any way that

you can help me in this matter? 

Weldon D. 
Glendale, Ariz.

We looked up the general man-
ager of the Exchange through the

Army & Air Force Exchange Service
site and sent him an email detailing

Weldon’s difficulty in returning the defunct
graphics card. Less than an hour later, Weldon
told us that the GM had contacted him about
the problem. In a later phone call, Weldon
said, the GM offered him a full refund. The
GM also said that he would clarify to the
Exchange sales staff that unlike software,
graphics cards could indeed be returned, even
after their packages are opened. The card
manufacturer was actually Diamond Multi-
media, not AMD, which only produced the

graphics chip onboard. This explained why
AMD couldn’t help Weldon with tech support
or his RMA request. Weldon returned to the
Exchange and received his refund. 

I ordered a set of USB Powered Speakers
from HP last week, part number KK912AA
and received them yesterday. I set them up,
but when I tried to load the software for SRS
Premium Sound from the included CD, it
told me that it is a 32-bit version and to get
the proper CD for the 64-bit version from
HP. My system runs Windows 7 Professional
and is a 64-bit system. I spent the better
part of six hours on the phone with HP
Customer Support, which shuffled my call
all over the world for an answer without res-
olution. In fact, no one knew what I was
talking about. Then I tried to get an RMA
number to return the speakers and ran into
the same problem for another two hours. I
would like to enlist your help in this matter.
I think a proper resolution might be ob-
taining the 64-bit software or returning the
speakers for a credit. 

Ray K. 
Longs, S.C.

We asked HP’s media relations to direct us
to someone with the authority to help Ray
right away, as he had already spent eight hours
on the phone with the company (and would ul-
timately spend about 11.5 hours, all told). A
public relations executive told us she would
take care of Ray’s issue immediately. A few
more lengthy phone calls later, HP issued Ray a
full refund, including his shipping costs. The
company even told him to keep the speakers. ❙

Refunds From HP & An
Air Force Base Exchange

Are you having trouble

finding a product or get-

ting adequate service

from a manufacturer? If

so, we want to help solve

your problem. Send us 

a description of the

product you’re seeking 

or the problem you’re

having with customer

service. In billing dis-

putes, include relevant

information (such as ac-

count numbers or screen

names for online ser-

vices) and photocopies 

of checks. Include your

phone number in case

we need to contact you. 

Letters may be edited 

for length and clarity;

volume prohibits indi-

vidual replies.

ACTION EDITOR
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Slimming Down
by Gregory Anderson

I
’m thinking about ditching a few extra pounds. The in-
exorable march of age provides a powerful motivation to
reassess whether extra bulk is hindering my flexibility

and engendering long-term costs. That’s right: I’m 
wondering whether I really need
traditional (and heavy) desktop
computers taking up space in the
office and in the nook. An in-
creasing number of people and
companies are asking themselves
the same thing. I run into more
and more professionals and small-
business owners who are aban-
doning traditional desktops and
notebooks for smaller, cheaper, and
more portable devices. A few years
ago, the question wouldn’t even
have made sense, but the explosion
of netbooks, tablets, and smart-
phones has opened new possibili-
ties for those looking to control
their costs and simplify their tech-
nology environments. Of course, we all fall into that camp,
but the slimming down isn’t always as easy as it sounds.

I have friends in sales who ditched laptops and now
don’t slog through airports with anything but their iPads. If
your main concerns are cost and maintenance, and if you
don’t have a need for powerful hardware or specialized
software, you’re probably a good candidate for a skinnier
machine. On the other hand, remember that the main
reason all these mobile devices can be so small, so light,
and so cheap is that they’re not very powerful. Small
screens, tightly integrated hardware, and relatively meager
processing power keep costs down and battery life high.
They also make it hard to support graphic design, power
gaming, or number crunching. But if your needs center
around email, Web browsing, and office productivity appli-
cations, almost any netbook or tablet can handle the work.

I also know shopkeepers and software developers who
get by just fine with their netbooks. Being ill-equipped to
handle serious actuarial analysis or database development
doesn’t mean these mini machines can’t handle pur-
chasing and inventory or Web design. Software is a
common concern with PC replacements, but you can
download almost anything you can imagine directly 
from manufacturers’ sites or from application stores.

Alternatively, skip the entire installation process and
switch to distributed applications such as Google Docs.
You can create, share, and manage spreadsheets, presenta-
tions, and documents over the Web at no cost. So who’s re-

ally going to miss the process of
bringing home a box and popping
in a disc to install new programs?

Storage is another potential
issue. Small hard drives and limited
possibilities for upgrading hard-
ware leave many business people
wondering how they’ll handle all
their data. Combine a netbook’s
USB ports and an external hard
drive (1TB [terabyte] for under a
hundred bucks), and those con-
cerns evaporate. Even the USB-less
iPad offers ways to store plenty of
data, and there are myriad online
services providing secure and re-
dundant storage to help maintain
all the capacity you need while

lightening your footprint and preserving your budget.
All this mobility comes with a price, however. When you

can work anywhere, you can also slack off anywhere, a fact to
which both my local coffee shop and the lounge chair on our
deck can readily attest. And the places you’re most likely to
imagine that you’d enjoy working in are the very places
you’re most likely to find other things you’d rather do. This
phenomenon feels eerily similar to the fact that I have
trouble curbing late-night snacking while watching
“Chopped” and “Top Chef” on Hulu. I’m not one for getting
too old-fashioned or nostalgic, especially about technology,
but sometimes having a specific place dedicated for work
(where work also stays behind when you’re done) actually
makes me more productive. Make sure you or your workers
are professional and disciplined enough to handle the re-
sponsibility that comes with the freedom of portable gadgets.
Otherwise, like with a failed diet, you’ll see all those cost and
maintenance savings come right back in a different spot. ❙

Gregory Anderson is a regular contributor to Smart Computing
and several other technology publications. He keeps a sharp eye
(with the help of thick glasses) on computing trends and enjoys
working with geeks of all stripes—most of the time. Share your own
netbook narrative at gregory-anderson@smartcomputing.com.
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